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FOREWORD

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations has had many indications
in the recent past of growing interest in many developing countries for enactinr or
modernizing their legislation on fertilizer production and marketing. The present
study has been prepared by Mr. D.M. Mylonas, a consultant, for the FAO Legislation
Branch of the Legal Office, in close cooperation with the Soil Resources, Development
and Conservation Service of the Land and Water Development Division.
It represents
an attempt to provide guidance for governments, institutions and individuals responsible
for the preparation of fertilizer laws and regulations.
The study was prepared under the supervision of Mr. R. Ricard, Chief, Animal, Plant
and Food Legislation Section of the Legislation Branch and Dr. F.W. Hauck, Senior Officer,
Soil Resources, Development and Conservation Service.
Special thanks are due to
Prof. H. Kick, of the Agrikulturchemisches Institut, Bonn University, Federal Republic
of Germany, for his valuable collaboration at the drafting stage.

Suggestions for improvements have also been received from a number of experts, whose
contribution has been extremely valuable; grateful acknowledgement is made to:
Mr. W.H. Garman, Agency for International Development, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.;
Mr. R.C. Rund, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, U.S.A.;
Mr. G. de Scoraille,
Chambre syndicale nationale des fabricants d'engrais composés , Paris, France;
Dr. H.R. von Uexküll, Kali Kenkyu Kai, Tokyo, Japan;
and Mr. M.K. Zachmann, European
Economic Communities, Brussels, Belgium.
Each country study has also been submitted for clearance to the government concerned.
Of the fourteen governments so consulted nine replied and their comments have been duly
taken into account.
As regards the criteria governing the choice of legislative provisions, it should
be noted that the purpose has been simply to provide significant examples from among
the documentary material currently available at FAO Headquarters.
The selection,
therefore, in no way purports to convey any appreciation by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations regarding the merits of certain regulatory or
technical systems as compared with others.
The study is issued provisionally as a main document, in English only. Should
sufficient interest be generated it would eventually be published in a trilingual
English, French and Spanish - edition. Any further suggestions and -,:ontrItionl:to
enhance the usefulness of the study would be greatly appreciated.

Edouard Saouma
Director
Land and Water
Development Division

Dante A. Caponera
Chief, Legislation Branch
Legal Office
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INTROLUCTION

The aire of this study is twofold: first, to examine current national fertilizer
legislation, in order to highlight the principles that have guided the drafting of
to make suggestion° aa to the form and
provisions governing fertilizer control; eecond,
content which national legislation should take if it is to be effective.
In order to achieve the first aim all useful information has been taken intc account.
The legislative experience of selected countries has, however, been given a certain
prominence and discussed in greater detail in the individual country studies. The reason
for this, as further explained in the appropriate section, is that these countries are
fairly repreaentative of the various national legal systems, social structuree, stages of
economic development and political systems of today.
In the light of the analysis thus made possible and of the guiding principles specific
to this sector, the study concludes with the presentation of the framework for a model
fertilizer law.

The survey has been purposely limited to legal texts and provisions mainly concerning
among which it may be noted that administrative
the quality control of fertilizers
measures relative to the LIcennt- and registration of fertilizers and of fertilizer
while financial questions, such as import
dealers undoubtedly come within these limits
duties and price control measures, have been disregarded. Technical aspects of the problem
are mentioned only where they are indispensable for the comprehension of the legal provisions
governing quality control.
Regarding the sources used for this atudy, consideration has been given as fully as
possible to the work of United Nations r',pecialized Agencies and other international bodies,
euch as OECD, EDC, ISO, in the fields of standardization of fertilizera, harmonization of
fertilizer legislation at the regi9nal level and elimination of the technical obstacles
prevalent in the fertilizer tradei4 However these source& have not been given paramount
importance, since they go beyond the national context that is part of the raison d'Atre
of the present study.
Two previous publications on fertilizer legislation (CEEC Documentation: Fertilizers
Trade Regulation° in OEEC Countries, Paris, October 1951, and FAO: Legislation on
Fertilizers in Latin America, Rome, September 1955) have indicated useful approaches for
the present study. Each, however, is limited to a single continent, and the legislative
texts on which they have been based are now in large measure outdated. A third such
publication (The 1971 World Fertilizer Legislation and Tariffs Manual, published by the
British Sulphur Corporation Ltd., London, 1971), although worldwide in coverage,
concentrates only on rates of duty for the importation of fertilizers, and on licences,
quotas and exchange control in the importing countries. A fourth study, now largely of
historical interest, might also be mentioned here, namely, Le controle des engrais dans
le monde, published by the International Institute for Agriculture, Rome, in 1928.
The other sources
in footnotee.

1/

mainly legal texts of the varioue countries covered

are given

See for instance: K. lachmann, Elimination des entraves techniques aux ;changee dans
le secteur des engrais, Revue du March; Commun No. 145, juilletaott 1971.
It may also be notad that a draft Directive of the Council of the EEC (Proposition
de Directive du Conseil concernant le rapprochement des ligislations des Etats membres
relatives aux engraie, Ref. CO? (71) 1500 final, Bruxelles, 22 ddcembre 1971), with
annexed listing of standard, single and compound fertilizers, is also to be
In this connection,
recommended by the EEC Commission to Associated African States.
new official methods of analysis for fertilizers are likely to be adopted in the near
future by the EEC countries.

PART I

GENERAL

The first part of this study sets out to analyse, in the lit of enactments currently
in force in the various countries, the main issues dealt with by fertilizer legislation.
Central to these introductory considerations is section 4, on the content of legislative
provisions, while other sections discuss a number of matters of importance to the study as
a whole. Thus, an outline of recent developments and likely future trends in world
fertilizer use is followed by considerations pointing to the need for legislation on
In
fertilizer control and by an examination of the form such legislation usually takes.
A fifth section deals
the same context the content of the relevant texts is also analysed.
with the institutional aspects of fertilizer control.
1.

Fertilizers in agricultural development 1Y

The data available at present indicate that the world population will probably double
during the period 1970 to 2 000, i.e. from about 3 600 million to about 7 000 million, and
In order, therefore, to
that the increase vil], be greater in the developing countries.
feed the world population adequately, food production during the same period should be
approximately trebled. The target increase for agricultural output is 4 percent per year
during the second Development Decade.
Experience in countries with highly developed agricultural eysteme over the last 100
years has shown that 60 percent and more of increased yields are due to the use of mineral
fertilizers and manures. In addition to this, inorganic and organic fertilizers have done
much to improve the quality of food and have provided the preconditions for agricultural
development in the broadest sense. Ln efficient use of fertilizers has proved to be highly
advantageous to the economies of the various countries no less than to the individual farmer.
The possibilities that fertilizer use opens up for agricultural development have gained
progressively wider recognition, so that states are encouraging farmers in this direction J4
Today there is scarcely a country that does not make use of fertilizers, though, of course,
there are vast differences between one country and another in present levels and estimated
future use.
The world consumption of fertilizers has risen rapidly over the last few decades, as
the following figures show (in million tons of N, P205, 1(20):

1938/39
1959/60
1970/71

9.2
27.1

68.2

According to the FAO Indicative World Plan and in line with the rapidly growing demand for
food, the target for 1980/81 is 126.5 million tons.
The share of the developing countries in these world totala has long been a small one,

though the rate of increase is accelerating appreciably, as may be seen in the following
totals (million of tons N, P205, 1(20), for 70 developing countries:
1954/55
1962/63
1970/71

Z/

1.4
3.2

9.4

This section was prepared by Dr. F.W. Hauck, Senior Cfficer, Soil Resources, Development
and Conservation Service, FAO.
Cf: UNIDO, Fertilizer Manual, United Nations, New York,
Chapter I, World Survey: People, Food and Fertilizers.

1967,

and especially Part One,

During the last ten years, some out of the countries in question have reached take-off
stage in fertilizer use.

The Indicative World Plan estimates the requirements of fertilizers in developing
P
5, K20):
countries thus (in million tons of _,
N _2_0

1975/76
1980/81
1985/86

14.7
22.4
33.0

The total value of the fertilizer use estimated for 1985 will represent approximately
45 percent of ti total value of all current inputs in agricultural production.
Technological progress has resulted in the development of new fertilizer types. The
following trends are of immediate interest: High-analysis N, P205 and 1(20, representing
valuable savings in transport costs, are now being produced, together with a wider
availability of compound fertilizers in a form ready for application. Formulations of
more complex kinds are being introduced, containing, besides N, P205, and 1(20, important
elements such as calcium, magnesium and sulphurand the trace elements manganese, iron,
boron, copper, zinc and molybdenum. One may also note a trend toward combining fertilizer
with herbicides or pesticides, while there is an increased use of intermediates for dry
mixing (bulk blending), liquid mixing and granulation. Novel formulations in nitrogen and
phosphate materials have been developed. Controlled-release fertilizers and liquid
fertilizers are being more widely employed.
The main difficulty in achieving rational fertilizer use on a national scale liee in
the large number of economically weak farmers with small and often remote holdings whose
production accounts for the bulk of the country's food crop supply. From such a situation
there stems a number of problems which are difficult to solve at the national level, viz:
obtaining information as to the technically and economically correct types and
quantities of fertilizers for the respective crops and climate and soil conditions;
getting this
accordingly;

information

across to the farmers and ma:,:_nj. zure tilat tacy ac-t

making certain that, once the demand for fertilizer among farmers has developed, the
correct fertilizer reaches them at the right time.
On this last point, experience has shown that the distribution of fertilizers is
probably the most difficult and time-consuming problem of all, whose situation calls for
an improvement in the infrastructure, including marketing organizations of various types
and levels, credit facilities, storage and transport and an appropriate control over the
handling of the fertilizers.
Present levels of fertilizer use in the developing countries are unlikely to lead to
effects on the environment, yet the fact that fertilizers are so important
deleterious
for future agricultural production warrants the introduction of a continuous monitoring
system so that possible undesirable effects can be avoide

A/

Cf. Effects of Intensive Fertilizer Use on the Human Environmentl Report of the
Expert Consultation convened at FAO, Rome, 25-28 January 1972, FAO, Soils Bulletin
No. 16, Rome, 1972.

2.

The need for fertilizer legislation

The importance of fertilizers for agriculture, and tL-1:7 fcr both the national economy
and the individual farmer, is such that several countries have introduced as early an
the end of the 19th century
legislative measures designed to contro their production
and use.

There are many reasons for this. 2erti1izer use is an ongoing farming practice, with
a major influence on yields and earning*. Small farmers are rarely in a position to examine
the quality of a fertilizer, so that they have to trust the information supplied by the
producer. Given that serious damage can arise from the use of adulterated or incorrect
fertilizers, the quality of which cannot in any case be checked after they have been
incorporated to the soil, certain meano of preventive quality control become necessary.
Fertilizer producers have as a rule all facilities necessary for controlling both raw
materials and product, and they have no need for special protection from the legislator.
Such protection is neceseary, however, for the consumer of fertilizers, and consequently
fertilizer production and trade need to be controlled by law.
Initially, when production and consumption of commercial fertilizer° were limited to
a relatively narrow rang* cf types, the purpose of the legislation was mainly to protect
the purchaser from possible fraudulent practices on the part of the manufacturer and dealer.
Thus, fertilizere sold under a given name were required to contain specified nutrient
elements and in such percentages as prescribed by the law (or as declared by the manufacturer
himself and accepted by the authorities). Certain variations, within ntrict limits, were
tolerated by law.
Recent scientific and industrial developments in chemistry and agronomy, not to mention
commercial competition, have resulted in a multiplication of fertilizer types.
This has
added a new dimennion to the protective role of fertilizer legislation: to provide for the
protection of the purchaeer against fertilizers which, although they contain the declared
elements in the declared percentages, are not suitable for certain soil conditions and for
crops. The effective value of some modern fertilizers can be ascertained only after a
series of complex and timeconsuming experiments, and it is the function of the law to
permit the use of these now types only if such experiments have demonstrated their efficacy.
Furthermore, the need arises to guarantee the consumer of agricultural producte
high a quality as possible.
Finally, today, when the issue is being discussed in all quarters, protecting the
environment from possible polluting effects hae become one of the functions of fertilizer
legislation.

National fertilizer lawe do not always satisfactorily cover all the abovementioned

attention,

points. Especially the last one has not yet received oufficient
at least not
in the main legal texts on the subject. Many developing countries have still not enacted
a comprehensive body of legal texts regulating fertilizer production, import or trade.

Others still une a legislation bequeathed to them by the former colonial powers, that has
ceased to be relevant to the preeent world situation.
It should be borne in mind that the
enactment of legislation is the outcome of a strongly felt need in a given national context
to regulate a vital sector of the national life and economy, and now that the production,
importation and use of fertilizers is developing from day to day, the need will also be
felt in theee countries for the introduction of modern laws covering the more recent
aspects of fertilizer marketing and use.

,V

Thus, in France, the fertilizer law, still in force, is that of 4 February 1888 as
amended by laws of 19 March 1925 and 28 March 1936.

3.

Structure of fertilizer legislation

Fertilizer laws follow a typioally linear pattern, from an original enactment of broad
scope, drafted in general terms, throujn a succession of texts amendin7 or render:n more
ssecflc what hao cone before. The lapse of time ucteer. one enactment and the next vares,
and rarely does one find the whole sequence of legal txt!; made in the came
loní secuenee is I.Le Most usual o.pprJac..
Thus, in the Swiss legislation, the
sequence starts with a very broad text, the "Federal Act Relative to the Improvement of
Agriculture and the Maintenance of the Peasant Population (Agriculture
Act)" of 3 October
1951, the title of which is selfexplanatory; then, comes the "Crdinance on Trade in
Agricultural Auxiliary Materialeu of 4 February 1955, amended by Order of the Federal
Council of 3 November 1959, issued pursuant to articles 4 and 70 to 76 of the Agriculture
Act which specifically governs trade in agricultural requisites, including fertilizers;
finally, the section on fertilizers (Livre des Engrais) in the Handbook of Agricultural
Auxiliary Materials,promulgated by the Federal Department of Finance of 31 January 1962,
as amended on 26 May 1972, deals exclusively with fertilizers, as do also the two Orders
of the Federal Council of 10 July 1964 on the constitution of reserves of phosphate and
potassium fertilizers. The Egyptian.legislation illustrates the opposite case: here a
single Act governing trade on fertilizers (enacted on 15 February 1956) was followed by
the Enforcement Regulations exactly one month later.

The two examples illustrate extremes of legislative procedure.
However, the number
of texts and the time elapsing between the dates on which they were enacted are matters
of little consequence. What is important is the division found in all the countries
studied, between a basic legal text, ueually called Law, Act, Decree, Ordinance, etc., and,
as it were, a subsidiary legal text, enacted under the first and by virtue of the powers
conferred by it. These are the Regulations under the Law, Act, etc.

The first text sets out the legal principles which govern the manufacture, marketing
etc., of fertilizers. It prescribes what must be done and institutes penalties for failure
to comply with its provisions.
The second type of texts explain how the principles embodied in the first shall be
put into practice. These texte include the technical instructions necessary for the
enforcement of the basic law and provide the details which cannot be contained in an
instrument the main purpose of which is to establish principles. But, even so, these
technical instructions are sometimes rather difficult to incorporate into a legal text.
The usual practice is therefore to produce them in annexes to the Regulations.
These
annexes, or "Schedules" in the English legal terminology, are found more and more frequently
in recent legislation, not only in Common Law countries, but in Belgium, the Federal
Republic of Germany and others.
Another difference between the basic text and the Regulations concerns the matters
they cover. The basic text seldom governs only fertilizers.
'Jsual...y,
it regulates the
manufacture, importation and sale of other products intended for agriculture.
Thus, in
El Salvador, the basic text covers chemical and biochemical products for use in crop and
animal husbandry; in Belgium, pesticides and requisites for agriculture, horticulture,
silvicultura and stockbreeding; in France, fertilizers and pesticides; in India, all the
essential commodities; in Kenya, fertilizers and animal feedetuffs; in Malawi, fertilizers,
farm feeds and remedies; in Italy, all products essential for agriculture; and in the
United Kingdom, fertilizers and feeding stuffs.
In Egypt, however, in the Federal RepUblic
of Germany and New Zealand, the basic Act covers only the production of, and trade in,
fertilizere.
Regulations on the other hand tend to be different for each item (fertilizer, feedstuff,
In the case of legislation concerning two such items, as for instance in the United
Kingdom, different provisions, or different parts of the schedules,
even different
schedules, have so far set out the technical points relevant to each item.
etc.).

:_)-r

A further difference between the two sources of :lertill7er Regulations discussed here
(Act, Law, Regulations under the Act) is to be noted in the enacting authority. Thus,while
the basic law normally emanates from the legislative body (parliament, general assembly,
legislative commission, etc), the Regulations are issued by the appropriate executive organ
(council or ministers, federal council minister, etc.) of the country.

Content of legislative pravisione

4.

As has already been seen, the main reason for the enactment of fertilizer control
legislation is the protection of the fertilizer user and throu41 him of the agricultural
economy of the nation, which would otherwise have to bear the results of poor agriculturad
Accordingly,
production due to the use of inadequate or the wrong sort of fertilizers.
the legislator, having defined fertilizer materials, will concentrate on the control of
the various types of products and on ultaranteeh for the purchazer, enforcement and nena1t,lo:7,,

Thus, the control of the various types of fertilizers offered on the national market
is normally achieved either by requiring the registration of the article offered for sale
with a government service (usually the Ministry of Agriculture), or by establishing a
comprehensive list of registered fertilizers and restricting production and sales to
articles contained in that list. The setting of standards of composition, as well as the
requirement of a licence for fertilizer manufacturesor sellers, also offers a means of
effective control.
The question of guarantees for the purchaaer covers the various provisions regarding
the packaging and labelling of fertilizers,as well as the statutory statements and other
If the
advice notices which the seller must convey to the buyer at the time of sale.
farmer is to profit from the new fertilizer varieties, a simple and easily understood
description must be given, on the container, of the contents and their use. Furthermore,
the fertilizer offered for sale must really contain the elements which the label indicates,
and the containers must be of a material that not only protects the product itself against
deterioration due to weather conditions, but also protects the user and the environment
against possible harmful effects.

Enforcement takes the form of appointing control officere, authorizing the inspection
of premises where fertilizers are stored or offered for sale, and establishing methods of
sampling and analysis. Lastly, appropriate penalties are provided to punish the contravention of provisions regulating the above matters.
i) Definition of fertilizers

Before any provision regulating these issues is drafted, the legislator must decide
what is to be understood by fertilizer or what should be included under that concept.
From a technical simplified standpoint, a fertilizer is any substance that is added
to the loll to supply those elements which are required for the nutritianof plants..61
Generally, the term "fertilizer" ie used for "fertilizer material or carrier", meaning
any substance which contains ono or more of the essential elements (nitrogen,phosphorus,
potassium, sulphixr, calcium, magnesium, iron, mananese, molybdenum, copper, boron, zinc,
chlorine, sodium, cobalt, vanadium, silicium).
From a scientific standpoint, fertilizer terminology distxiguishes between nutrient
elements, nutrients, nutrient materials and fertilizers 7. Nutrient elements are those
chemical elements of the periodic system essential for plant growth:(Nitrogen (N),
S.L. Tisdale and 4.L. Nelson: Soil Fertility and Fertilisers, Macmillan, New York and
London, 2nd Edition, 1966, p. 379.
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See: Handbuch der PflanzenernIihrung, Springer Verlag, Vienna and New York,
Vol. I, Part I, p. 95.

1969,

Phosphorus (P), Potassium (K), Calcium (Ca), Magnesium (Mg), Iron (Pe), etc.), and
others not yet identified as such. Nutrients are chemical compounds or ions of the
nutrient elements which can be absorbed and assimilated by planto (such as Nitrate
ion (NC3), Ammonium ion (NH4), Phosphate ion (PO4), Potassium ion (Y+), Magnesium ion
(Mg++), etc.). Nutrient materials can be either pure nutrients, or other inorganic
or organic compounds of nutrient elements, which can be transformed to nutrients,
mostly in the soil, by chemical reaction or by microbial action. Fertilizers (in the
meaning of products supplying plant nutrients) are either pure nutrient materials or
nutrient materialm mixed or combined with other substances,which can be useful or
indifferent to plants but not harmful if suitably employed.
In addition to the above, other materials which are not nutrients can contribute
indirectly to the nutrition of plants. These are such organic materials as may
improve the quality of the soil. They may be prepared from natural or synthetic
organic materials, preparations for soil inoculation, etc.
The definitions of fertilizers adopted by the various national laws are usually
Among the
(where explicity given in the legal texts) wider than those listed here.
countries which do not provide any definition are Belgium, Egypt, Morocco and 3ri Lanka,
where (with the exception of Morocco) the adoption of the list of fertilizer types
covered by the legislation makes further definition unnecessary.
Japanese law defines fertilizers as being all substances applied to the soil fcr the
purpose of supplying nutrients to the plants, or for producing a chemical chance in
the soil, thus contributing to the cultivation of plants, or which, when applied to
For the Netherlands, on the other hand,
plants, will supply them with plant nutrients.
a fertilizer is a product which is added to the soil in order to maintain or increase
its productive capacity.
Generally speaking, however, for the nationallegislator fertilizers are substances
intended to be used for improving or maintaining the growth of plants or the productivDefinitions along these lines are found in the legislation of
ity of the soil.
practically all of the countries studied except those named above.
This rather general definition has led certain countries explicitly to exclude a number
of substances and materials. Thus, in the Federal Republic of Germany, such materials
are exempted as water, pesticides with fertilizing side-effects, manures, settlement
wastes, preparation aids for organic fertilizers, etc. In Kenya and Malawi, manure,
compost, wood ash, gypsum, refuse and other substances are not considered to be
fertilizers when sold in their original condition and under their common name. In New
Zealand, animal manure and other animal or vegetable matter either in fresh or partly
decomposed condition are not considered as fertilizers unless they have been dried or
treated in any other way assuring that decomposition is arrested until the material
is applied to the soil gr the plants. In the United tates of America, the Uniform
State Fertilizer Bill fjexcludes unmanipulated animal and vegetable manures, marl, lime,
limestone, wood ash and gypsum as well as any other products exempted by the Regulations.
In a few cases the legislation makes a distinction between fertilizer stricto sensu
and materials indirectly contributing to the fertilization of the soil. Thus,Colombian
law distinguishes between fertilizers as ouch, soil amendments and soil conditioners,
all of which it defines separately, without providing an averall definition for the
term "fertilizer". Ecuadorian legislation defines fertilizers along the general lines
mentioned above and further states that its provisions apply only to fertilizers and
soil amendments, which it also defines. In the Federal Republic of Germany, the
Fertilizer Act explicitly includes under the definition of fertilizers, preparations

8/

See Annex TV to this study.

for soil inoculation, soil conditioners and plant growth regulators which it mentions
In Switzerland, the legislation also covers bacterial
without further defining them.
cultures, artificial amendments and compost accelerators, whichi,although not treated
separately, are governed by the same provisions as fertilizers 2/.
In certain other
countries, however (Belgium, Yorocco, Norway), the title itself of the law distinguishes
between fertilizers and soil amendments, both commodities being covered in the
provisions. This distinction is of considerable practical interest because it makes it
clear that substances which from a scientific point of view cannot be considered as
fertilizers are nevertheless covered by the fertilizer legislation.
:alenever the national legislation does not give a definition of the term "fertilizer"
a comprehensive list, given in, say, a Schedule to the Act or, more often,in the
Regulations under the Act, clearly shows the fertilizer materials to which the legislation
applies.

ii) Control of types of fertilizers offered on the national market
Althougn the main reason for such control is to protect the fertilizer consumer - the
farmer - control measures also provide protection for the honest manufacturer who
otherwiee would have to suffer unfair competition from his less honest colleagues.
The ultimate aim of the control measurer' is to secure a product with the correct quality
for the intended use. Control measures are therefore primarily anality control meanures.
Quality control seeks to achieve a3 hi0 and as conzistent a standard in fertilizers as
is compatible with the demands of the market for which it is being produced and the
price at which it will be sold 12/.
Such a standard represents the average of the
quality attributes taken into account, for any particular type of fertilizer, and must
be maintained within as narrow tolerance limits as posoible. Quality control will be
entirely effective only if it can be extended to cover raw materialn througn the setting
of specifications to be met before purchane, the improvement of processing methods, the
improvement of product quality, the standardization of the finidhed product ac9ording
to label specifications and the orderly operations of stores and warehouses 2.3--/. It
should be noted however that fertilizer legislMion cannot cover all these points:
some of them are dealt with by laws and regulations Governing related fields, thougn
standardizaion of the finiahed product according to the label specifications is
definitely
a point which the fertilizer legislation must deal with.
The control of types of fertilizers offered for sale preeupposes legal provisions
directed toward two main objects: first,
that the products offered to the user comply
with crescribed standards and, second.,
that these products are placed on the market
byauttorized persons, known to the authorities, thus making official control over
enforcement possible.
a) Legal provisions regarding the fertilizer
Legal provisions may require either that all articles offered to the user as fertilizers
shall be registered with a central service-governmental or under government controlor that only those articles may be offered for sale wnich are normally listed by
the Regulations made under the basic Act 12./.

2/

For further details see the relevant country studies.

12/

See on thie subject: R.H. Schwass, Quality of Fertilizers, ASPAC Food and Fertilizer
Technology Centre, Extension Bulletin No. 12, Taipei Citj.;, December 1971.

11/
12/

Ibid, p. 8.

See also: Institut International d'Agriculture, Le Controle des Engrais dans le Monde,
Home, 1928, pp. 118, 119;amd FAO, Legislation on Fertilizers in Latin America, Rome,
September 1955, pp. 61-88.

Under the first method, every person intending to deal in fertilizers must submit
an application beforehand to the appropriate service, for registration of the
fertilizer under a certain name and under a given composition. This means in effect
that registration is necessary, even for fertilizers identical to each other, if
only for the reason that they are traded under different flanes. Applications must
generally contain the name and the commercial address of the applicant, the name
of the fertilizer-producing industry which the applicant represents, the brand name
of the fertilizer produced or sold by the applicant, as well as its formula,(i.e.,
precise indication, in percentages or by other statutory means, of the nutrient
elements contained in the fertilizer, the form in which the primary elements are
found and the approximate percentages of minor elements, if any and in certain
cases the degree of fineness of certain constituents auch as natural phosphates).
If the application is made by a corporate body, a certificate of the constitution
and a certificate of the legal representation of that body are usually required.
The application must be accompanied, in the case of a fertilizer already produced
(imported fertilizers, for instance), by a sample of the article.
The registration is valid for a fixed period of time, and provisions are nade
regarding re-registration and revocation of the registration.
This method is adopted by the legislation of such countries as Ecuador, Colombia,
Japan, Germany (under the 1918 Decree), Malawi, New Zealand and Yugoslavia. It is
also to be found in t..
forr ¿tate
Bill in the ttnite'l
Under the second method the legislator lists in Schedules to the Act or to its
Regulationn a wide number of officially approved and registered fertilizers, giving
at the same time their mplied definitions, minimum (or, where necessary, maximum)
percentage of nutrient elements contained therein, limits of variations and otheIuseful particulars. Fertilizers produced, imported or sold in the country need
only be in conformity with the specifications appearing in the schedules; no
registration of the fertilizer brand by the individual manufacturer or dealer is
necessary. and anybody may manufacture, import and market any registered fertilizer .
This method is more liberal and less bureaucratic than the one previously described.
It seems to be preferred in more recent European legislation in countries such as
the Federal Republic of Germany (1962-1963) and Belgium (1969-1971), and was also
adopted by the United Kingdom 13/. Egypt, France, India, Kenya, Netherlands,
Switzerland, as well as other countries, have also opted for this method, with or
wit:lo.,:t variations (n) tYe basic pattern.

Thus, in E
t, the fertilizers listed in six tables appearing in Schedules to the
basic Act
must, in addition, be registered in a special register with the
Ministry of Agriculture. The relevant provisions do not mention imported products
explicity, but the requirement that the application for registration must indicate,
amongcther particulars, the country of origin, the names of the exporter and importer,
the country of exportation and manufacture, implies that these, too, come under the
rule.

In India, registration is necessary only for fertilizer mixtures and "special
fertilizer mixtures" (i.e. mixtures of fertilizers prepared for experimental
purposes). Upon registration of mixtures and special mixtures of fertilizers, a
certificate is issued to the person who has applied for the registration.
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The Fertilizers and Feeding Stuffs Act of 15 December 1926; lnd
of 1)70, Fart 77.
Act No. 41, relative to trade in fertilizers, of 15 February 1956.

In Switzerland, a special licence is necessary for the manufacture and marketing
of fertilizers which are not included in the list of approved fertilizers.
In only a few countries does legislation fail altogether to regulate the matter of
registration.
b) Legal provioions reparding manufacturers and dealers
4/iile certain countries have set up very strict regulations regarding authorization
for the manufacture of, and trade in, registered or approved fertilizers, others do
not seem to consider such authorization of particular importance, the matter being
If strict control is
closely linked to the country's policy on fertilizer control.
thought to be necessary, then those directly involved in the production, and import
of, and general trading in; fertilizers must be known to a central service, in order
that the competent authorities may be able to follow and control their professional
;or a iLccnce :)efore
rz..nd
activities, and
,c
such activitied.

If, on the other hand, control is considered possible without strict administrative
measures such as prior icern or registration, the legislator refrains from
imposing them.
countries regarding Licensin,- or registration
There is no uniform procedure a:aon,
of persons or corporate bodies dealing in fertilizers. Thus Colombia, Ecuador,
ggypt, India and Japan are among those countries requiring that a licence or
certificate of registration be issued to anybody who intends to produce, import or
sell fertilizera. In Belgium any person importing, manufacturing or otherwise
preparing for sale compound fertilizers or mixed organic amendments must first obtain
The Federal Republic of Germany,
a licence issued by the Minister of Agriculture.
France, Morocco, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Switzerland and Yugoslavia make
no provision whatsoever for administrative formalities regarding licencin( or
Kenya and Malawi impose a
registration cf manufacturers, importers and dealers.
licence only for the establishment and the operation of plants used for the
sterilization of bones and other substances derived from animal carcasses intended
for Use in the manufacture of fertilizers.

If the application for a licence is made by an importer of or a dealer in fertilizers,
it is often required that it be accompanied by a sample of the fertilizer which the
applicant intends to import or sell. Concerning importers of fertilizers, in
particular, certain countries require a special licence. In Switzerland, for instance,
importers of potassium and phosphate fertilizers are granted an import licence only
if they undertake to constitute a permanent reserve of these fertilizers in the
country. Da Egypt, an official certificate of the government of the exporting country
is necessary to the effect that the products are free from diseases and worms
harmful to man, animals or plants. A similar provision is found in the Yugoslav
legislation.

c) Standards of composition
The way in which the question of standards of fertilizer composition is dealt with
in national legislation depends mainly on the method adopted by the country for
the control of fertilizers put on the national market.

If the method is that of the compreheneive list of proregistered fertilizera,then
the list itself, in an appropriate column, gives certain indications as to the
composition of the product. Thus, in Belgium, the table annexed to the 1970 Order 1.5./
gives in columns b), c) and d) respectively the descriptions, criteria and guaranteed
content in active principles of the fertilizers indicated in column a). Column b)
indicates the way in which the product is obtained(by chemical or electrochemical
or other means, or as an industrial byproduct, etc.) together with its content;
column c) gives minimum or maximum percentages of the main element or elements
contained, degree of neutralizing effect and of finenese (in the case of phosphatic
fertilizers) or percent content of organic and other matters (in the case of organic
soil amendments), while column d) shows the guaranteed content in active principles
for the respective fertilizers.
Similarly,in the Federal Republic of Germany, particulars regarding the composition
of fertilizera are given in columns 3, 4 and 5 of the schedule to the 1969 Order.
Column 3 etates the eesential components of the fertilizer, column 4 gives the
minimum content in percentages and column 5 the main composition of the product,
In India, Sri Lanka and
while the type of the fertilizer is given in column 2.
In Switzerland,
other countries such particulars are given in one column
standards of composition are found in the special part of the Fertilizer section
(Livre dee Engrais) of the Handbook of Agricultural Auxiliary Materiale for each
one of the ferti1izere defined in the oection.

it/.

Fertilizers or fertilizer mixtures of a composition other than that prescribed in
the relevant list must, as a general rule, be registered separately. In certain
cases even fertilizero which do not comply with the establighed standards of
composition may be offered for sale if marked in a epecial manner and with the
qualifier 'nonstandard' áld provided a special certificate of registration is
obtained to that effect 2.././.

On the other hand, in countries where the legislation requires registration of
fertilizers by the producer or the dealer prior to the manufacture or marketing
of the product, standards of composition are not given for sach individual
fertilizer. Standards in these cases are general standards prescribing minimum
and maximum contents of the main nutrients, degree of humidity permitted, fineness
of granulated fertilizers, etc. The actual formula of each fertilizer ie then
eetabliahed by the manufacturer and must be included in the application for its

registration/Y.
iii) Guarantees for the purchaser

The control measures discuseed in the previoue section can do no more than ensure the
conformity of fertilizers with the establidhed standards and their suitability for use.
But product conformity by itself is not enough: the ultimate purpose of the fertilizer
is that it shall be applied to the appropriate soil, under the appropriate climatic
conditions and supply the necessary nutrient elements to the appropriate kind of plant.
This will only be achieved if two main points have been taken care of, namely:

1.V

See Annex II B to this etudy.
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Under the title "implied definitions" of the Second Schedule to the 1961 Act in the
case of Sri Lanka, under the title "specifications" in Schedule I of the 1957 Order
in the case of India against the name of the fertilizer concerned.
See country study on India.
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See country studies on Ecuador, Colombia, New Zealand and Yugoslavia.

that the purchaser clearly knows what he ia buying - that is to say, the exact type of
the fertilizer contained in the package he buys and also the potential uses of the
product and what quantities might be used for a certain kind of crop in a given area
under given climatic conditions; and
that the product, manufactured according to the prescribed standards, will not have
lost its specific qualities by the time it comes to be used as a reuult of bad
storage conditions, tampering with, unsuitable containers, etc.
a) Informing the purchaser
The need to inform the purchaser of the quality and the possible uses of the
fertilizer he buys can be met in one or other of three ways: by marking the
container itself in a manner ensuring that the purchaser will have no problem in
identifying the type of fertilizer for the purpose he has in mind; by the aeller
eupplying the purchaser with a written statement on the name, composition, qualities and possible uses of the fertilizer; or both these methods combined. The
first case is covered under the heading "labelling", the second under that of
"statutory statements and similar declarations".
Labelling: Provisions regarding the labelling of the fertilizer container are
found in all of the countries studied.
In some of them only the principle of labelling is stated, the specification of
particulars being left to the administrative bodies concerned. Thisis the case
with India. The New Zealand legislation lays down that packages of fertilizers,
unless sold to another vendor, must bear in bold and legible characters the
registered name and brand of the fertilizer. In Colombia, fertilizers in
packages without labels or with illegible labels may not be offered for sale.
The law in Egypt is more specific in that it requires, in addition to the name
and brand of the product, an indication of the weight in 10-cm figures, and of
the component elements in 5-cm figures on the containers of fertilizers. The
legislation
of
Ecuador requires that labels indicate in Spanish the
provisional authorization under which the article is sold, its price and its
chemical formula and composition.
In other countries the provisions on labelling are even more detailed and specific.
It is thus often required that in addition to the name of the fertilizer, name
of the manufacturer, packer, vendor or importer, as the case may be, the weight
of the article, etc., all relevant particulare be given on the nature, constituent
substances or quality of the fertilizer. In Belgium, for instance, the label of
packaged fertilizers must contain inter alia the description "fertilizer", "lime
fertilizer" or "soil amendment", accordg to the case; one or more of the names
appearing in column a) of the table 12/ together with prescribed permitted
qualifying phrases; and guaranteed content in active principlee, as prescribed
in column d) of the table.
In Sri Lanka, the label must give the amount of the
nutrient elements which, in accordance with the second column of the First Schedule
of the 1961 Act, are to be found in the fertilizer. In Morocco, the content in
nutrient elements, in the case of fertilizers, and useful ingredients, in the
case of soil amendment°, as well as their nature or state of combination must be
indicated on the label. These contents must be expressed exclusively in terma of
nitrogen, phosphoric acid or potassium (in the first case) or calcium, magnesium
or humus (in the second case) per 100 kg fertilizer or soil amendment, respectively.

12/

See Annex II B to this study.

The weight of nutrient elements in fertilizers is to be expressed in terms of
nitrogen (elemental), phosphoric acid (anhydrous) and potassium (anhydrous); that
Of useful ingredients contained in amendments is to be expressed in terms of
calcium oxide, magnesium oxide and humus. In other countries, again, such as
Denmark, Ireland and Norway, label information as to contents in plant mtrients
must be given in terms of elemental nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.
Swiss legislation on fertilizers requires that in any publicity - and labelling
is considered to be such - must be given the name of the fertilizer, as indicated
in the special part of the Livre des En7rais, or a similar name, provided this
does not lead to confusion, and the content in principal nutrients. If a
fertilizer does not comply with the requirements of the Livre des Engrais the
fact must be stated in the immediate proximity of the description, together with
the indication of the measure by which it departe from the prescribed standards.
Other descriptions such as "organic", "chlorine-free", "lime-free", etc., are
also permitted in certain cases 224
In Japan, manufacturers or importers of "ordinary" fertilizers are required to
attach to the containers guarantee labels containing the following information:
a) an indication that it is the guarantee label of the producer or importer; b)
name of the fertilizer; c) guaranteed analysis; d) name orcemmercial name and
address of the producer or importer; e) month and year of production or importation;
for a producer, name and location of the production plant; g) net
weight; h) registration, or provisional registration, number; i) where any foreign
substance has been added to the fertilizer, the name of that substance and the
proportion of it contained in the mixture; j) in the case of a fertilizer that
is provisionally registered,an indication to that effect 214

0

The Federal Republic of Germany is a particular case: there are no general
provisions on labelling or packaging; instead, a case-by-case method of regulation
has been adopted as included in the Schedule to the Fertilizer Order. Provisions
specifically regulating, the packaging and labelling of a number of fertilizer
types are found in the last column of the schedule entitled "special regulations".
It is usually prescribed that labelling be made out in the language of the country.
This requirement is explicitly stated in the case of Belgium (French or Flemish,
or both), Ecuador (Spanish) and Egypt (Arabic).
In one case, however (Malawi), it
is provided that the labelling must be made in English, which is the official
language of the country, though it is certainly not the one which every farmer reads
or understands.
Again, lobellinT 7;an oc made either by .da:: of looeh; of' "" to tno eonta:.nor
or by direct marking thereon. However, fertilizers transported in bulk obviously
cannot be marked in either of these ways.
Normally, therefore, the law requires
that they shall be accompanied by an appropriate document. If such fertilizers are
stored in a factory or storage 13.remises, a notice placed in close proximity gives
the data required by the law 224
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See the relevant country study.
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See: The Fertilizer Control Law of Japan in ASPAC Food and Fertilizer Technology
Center, Technical Bulletin No. 4, Taipei City, Y.arch 1972, p. 9-10.
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See the country study on Belgium.

Statutory statements and similar declarations: These can take the form of an
independent statement, or an advice note, or an insertion in sale invoices,
billa, price lists, etc. Statements of the kind originally issued by the
producer or importer of fertilizers and then reproduced by the seller and handed
Cases
over to individual buyers, as a rulo give the information required by law.
such as that of Yugoslavia, which requires that additional information be given
in the etatement, regarding mainly the date of manufacture of the fertilizer and
the duration of the declared characteristics, or that of France, which requires
detailed information on the content of the fertilizers as well as the nature and
the compoeition of the latter, are rare. Such InformatIon has the effect of a
warranty by the seller to the purchaser that the particulars contained in
it are correct and that at the time of sale the article has the stated
qualities 214

Indian legislation and that of the Federal Republic of Germany are silent on the
matter of statements.
In Germany, the earlier law provided for written directions
as to the correct use of the fertilizer and the quantities to be applied per
hectare and crop to be given by the seller to the purchaser. These provisions have
been widely criticised, especially on the grounds of the difficulty of establishing
ouch directions. Nevertheless, it has been decided that ffuch information ia uneful,
and so the relevant directionn are now printed on containers as a part of the
labelling system
Egyptian legislation contains a similar provision requiring fertilizer vendors to
keep for five years purchase invoices they have given and copies of sales invoices
they have issued.
:apaneee legislation requiree that all manufacturero or importers of, or dealern in,
fertilizers shall keep a eecond book in which they muut enter all particular')
regarding transactions in fertilizers. These books are to be kept for a period of
two years.
Statutory statements must aleo be supplied to the purchaser of fertilizer mixtures
in New Zealand.
In Morocco these statements are not necessary in the case of sale
of heterogeneous fertilizers or amendments whose compoeition may vary and which are
normally transported in bulk, such as farmyard manure, market waste
and in the
case of raw materials for the manufacture of fertilizere.
b) Safeguarding product quality
Specific provisions regarding the packaging of fertilizers are found in relatively
few countries and even then are not extremely detailed.
It is normally prescribed
that containers must be firmly cloeed by means of an automatic machine or by hand
and sealed in such a way as to preclude tampering with the contents without breaking
the seal (Belgium, Egypt, India). Indian legislation further epecifies that bags
stitched by hand and containing fertilizers manufactured in India must bear load
seals; if, however, the bags are machine-etitched in such a manner that their
content cannot be tampered with without a visible breakage of the stitching, lead
peals are not necesaary.
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New Zealand: The 'Atrtilizers Act of 17 Cctober 1960 Sec. 21; and United Kingdom;
The Fertilizers and Feedin2 Stuffs Act, 1926, of 15 December 1926, Sec. 2 (1-4).

See R. Schöttler: German Fertilizer Legislation, in ASPAC Food and Fertilizer
Technology Center, Technical Bulletin No. 3, Taipei City, March 1972, p. 9.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, packaging is regulated in the same way as
labelling, i.e., on a case-by-case basis in the column entitled "special
regulations" of the Schedule to the Fertilizer Crder.
In Colombia, fertilizers may not be offered for sale if the packages are in such
In any case, fertilizers may
a bad condition that the product may deteriorate.
be sold only in their original packages; the repacking of fertilizers is
prohibited without the prior authorization of the Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario.

iv) Enforcement

Powers for the enforcement of fertilizer legislation are vested in national_government
services or administrative bodies and officials. These are sometimes especially
appointed for the purpose but more often have functions that are much wider, the
quality control of fertilizers being only one of theirresponsibilities. Appointment
of control officers and their relationahip with the service responsible for fertilizer
control enforcement will be further discussed below under the section entitled
"Institutional Aspects".
Enforcement measures consist mainly of three closely related activities: inspection
of premises where fertilizers are produced, stored or offered for sale or examination
of books and other documents (invoices, statutory,statements, etc.) related to the
manufacture and trade of fertilizers; sampling of fertilizers; and analysis of the
samples thus taken. The various national laws regulate these three activities in a
substantially similar way. Inspection, as a rule, is not dealt with in an extensiva
manner but in covered by provisions contained in the basic laws and the regulations.
Sampling is also regulated in these texts but detailed descriptions regarding the
method of taking and dividing samples are usually found - if they are given at all in schedules to the regulations. The same is also.true of mnthods of analysis.
a) Inspection

Fertilizer inspection is assigned to control officers, normally called inspectors,
with wide functions and powers. The2e may at all reasonable times (Japan, Kenya,
Malawi, New Zealand, United Kingdom, United States) enter any offices and premises
of business where they have reason to believe that fertilizers are manufactured,
stored or offered for sale and inspect the equipment, storage facilities, raw
materials, finished products, as well as all books or other business documents
kept in these premises. Vehicles, ships and any other means of transport may
equally be searched by authorized personnel if they are transporting fertilizers
or raw materials intended for their manufacture.
Indian law restricts the powers of inspectors by requiring that an inspector may
enter and inspect premises if he suspects that a contravention of the provisions
of the_Aaw has been committed in respect to the fertilizers there produced, stored,
This restriction, however, is more apparent than real since it is
etc. IV.
implied in any action taken by any inspector. The Colombian legislation on the
contrary accords to staff members of the ICA, acting as control officers, the
privileges and the prerogatives of the police inspectors.
Inspectors are further authorized to ask any questions relevant to the inspection
and require any other information. The owners of the premises or of the business,
their representatives, agents or employees may not obstruct in any way the work
of the inspectors but rather are obliged to offer all reasonable assistance to
them and facilitate the inspection in every way.
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India: The Fertilizer (Control) Order,

1957,

clause 20(1)(c).

Inspectors are aleo authorized to make copies or extracts of books or documents of
the business and take samples of fertilizers or even seize and remove such
documents and fertilizers which/they have reasonable cause to believe give evidence
of contraventions of the law 264
New Zealand legislation provides furthermore that inspectors may require in writing
manufacturera or importers of fertilizers to send for inspection and analysis and
without payment a sample of any fertilizer in their possession, registered or for
which application for registration has been made. 3uch samples must be of the
weight prescribed by the inspector but not in excess of two pounds.
b) Sampling
It is not the intention to make a detailed study at this point of the methods of
sampling adopted by the various national fertilizer lawe: examples of these methods
can be found in the respective country studies.
It is, however, of interest to try
to see what are the guiding lines of the legal provisions in these matters.
Sampling is the procedure whereby representative amounts of a batch of specific
products are taken for analysis by the authorized services. This suggests that
samples must be taken in such a way as to ensure that they truly represent the
average quality of the sampled product. To that effect the legal texts of the
countries studied here (with the exception of Egypt, Zapan, New Zealand and
Switzerland) comprehensively regulate the sampling procedure. New Zealand law
however, leaves the choice of the actual method to the individual inspector, requiring
only that he shall infcrm beforehand the manufacturer, vendor, witness, etc., present
at the sampling, of the method he intends to use.
The typical sampling procedure for fertilizers can be summarized as follows: samples
are taken from a number of closed containers prescribed by the Regulations, according
to the total number of containers in the batch of fertilizers of the same type
detailed tables giving Beale of sampling are normally given in the Regulations
or, if the fertilizers are in bulk, a certain number of samples is taken per ton of
fertilizers; these samples are thoroughly mixed together in order to obtain an
homogeneous bulk sample; the bulk sample is then divided in equal parts one or more
of which are discarded and the rest mixed again, further divided and so on, till a
sample of a prescribed weight has been arrived at, called average or final sample;
the final sample is divided in three or four equal parts, according to the requirements of the law, and packed in the same number of clean, dry, secure containers.
These are the test samples, one or more of which will be used for analysie.
3amples are taken separately for the various fertilizer types. The weight of each
sample and the number of samples to be taken from a given quality of fertilizer
accordine to whether they are packed or in bulk, solid or liquid, in email or large
containers, etc., are established by the relevant provisions of the legal texts.
As a rule, samples muet be taken only from properly tutored and undamaged
fertilizers. Damaged lots are dealt with separately (Belgium, Federal Republic of
Germany). Stones and foreign matter naturally present in a fertilizer can either
be broken up and mixed with the rest of the article, or if they cannot be broken,
they are retained in the sample in a proportion representing as far as poseible that
of thetatch from which the sample was taken (Morocco).
Sampling must be carried out whenever possible in the presence of the manufacturer,
seller or owner of the fertilizer. If the sampling inspector cannot secure the
presence of these persone he may proceed in the presence of another witness
(New Zealand).
Kenya: The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Act, Section 9(1)(b).

During or immediately after the sampling process, the inspector prepares a sampling
report giving all relevant particulars (Federal Republic of Germany, Kenya, Morocco,
United Kingdom). Copies of this report accompany the test samples. Whenever the
law does not require the preparation of such a report, a label or docket is required
instead (Belgium, India, New Zealand, Yugoslavia). This must be prepared, signed
by the sampler and the owner of the fertilizer or his representative or the witness
and affixed to the container or the tent samples. United Kingdom legislation further
provides that copies of the relevant statutory statements, markings or other
documents must accompany the test samples.
The test samples duly sealed and marked are distributed as follows: one (two in
Egypt) of the three or (as the case' mEly be) four test samples prepared as described
above remains with or is sent to the manufacturer, importer, seller or otherwise
owner of the sampled fertilizer; of the others one (two in Belgium, Kenya, the
United Kingdom, Yugoslavia; three in Morocco) is sent to the authorized analyst, or
to a central service established for the purpose of control and the prevention of
fraud; one is kept by the inspector himself (India, Malawi, New Zealand).
In the
Federal Republic of Germany, a test sample does not have to be left with the owner
of the fertilizer.
c) Analysis

The samples sent to an authorized,analyst or laboratory are analysed according to
officially established methods 21/, usually set forth in the regulations to the basic
fertilizer Act of the country (India, Malawi, New Zealand, United Kingdom, Yugoslavia).
In the Federal Republic of Germany analysis is made using the method prescribed by
the Association of German Agricultural Testing and Research Institute; in ,;:cuador
the methods used are those adopted by the Association of Cfficial Agricultural
Chemists (A.O.A.C.) of the U.S.A., while in Belgium analysis is carried out in
accordance with "conventional methods approved by the Minister of Agriculture" and
in the absence of such methods, or if they cannot be applied, the analysis follows
"a traditional method in use in analytical laboratories and government stations".
In Switzerland the Agricultural Testing Stations of Lausanne and LiebefeldBerne, being
responsible for enforcement, prescribe the method to be used fcr analysis.
The purpose of the analysis is to ascertain whether or not the fertilizer sold under
a given name meets the standards of composition, implied content, etc., as required
by the regulations. Variations are tolerated within certain limits and
are generally
indicated in the legal texts. Variations exceeding these limits constitute
contraventions of the law and are therefore punishable.
The results of the analysis must be made known within reasonable time limits (8 days
in Morocco, 10 days in Egypt) by means of a repert or certificate issued by the
service responsible for analysis and communicated to the owner or vendor of the
fertilizer.
If the analysis has been made at the request of the purchaser, a copy
of the certificate goes to him also (United Kingdom). In Ecuador, the resulte of the
analyeis are published in bulletins, periodicals, scientific journals, etc., in order
to ensure that the interested parties and the general public are adequately informed.
In certain countries (Egypt, Federal Republic of Germany, Morocco, United Kingdom),
appeal by the person concerned against the result of the analysis and the possibility
of a second or third analysis are provided for by the law. In Egypt, for instanoe,
a second analysis may be ordered. This is conducted by a panel of three experte in
chemistry, chosen from a list established each year by the Ministry of Agriculture
on the advice of a fertilizers committee.
The Minister and the person ooncerned
each choose an expert, the third being selected by the drawing of lote. The panel
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For an example of the methods of fertilizer analysis, see Annex III to this study.

analyses the sample submitted by the appellant at the time of contesting the report
of the first analysis, and which is one of the test samples left with him after the
sampling. The panel must make known its findingv within 30 days; the decision,
taken by a majority vote, is final.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, if the first analynie shows undue deviation
from the prescribed fertilizer standards, one of the remaining two test samples is
examined by a second control office designated for this purpose. In case the results
of the two analyses differ from each other and do not establish clearly whether the
prescribed standards have been followed or not, the remaining third test sample is
analysed by a control office designated by the enterprise from which the samples of
fertilizers have been taken. The final result ie given by the arithmetic mean of
the two results that are closest to each other.
v) Penalties
Contraventions of the legislation on fertilizers incur, as a general rule, the
punishment of the person responsible, in the form of a fine and/or imprieonment and
of administrative proceedings regarding the product itself.
Each of the countries studied here has its awn system regarding penalties. It in
nonethelese possible to identify two broad categories according to the body
reeponsible for the administration of the penalties, eubdivided into two further
categories according to how sanctions are meted out for the various offencee. Special
categories of sanctions also exist, viz, the socalled administrative sanctions,
and penalties for offences indirectly relevant to fertilizers.
Authorities inflicting penalties
Under this aspect, the countries can be divided into two categories: those which
establish that contraventions of the fertilizer legislation are tried and
sanctioned by the relevant court, and those which leave these sanctions to be
applied by government or administrative bodies. The great majority of the
countries atudied come under the first category and only two (Colombia and
Ecuador) under the second.
Colombian legislation provides that violatione of fertilizer legielation are
punished by means of a decision of the Ministry of Agriculture stating the
reasons therefor, on the basis of proofs obtained by the Instituto Colombiano
Agropecuario (ICA). The Ministry may further delegate its powers in this
respect to ICA wherever it considers it necessary or convenient.
According to Ecuadorian legislation, penalties in respect of fertilizers are
decided by resolution of the Minister of Production or of an official of the
Ministry of Production authorized by the Minister for the purpose.
Persons
affected by a ministerial resolution can appeal against it to the Comité Nacional
Agropecuario, whose decieion ie final.
In all the other countries a court decides in canes of contravention of the
legislation on fertilizers.
Number and amount of penaltiee
In applying this criterion,countries can be divided into two further categoriee:
those which institute different penalties for the different offencea regarding
fertilizer legielation and those which provide for the punidhment of any of these
offences by the sane penalty. Egypt, India, Japan, Kenya, Morocco and Yugoslavia,
for instance, follow the first system, while Belgium, Colombia, Ecuador, France,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Sri Lanka, Switzerland prefer the second.

Thus, to take only a few examples, in ::;gypt offences under the rules on the labelling
and packaging of fertilizers incur the provisional seizure of the produce and the
taking of samples for analysis. If the analysis establishes that an offence has been
committed, the person responnible is punished with imprisonment for 3 to 6 months and
a fine ranging from 50 to 200 Egyptian pounds. Fertilizers involved in such an
offence are confiscated. Violations of other provisions of the relevant legislation
render the offender liable to a term of imprisonment not exceeding one month or a fine
of 10 pounds or both.
If, however, heavier penalties are provided for in the Criminal
Code or any other enactment, these penalties also apply in contraventions regarding
fertilizers.

In Kenya, there are three kinds of punishment in the case of a first offence:
a) either a fine not exceeding 1,000 shillings or an imprisonment not exceeding one
month, or both; b) either a fine not exceeding 2,000 shillings, or an imprisonment
not exceeding two months, or both; c) either a fino not exceeding 3,000 shillings
or an imprisonment not exceeding three months, or both.
In the case of a second or
subsequent offence under the Act, the maximum penalties are in any case those referred
to under c). Punishments referred to under a) are inflicted with respect to offences
relating to the importation, manufacture, and/or sale (as the case may be)
of fertilizers or of substances derived from an animal carcass, or to the use of certificate of analysis for the purpose of an advertisement. Puniohments referred to under b)
are inflicted with respect to offences that are committed against an inspector in the
exerciee of his powers, or that relate to the maintenance of records. Finally, punishments referred to under c) are inflicted with respect to offencee affectino the
packaging and labelling of approved fertilizers or the declaration and warranty given
by the vendor to the purchaser.
In Sri Lanka, the law enumerates in detail the various possible offences and lays
down that a person guilty of any of them is liable, on ournmary conviction, in the
case of a first offence, to a fine not exceeding 250 rupies and, in the case of a
second or subsequent offence, to a fine not exceeding 500 rupies. In New Zealand,
the law contains an extensive list of acts considered as offences followed by a
general provision stating that it is an offence to act without lawful excuse in
contravention of any of the provisions or regulations of the Fertilizers Act. Any
pereon who commits an offence against the Act, for which no penalty is otherwise
provided, is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding 100 pounds.

In Ecuador, violation of the legal provisions concerning fertilizers is punished
by fines, varying between one thousand and ten thousand sucres according to the
gravity of the violation.
Any subsequent offence may be punished by striking from
the register the fertilizer in relation to which the offence has been committed.
In the Federal Republic of Germany any person who deliberately or negligently offers,
exposes for sale, sells or otherwise puts into circulation other than approved types
of fertilizers, omits to furnish to the purchaser the prescribed invoices, or does
not comply with the provisions governing inspection and sampling or with any legal
order issued by the Federal Minister of Agriculture, if this legal order provides
for a penalty, is guilty of an offence and punished with a fine of up to ten thousand
German marks. The fertilizers in question are confiscated.
c) Administrative sanctions

These are applied in several cases either to supplement penaltien, or irrespective
of these. Such sanctions usually take the form of the withdrawal of a licence,
sunpension of the operations, cancellation of the product from the registry, seizure
or confiscation of fertilizers and even the destruction of products where these are
known to be spoiled or toxic.

Thus, in Belgium, the final ruling of the Court inflicting a penalty for any
offence may entail the withdrawal of the licence,for a time or permanently, by the
Minister of Agriculture. The same sanction may be applied after two warnings to
businesses resorting to fraudulent procedures designed to mislead control officers.
In Ecuador, offences subsequent to penalties imposed for violation of the fertilizer
legislation may be punished by deleting from the register the fertilizer in relation
to which the offence has been committed.
In Colombia, according to the gravity of the violation, the ICA
suepension of the operations of the enterprise concerned for up
may strike off the product or the name of the importer from the
which has been involved in a penalty may be confiscated without
ICA officer dealing with the case.

may order the
to six months, and
register. The product
compensation by the

In Switzerland, an Agricultural Testing Station may at any time, but subject to
specified conditions 2.§/, limit the duration of the validity of a licence or make
the continuation of its validity conditional upon compliance with certain requirements,
or even withdraw the licence altogether.
In Belgium, Egypt, the Federal Republic of Germany and India, ferti/izers in respect
of which the law has been contravened may be seized and confiscated.
In Morocco,
enforcement officero may order the destruction of fertilizers known to be spoiled or
toxic.
The destruction must then be recorded, with all relevant supporting evidence,
in a report prepared by the officer.
d) Penalties for acts indirectly relevant to fertilizers
These are also inotituted in certain cases.
In the United Kingdom, for instance,
it Jo specifically prohibited to diaclose information which has been obtained by
virtue of Part ry of the Agricultural Act 1970 under certain circumstances, except
if the disclosure was made in and for the purpose of the performance of functions
thereunder.
In the Federal Republic of Germany, the legislation provides for
sanctions against any person who discloses, without being authorized, secrets
relevant to the manufacture of or trade in fertilizers which came to his knowledge
in the exercice of thie function as an administrative official or expert appointed
under the law. The punishment is more severe if the person has no acted for gain
for himself or a third person or in any attempt to harm a third peroon. The penalty
provided for in the last case is imprisonment for a period of up to twa years.

From what precedes it willbe clear that the main offences contemplated by the various
national fertilizer laws and made the object of sanctions are those related to:
a) the quality of the fertilizer manufactured, imported or aold (compliance of auch
fertilizera with the prescribed standards of the labels and the statutory statements
which accompany them) and b) the enforcement of the provisions of the law (obetruction
of inspectors and sample takers, misleading or false information regarding fertilizera,
withholding of relevant documents, etc.).

5.

Institutional aspects

The administration of the legislation on fertilizers is, a& a rule, entrusted to the
Ministry responsible for agriculture in the respective country.
(Ministry of Production in
Ecuador, Agriculture Division of the Federal Department of Public Economic Affairs in
Switzerland).

28/

See country study on Switzerland.

In countries with a federal structure, even when the fertilizer legislation applies
to the whole of the federal territory, the individual states (Länder in the Federal Republic
of Germany, States in India, Republics in Yugoslavia, etc.) are made responsible forthe
administrative matters resulting from these provisions. The services of the appropriate
Ministry are then authorized to appoint the enforcement and control off icers such as
inspectors, samplere and, less frequently, analysts, to register fertilizers and manufacturers,
importers of or dealers in fertilizers and to iesue the prescribed licences.
In certain cases, however, some or all of these functions are already delegated, as
it were, by the law to specialized bodies or local authorities acting under the supervision
of the responsible Ministry.

0

Specialized bodies

The following examples may be quoted:
In Colombia, the Instituto Colombiano Agropecuario (ICA), a government agency, is
vested with extremely wide powere for enforcing all legal provisions affecting the
agricultural sector, including fertilizers. ICA's powers cover not only enforcement
of the legislation but also the'issuance of Regulations under the basic law or orders.
Fertilizer control, therefore, is a responsibility of the authorized staff of the
Institute.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, persona taking samples of fertilizers are
appointed by the Chamber of Agriculture of the Administrative Authority of the
respective Land. Persone sworn in at the Chamber of Industry and Commerce may also
be appointed as official sample takers.
In Switzerland, responeibility for fertilizer control lies with the Yederal Agricultural
Testing Stations, which report directly to the Agriculture Division of the Federal
Department of PUblic Economic Affaire. The Stations have epecialized control officers
(inspector, samplers and analysts) vested with enforcement responsibilities.
ii) Local authorities

Here again, it will suffice to quote some examples:

In Japan, inspection of fertilizers can be carried out either by national fertilizer
inepectore or by prefectural fertilizer inspectors. The former are attached
to one or other of the Fertilizer and Feed Inspection Stations of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry and the latter to stations under the control of prefectural
governments.
In the United Kingdom, control officere, including agricultural analysts, are appointed
by county or borouei councils or other enforcement authorities.
In Yugoslavia, the communal administrative authorities for agricultural inspection
are responoible for the enforcement of the fertilizer law.
In all cases, however, the functions of the control personnel, whatever the government
(hen
department to which they belong, are substantially the same as explained above.
mention
is
made
in
the
law,
the
analysis
of
fertilizere
is
performed
by
no special
the state chemietry laboratoriee.

PART II - COUNTRY STUDIES
In the following pages are studied and presented in a systematic way representative
cases of current national fertilizer legislation. Rvery effort has been made to maintain
a geographical balance, while showing how countries with different legal and socio-economic
systems and at different stages of the development process have handled, the fertilizer
legislation problem. That among the fourteen selected countries, those of Europe should
seem to predominate is only natural for it is in that continent that are to be found the
widest variety of legal and socio-economic systems. The European countries were also the
first to enact fertilizer legislation, and they have made a continuous effort to update it
and complete it.

The pattern adopted in preparing these country studies is the sane throughout, with a
few exceptions as to the arrangement of sections. The main legislative and regulatory texts
enacted by the competent national bodies governing fertilizers are given at the beginning
of each study. Fertilizer materials covered by the legislation and definitions of fertilizers,
whenever contained, in the legal texts conntitute a separate section introducing the following
one in which rules concerning licence and registration of fertilizers or manufacturers of and
dealers in fertilizers are discussed. Standards of composition or other provisions regarding
content and composition of fertilizers are then examined under a separate heading. Provisions
regarding packaging, labelling and statutory statements are of particular importance, and are
accordingly discussed in detail whenever possible. In many developing countries imported
fertilizers represent a far greater volume than the national production where it exists at all.
In few countries, however, are there to be found specific provisions instituting import
control measures. Whexe they do exist, these are presented before the section on enforcement.
Provisions regulating the enforcement of fertilizar legislation constitute, as a rule,
the main part of both the fertilizer laws as such and their Regulations. The appointment and
powers of control officers, methods, procedure and administrative formalities regarding
inspection of premises where fertilizers are manufactured, stored or offered for sale, sampling
of fertilizers and analysis of samples are prescribed in detail by practically every national
legislation. They are presented here in detail under the relevant headine.
In a subsection
are described the provisions putting at the disposal of the purchaser of fertilizer any specific
means of protection wherever provisions of the kind are found in the legal texts.
A final section discusses the penalties provided by the law for contraventions of the
provisions of the fertilizer legislation.
In order to make the study as simple as possible without neglecting important issues,
purely technical points have normally been omitted. Thus, provisions governing import duties,
price control, methods of analysis, etc., are not included in the following pages. EXamples
of the methods of analysis adopted by the American Association of Official Agricultural
Chemists (A.O.A.C.) are given as Annex IV of the study.
1.

BELGIUM
Source of Regulations

Act Relative to Pesticides and Requisites for Agriculture, Horticulture, Silvicultura
and Stockbreeding. - 11 July 1963 roniteur beige No. 137, 17 July 1969, p. 7071 (Published
in full in FAO's "Food and Agricultural Legislation" Vol. XIX, No. 1, fasc. 4);
Crown Order Relative to Trade in Fertilizers and Soil Amendments - 12 September 1970.
r.B. No. 11, 16 January 1971, p. 577;
rinisterial Order Relative to Trade in Fertilizers and Soil Amendmente - 14 September
1970. V.B. No. 11, 16 January 1971, p. 593.

Fertilizer eaterials

Those products whose marketing isipermitted by law are listed in a table annexed
the (rown Order of 12 Geptember 1970

te

The Minister of Agriculture may waive the provisions of Art. 4 of the Order and,
subject to such conditionc as he may determine, permit the marketing of products nct so
In exceptional cases, the Minister may also permit the mtrkeiinfr of products which,
listed.
while listed in the above meltioned table, do not, due to accidental causes, conform tO the
prescriptions cf the Order 2./.
Rulos concerning licence, registration, etc.
in componnd
Any person importing, manufacturing or otherwise preparing for mar
fertilizers cr T:.i,xed organic amendments must first obtain a licence issued by the Minister
of Agriculture J. Applications for a licence are to be addressed to the Finister accompanied
by specimens of labels and seals it is proposed to use. Applications are granted only if the
fertilizers are manufactured or prepared with appropriate mechanical apparatus consisting at
-dmilarly,
least of a mixer and grinder offering perfect homogeneity of the prcduct mix.
manufacture and storage must be done in premises conducive to good conservation of the

product A/.

Standards of composition

Fertilizer materials covered by law are required to be "of sound, merchantable quality".
They may not have been subjected to treatment modifying their nature or quality to such an
In addition,
extent that their composition ceases to confirm that of the normal product.
they must be homogeneous and free from poisonous or noxious substances, harmful insects or
other contaminants. They may not contai9 sand or -,arth in excess of the level normally
The imported guaranteed content in active
associated with the raw materials used
principles for the respective fertilizers are indicated in columil d) of the table annexed to
the Crown Order. Composition standards are given in column c)
Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packaging
The Act of 11 July 1969 empowers the Crown to determinate marks, seals, stamps, union
labels, labelling, certificates, attestations, notices, signs, packaging, descriptions and
other_Odications or documents establishing that the provisions of the law have been complied
These various provisions are set out in the Order of 12 September 1970.
with 14

Generally, it is prohibited to offer gaarantees, to use qualifying phrases or make
claims as to product qualities on packages, labels, waybills, and commercial and advertising
documents, unless such guarantees, phrases or claims are prescribed or permitted by law or
unless authorization therefore has been obtained from the Minister of Agriculture, subject
to guch conditions as he may prescribe. It is also prohibited to make use, on such packages
etc., of any statement or sign likely to mislead the purchaser as to the nature, origin, purity
or use of the fertilizer materials concerned 8/.

1/

1/
A/
i(
!

See Annex II B.

Grown Omer Art.

5.

Ministerial Order Art. 6.
Ihid, Art. 13.
Crown Order Art. 8.
See also Annex II.
Act Art. 2, para. 1 and 3.

in Crder Art. 20.

i) Packaged fertilizers

The following information must be given on the package or on a label affixed thereto
in the case of packaged fertilizers:
the description "fertilizer", except in the case of "magnesiumsulphate", "Kieserite"
or "calcium sulphate", (unless the word fertilizer appears in the product description
if the product is listed in Chapter I of the table or, the description "lime
fertilizer" or "soil amendment", as the case may be, and as provided for in the table
annexed thereto);
one or more of the names appearing in column a) of the table, together with the
prescribed or :iermitted qualifying phrases;
guaranteed contents in active principles, as prescribed in column d) of the table;

the name and address of the manufacturer, formulator or vendor and, aln, where
imported products are concerned, the name and address of the importer 2,i
The same provisions apply to cases where fertilizers are transporited or delivered by
containertrucks or tankers which have been officially sealed 12.i They do not apply,
however, to other than compound fertilizers in cases where these are pv,rchased by the
farmer for the needs of his farm and have been packed in his presence or that of his
representative and immediately removed from the place where those operations were
performed. If, however, the sale concerns an amount exceeding 50 kg, the vendor is
required to furnish the purchaser, 83,ong with the product, a document bearing the
above listed items of information
ii) Bulk fertilizer

Where fertilizers are transported for the purpose of sale in bulk, they must be
accompanied by a document showing in a readily legible manner the information mentioned
under i).
In the case of liquid fertilizers delivered in amounts exceeding 100 litres,
the document must also indicate,the number of kilograms of each active principle guaranteed
per 100 litres of fertilizer 114
In the case of fertilizers in bulk and located at a factory, packing plant or storage
premises, each batch must be indicated in such a way as to preclude any confusion by
means of a notice giving in a legible manner the following information:
one or more names appearing in column a) of the table, together with any prescribed
or permitted qualificatives;
guaranteed contents of major constituents as prescribed in column d) of the same table.
The same provision applies in the case of packed fertilizers where the packaging has not
yet been supplied with a label or has been opened for the sale of smaller quantities, as
well as in the case of liquid fertilizers held in tanIts from which they are subsequently
to be pumped.
In the last mentioned case, the notice must indicate, in addition to the
name, the number of kilograms of each active principle guaranteed for 100 litres of
fertilizer. A conversion table, to be affixed in the vicinity of each pump, must indicate
for the respective fertilizers the number of kilograms corresponding to each of the active
principles per 100 litres of fertilizer 114

W
12/
11/

Crown Order Art.

9.

Ibid.

Ibid. Art. 10, para. 3.
Ibid. Art. 10, para I and 4.
Ibid. Art. 11.

iii) Other provieions

The information required as described above must also be entered on invoices and
price lista 144 on labels or packages or other documenta in an easily visible manner,
without abbreviatione and in indelible and legible writing, in French or Flemish, or
both languages. The same information is mandatory even if the product has been
prepared in accordance with the purchasers' instructions or specifications !V.

With all packaged products, a seal must be affixed in such a way as to ensure closure
and retain the label. The seal must bear the name or mark of the person whose name
appears on the label or the package

Li.

In addition to the guarantees prescribed in column d) of the table, others may be
required in respect of e.g., the maximum moisture content or chlorine content for all
fertilizers listed on the table, toeether with their minimum contents in specified
substances IV.
The specific description "cGmpound fertilizers" must be followed by
a statement of the contents in the respective active principle; expressed in whole
numbern. The statement must be cf the form: x+
+ z, where x represents nitrogen,
phosphoric acid (anhydrous) and z potassium oxide.
Where a given element is lacking or the content fails to reach the preecribed minimum,
the figure C must be inserted in the place assigned to the element in question

IY

The description "organic compound fertilizer" may be employed where the guaranteed
content in organic matter is at least 25 percent.
In such case the guaranteed amount
must be indicated together with the nature of the substances providi,ng in the main nuch
organic matter and in decreasing order of the quantities present

IN

Import control

None of the enactments contains special provisions governing importation of fertilizer
materials, though this does not mean that the law has no exprIss concern in this field,
since importation is comprised in the concept of marketing 22/ while importers of
fertilizers are included among those persons who may legally carry on their trade only
if licenced by the Minicterof Agriculture
Enforcement
i) Control officers

Neither the Act nor the orders for its application call for the appointment of special
staff responsible for enforcing the provisions of the enactments discussed here.
Accordingly, reference must be made to the general law 22/.
The Act cited vestn
enforcement in the police (including the gendarmerie and the police of the communes)
and, in appropriate cases in the civil authorities having powers in the specific fields
regulated by the Act and the orders issued thereunder.

117
15,/

12/

li/

1_/
12/
22/
21/
22/

Crown Crder, Art, 11
Ibid. Art. 13.
Ibid. Art. 14 and 15.
As indicate.' in Crown Crder Art. 16, 17 and 19.
Ibid, Art. 21.
Ibid.

rbid. Art. l(f).
Ibi'. Art. 6.
Act, Art. 6.

The powers of the enforcement officers in question and other authorities cover
inspection of premises where fertilizers are produced, prepared or stored and of
transport vehicles. The exercise of such powers find expression in the taking of
samples for analysis.
The Ministerial Order of 14 September 1970 laya down in this connection that the
officers of the Raw Materials Inspection Service of the Yinistry of Agriculture are
especially charged with taking aamples of fertilizers, soil amendments and any other
products covered by the Crown Order of 12 September 1970 2,,V.
ii) Inspection, samples, analysis

The authorities and agents referred to above enjoy freedom of accese, in the exercise
of their powers, to factories, warehouses, depots, offices, watergoing crafts, firms'
buildings, vehicles and plant located in open spaces.
They may carry out inspections
of premises not open to the public before five a.m. or after nine p.m. only if in
poasesaion of a warrant isaued by a magistrate or police court. A similar warrant is
required before they may inapect premises given over to dwelling purposes.
Agents may,
exercise of
call in the
Agricultura

in addition, require all information and all documents necessary in the
their duties, and report all pertinent facts. For the purpose they may
services of experts whose names appear on a panel kept by the Minister of
211./.

lenerally speaking, samplea are to be taken from lots of 50 tons at the most for
packaged products. If, however, it is not convenient to divide the total quantity
into lots of 50 tons or less, the samples may be taken from larger lots.
In the latter
case, care must be taRen to ensure that the actual samples at the final stage are
aufficiently representativo of the total amount of fertilizer in question. Furthermore,
if a batch shows spoilage or is damp or differs appreciably from the normal product in
quality, then the sample must be taken from the spoiled part, etc.,and from that part
of the lot which is in normal condition; and the approximate proportiona of each must
be indicated in the report together with any other information deemed necessary 25/.
There are detailed proviaions for the sampling procedure in order to enaure that the
samples are as representative as possible of the total amount of the product concerned.
Distinction in made, in t/his connection, between bulk and packaged producto, and liquid
and solid fertilizers
The preparation of the final sample is likewise regulated in detail, with a view to
obtaining four homogeneoun samples of approximately 250 g each.
The samples are placed
in appropriate receptacles, which must be dry, clean and airtight.
A docket forms part
of the sealing of the receptacle in such a way that neither can be opened without the
seal being broken. The docket in question must bear the name of the person taking the
aample, the name of the service for which he works, the sample number and the date and
place where it was taken, together with the name under which the fertilizer is marketed
and a specification/of the research work or analysis required. The control officer
aigns the docket 214

22/ Ministerial Order Art. 1.
24/ Act, Art. 6.
g/ 44iiiiiirsia1-QtamE, Art. 4.
2.1 Ibid. Art. 5 to 8.
21/ Ibid. Art. 9.

The four samples so obtained are redistributed as follows: one to the pereon holding
the fertilizer, to be kept available to the person responsible for the conformity of
the product with guarantA:es and the regulations; one (to be dispatched as quickly as
possible) to the laboratory for analysis; and two to the central office of the Raw
Materials Inspection Service. Where necessary, one of these will be forwarded by this
office to the Public Prosecutor's Office and the other held in reserve. If ark; srmples
are taken elsewhere than at the premises of the person deemed to be responsible for the
conformity of the fertilizer with the requisite guarantees and with the regulations,
the person concerned is to be notified without delay by the sampler and a sample legt,
at the place where it was taken for six months from the date that it was so taken 224
The person holding the fertilizer must be invited to be pr7pt but his actual presence
is not required for the validity of the sampling procedure 2
Analysis

Sample analysis is carried out in accordance with conventional methods approved by the
Minister of Agriculture. Where such methods do not exist or cannot be applied the
analysis follows a traditional method in use in analytical laboratories or government
The laboratory indicates on the analysis docket the state in which the
stations 124
If there is
sample was received and gives information serving to identify the sample.
any material surplus to analysis requirements that can suitably be preserved, this is
kept at the laboratory for twelve months at the disposal of the Minister of Agriculture

/21

Rights of the purchaser

There are no specific provisions in the fertilizer laws as regards the rights of
purchasers, though the matter iB covered implicitly by the labelling rules and the
principles governing the means of control and the authorities responsible therefrom.
Penal provisions

Offences under the fertilizer legislation are subject to proaecution and to the penalties
provided for in the Act of 11 july 1969.
i) Penalties

Under the Act 124 any person guilty of adulteration cr misrepresentation, or who knowingly
makes use of a false document or object, or makes use of a description that does not
belong to him is punished with a term of imprisonment of from 15 days to three months or
a fine of from 100 to 2,000 francs or both. The same penalties apply to any person who
adulterates or causes to be adulterated a raw material or sells such a material knowing
it to be adulterated, or who adulterates or causes to be adulterated any sample, or who
imports, manufactures or in any way markets fertilizers without official approval or
who resists the inspection, control, seizure or the taking of samples etc., by authorized
officers or gives such officers incorrect information. In those cases where the
Criminal Code or the Act on traffic in poisonous, soporific, narcotic, disinfectant and
antiseptic substances, of 24 February 1921, provide for heavier penalties for similar
offences, then their provieions apply 124

a/

12/

1/
2/
12/

yinisterial Urder, Art. 10
Ibid. Art. 2.
Iidd. Art. 11.
Ibid. Art. 12,
Act, Art., 8.
Ibid.

Minor offences other than those referred to above are punished with a fine of from one
For repeated offences
to 25 francs or imprisonment for one to seven days, or both.
within two years of being sentenced for such an offence, the individual is liable to
the penalties provided for in the Act
ii) Administrative sanctions, seizure, etc.

The final ruling of the court inflictine puniahment for any of the offences described
may entail the withdrawal, for a time or permanently, by the Minister of Agriculture
of the licence issued in accordance with the legal provisiono. The same sanction may
be applied after two warnings, by Ministerial decision, with the reasons etated therefor,
to individuals or corporations resorting to fraudulent procedures designed to mislead
control officers and who, at least three times, within a period of six months, have
presented for control fertilizers that it has been necessary to reject, or who, being
required to perform any service for which fee has been laid down, refuse or fail to pay
the fee in question without serious cause, or to supply the information necessary for
establishing such fee 1.V.
Any person who incurs any of the administrative aanctions provided for by law may,
within 15 days of notification thereof, file an appeal. The appeal, however, does not
entail a stay of execution, thouet the Minister may quash or reduce the penalty on the
advice of the court hearing the appeal, with reasons ste0.ed therefor. Pending receipt
of this advice, the Minister may suspend the penalty 2.Y.

aere an 9gence has been committed, the fertilizers may be seized by the control
In the event of the offender being sentenced, the court may order the
officers 114
It may likewise order the
confiscation and destruction of the fertilizers so seized.
publication of the judgment in one or more newspapers and its posting for a stated
Destruction, publication and posting are at the expense of the
period of_tipe.
offender 114
Fertilizers presumed to be not in conformity with the provisions of the Order of 12
September 1971 may be seized by the control officers as an administrative measure for
a period not to exceed 30 &vs. Seizure is lgted by order of the control officer or
by the expiration of the period in question 124
2.

COLOMBIA
Sources of regulations

Presidential Decree No. 2420 of 24 September 1968, in ICA's(Instituto Colombiano
Boletin Informativo No. 1, Znero - Febrero - Marzo 1970, p. 24.
Agropecuario)
Ministerial Decree No. 843 of 26

May 1969, in ICA's Boletin Informativo, Bo. 1, p. 52.

Resolution No. 786 of 19 September

1969, in ICA's Boletin Informativg No. 1, p. 73.

./ Act, Art. 9.
Ibid. Art, 10,

12/

Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

Art, 11,
Art. 12.
Art. 13 and Crown Order Art. 26,

Fertilizer materials

The Ministerial Decree makes a distinction between three kinds of fertilizer materials:
fertilizers as sudh, soil amendments and soil conditioners. Fertilizers are considered to
be all those producto that are applied to the land or to plants in order to supply them with
one or more nutrient element necessary for the growth and development of the plants.
50i1
amendments are those substances the fundamental action of which consists in modifying the
physico-chemical conditions of the soil and especially its OH. 3oil conditioners, on the
other hand, are those substances the main action of which consists in modifying the physical
conditions and particularly the structure of the soil 11.
Rules concerning licence, registration, etc.

All those - whether individuals or co-operate bodies - desirous of engaging in the
production or importation of fertilizer materials must be registered with the Instituto
Colombiano Agropecuario - ICA 24 The registration is made at the request of the manufacturer
or the importer, if he is a natural person, or of the legal representative in cases where
the registration is requested by a corporate body.
The application must contain the name and the address of the applicant, and must be
accompanied, further, in the case of a corporate body by the certificate of the constitution
and certificate of the legal representation of the company 14
If the manufacturer does not
have his own laboratory for the quality control of his products, he must also attach a copy
of the contract which he has to effect with a laboratory registered with ICA, and finally
a certificate of the Ministry of Public Health, stating that the manufacturer's installations
comply with the required standards in order to prevent any risks for the health of the
personnel employed A/.
In addition to registration, manufacturers and importers of fertilizer materials must
comply with any other conditions which the ICA may impose regarding the installations and
the technical personnel as well as those established by the authorities responsible for
public health 5.4
Registration is also required for the fertilizer materials themselves before these
may be brought /into trade.
The registration is made, again, with the Instituto Colombiano
The application is addressed to the Institute and must be accompanied by
Agropecuario

the information and the documents which the latter considers necessary for each specific
case

14
Generally, the application must contain the following:
Name and address of the applicant;

The label it is planned to use and prepared in accordance with ICONTDC (Instituto
Colombiano de Normas T4cnicas) Standard No. 40;
The trade mark of the product;

The guaranteed content of the product (ICONTEC Standard No. 34);
The formula of the product (ICONTEC Standard No. 34);

2/
1/
A/

J

7/

Ministerial Decree, Art. 2 0) e).
Ibid. Art. 1 and Resolution, Art. 1.
Ibid. Art. 3.
Resolution Art. 2, e), f).
Ministerial Decree, Art. 4, for details see: Resolution, Art. 3.
Ibid. Art. 5.
Ibid. Art. 6.

A description of the packing, including the kind of the material used and its capacity;

The method of the analysis (qualitative and quantitative) used for the internal quality
control;

A certificate of efficacy of the product issued by the relevant service of the ICA.
Furthermore:

If the product is manufactured in the country, the application must carry the signature
of the Technical Adviser of the producing company as guarantee that all technical aspects
have been examined, revised and approved by him;

The minimum guaranteed amount of total nitrogen, available phosphorous, expressed as
P2C5" and potassium soluble in water, expressed as K20, must be 35 percent in compound
chemical fertilizers and 15 percent in strengthened organic fertilizers;
k)

Natural organic fertilizers may only be registered under their precise name; and moreaver
their moisture content may not exceed 14 percent;

1)

In natural organic and strengthened organic fertilizers the use of inactive materials
is prohibited;

m)

lalere the product to be registered is not manufactured by the applicant, a certificate
stating that
will be manufactured by a registered producer must be attached to the
application J.

':he Institute may grant or refuse t4e registration which, if accepte:1, has the effect
of a licence for the product concerned 2/.

Registration as manufacturer or importer is valid indefinitely
unless it is
cancelled 12/.
The registration of fertilizer materials is valid for five years, renewable
Standards of composition

The composition of the fertilizer materials covered by the Decree must conform to the
standards established by the Instituto Colombiano de Normas T4cnicas (ICONTIEC). Until such
standards have been established, the composition of the fertilizers must comply with the
definitions, methods of analysis permittgd divergencies in guaranteed contents and residue
tolerances developed by the Institute 124
Labelling, statutory statements, etc., and packaging

The labelling and packaging of fertilizers is regulated by the Colombian legislation in
a rather limited way. Thus, it is stated that fertilizers may be sold only in their original
packages, ap41the repacking of the product is prohibited without the previous authorization
of the ICA
Such authorization maybe given by the Institute in special and exceptional
cases and for a fixed period of time 2A/.
-`

.)/.

Fertilizer packages which are in a bad condition and thus likely to impair the
quality of the product may not be offered for sale. It is alai) proihibited to offer for sale
packed fertilizers without labels or with illegible labels 114

8/
2/

12/
11/
12/

12/
IA/
15/

Resolution, Art. 9.
Art. 9
Ministerial De,ree
Ibid. Art. 10.
Ibid. Art. 11.
Ibid. Art. 26.
Resolution, Art. 17 b).
Ministerial Order, Art. 3g
Resolution, Art. 1'7 c), a).

Import control

The importation of fertilizer materials is subAct to prior approval of the ICA
acting in the name of the Ministry of Agriculture le2.4
Imported fertilizer materials are for all other purposes governed by the general
provisions given above.
Concerning registration of importers of fertilizer materials, the application must
otate, in particular
in addition to the name and the address of the applicant
the kind
of product they propose to import. 4here the importer is a corporate body, certificates
of the constitution and of the legal representation of the company, issued by the Chamber
of Commerce, must be attached. The importer must have his own warehouse; otherwise he must
attach to the request a copy of the contract he has entered into with the management of
such warehouses enabling him to make use of them 12/.
Enforcement

Official control of fertilizer quality is the responsibility of the personnel of
ICA 12X

Authorized staffof the Institute may see that the law is enforced and inspect premises
where fertilizers are stocked or sold 12/.
The inspectinR officer prepare at the endcf each
inspection a report in which he records
in addition to the name and address of the
establishment inspected
a list of the fertilizers found in the premises indicating their
number in the official registry, the state of the packages, the conditions of storage and
any other observations he considers necessarY 224

The controlling officer may take samples of fertilizers for analys;s21_/ These samples
are taken in the manner prescribed by the relevant ICONTEC standards 22,i 3taff members of
the Institute acting as control or enforcement officers in applying the provisions of the
Decree are to have the full support and protection of the civil and military authorities;
for this purpose they have the privileges and the prerogatives of police inspectors 211.
No special provisions are found in the Decree referring to specific riFhts of the
purchaser of fertilizer materials.
Penalties

Violations of the fertilizer legislation are punished by decision, with the reasons
stated theref,or, of the Ministry of Agriculture and on the basis of proof obtained by the
Institute 214
The Ministry can delegate its powrs1 in that respect to the Inetitute,
whenever it considers it necessary or convenient

16

Tu

1/

12/
22/
21/
22/
21/
24/

Ministerial Decree, Art. 35.
Resolution, Art. 5.
Ibid. Art. 18.
Ibid. Art. 17,
19.
Ibid. Art. 21.
Ministerial Decree, Art. 37 and Resolution, Art. 20, 22.
Resolution Art. 22.
Ministerial Decree, Art. 32.
Ibid.
Art. 27 and Resolution Art. 23.
rbid. Art. 29.

0,

The following penalties may be applied accordinr tc the gravity of the violation:
Successive fines up to 5 000 pesos, which can be converted to corresponding terms of

imprisonment;
suopension of the operations (production, sale, importation, etc.) of the enterprise
concerned for up to six months;
cancellation of the product from the registry;

cancellation of the product or of the importer from the registry.
In all cases the products which have been the object of a sanction may be confiscated
was
without compensation by the officer of the Institute of the place where the offence
committed 2.Y.

3.

ECUADOR

Sources of regulations
Order No. 859 of 4 December 1969

Order No. 681 of

21 July 1969

Registro Oficial No. 357 of 27 January
R.O. No. 364 of 5 February

Agricultural and Forestry Development Law No.

5 july 1971, p. 6.

Decree No. 1692 of 20 August 1969

1970, p.2671.

1970, p. 2705.

962 of 30 June

1971 R.O. No. 259

R.O. No. 262 of 10 September

of

1969, p. 1979.

Fertilizer materials

Ecuadorian legislation considers as fertilizers those substances or mixtures or
substance° which may be absorbed by the soil or the foliage of the Plants and can stimulate
their growth, raise plant production, improve the quality of the crops or tylie conditions of
the soil. Crder No. 859 applies only to fertilizers and soil amendments

1

These fertilizers are defined as those mineral or organic materials or mixtures of substances which,if applied to the soil, may enrich it in active chemical elements; they may
be either inorganic or organic substances (mimedor unmixed but other than sand or soil),
containing anyof the three primary nutrient elements (nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium), or
any of the secondary nutrients such as calcium or magnesium or any minor elements. All
materials which can be directly applied to the plants with a view to improving production
are included in this category. According to the number of the elements coltained in them,
fertilizers are further distinguished into simple and compound fertilizers 2/.
Soil amendments are those materiale which improve primarily the physical conditionn
of the soil and secondarily its chemical conditions, such as limestone and sulphur or any
other substance covered by this definition, the control of which is considered necessary
by the government 1/.

26/

Ministerial Decree, Art. 28

1/
2/

Order No. 859 Art. 1,
Ibid. Art. 2.

3/

Order No.

859,

Art.

3.

Rules concerning licence, registration, etc.
The manufacture, import and export of fertilizers and in general trade therein are
strictly regulated. Thus, any person or corporate body dealing with
fertilizers must be
licensed by the Land Department, of the Ministry of Production (formerly the Ministry of
Agriculture) and any fertilizer material must be registered with the same Department.
Upon written application accompanied by a sample of the fertilizer material and the
following data, registration is made in a special register which is kept by the Department;
Name and commercial address of applicant;
name of the fertilizer producing industry which the applicant represents;
e)

the trade mark of the fertilizers which he produces or sells;
precise indication in percentages of the nutrient

elements contained in the fertilizers;

the form in which the primary elements (nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium) are found
in the fertilizers;

0
g)

the presence of minor elements, if any, indicating their approximate percentages;
in the case of natural phosphates (phosphate rock, Thomas slag),the degree of fineness.

Materials which in the opinion of the Ministry of Production met with the necessary
requirements are registered as fertilizers and may be sold as such a./.
In no case may
compound fertilizers in which the amount of total nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potassium
is leso than twenty percent of the whole be regiatered under the Order
All licences are
valid until 31 December of the year in which they are issued, and therefore have to be
renewed annually.
The Law finally requires that every establishment
have the services of chartered agricultural engineers

0 which fertilizers are sold must

Labelling_ (statutory statements, etc.) and packaging

Fertilizer materials offered for sale must bear, in Spanish and in a clearly visible
form on their containers, the provisional authorization under which the article is sold,
the price of the article and its chemical formula and composition.
The chemical formula and composition of the article must be given on a label attached
in a visible place on the cover of the container or the wrapper jj.
At the time of sale the seller must insert on the sale invoice all marks and particulars
of the fertilizer materials, in particular, the percentages of each of the fertilizing
elements contained in it.
It is formally prohibited to use designations which may mislead the purchaser as to the
origin, quality or value of the fertilizers W.

le

4/

Order
Ib id.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Order

No. 859, Art. 4
Art. 12.
Art. 14.
Art. 4 and Decree No. 1692 Art. 1.
No. 859, Art. 4.

Import control

Imports of fertilizers are governed by Article 4 of Order No. 859. importers of
fertilizer materials must be licenced for the purpose and the materials registered as above.
Fertilizers are imported into the country at reduced import ratea (80 percent of the normal
rate).2/.

Enforcement

Control officers

The enforcement of the Crder is the responsibility of authcrized inspectors and sample
takers appointed by and reporting to the Land Department of the Ministry of Production.
The Order does not qualify them as inspectors or sample takersibut refers to them in
the first case as persons "commiseioned" by the Department 12/ and in the second case
The overall responsibility for control and enforcement
as "authorized agents"
lies with the Land Department.

El.

Inepection, samples, analyeis

In the performance of their duties, inspectors have free access to plants, warehousee
or shops and enjoy the support and protection of the relevant authorities.
Manufacturera of fertilizers are required to give inspectors any information they need
relating to the plant, the raw materials they use or the finiehed products. Importers
and sellers of fertilizers are also required to supply the inspectors with any information
regarding the articles they import or sell 124
The authorized agents of the Land Department of the Ministry of Production maly take
samples of fertilizers for analysis from plants, warehouses, ehops, etc.

II/.

Samples are taken in the following way:
a)

Samples are to be taken from at least twenty containern in such a way as to include
as many points as possible of the stocked fertilizers;
in sampling a lot of less than twenty containers, a eample of at least one pound is
to be taken from each and, after these samples have been mixed together and divided
into parte and again mixed and divided, the procedure is repeated until four parts of
approximately one pound each ie obtained;

c)

in sampling lots of more than twenty containers, samples are taken from not less than
twenty and not more than fifty containers, one each for every ton of fertilizer, and
the rent of the procedure prescribed under b) is then followed.
Of the four samples thus obtained, one will be sent to the laboratory of the Land
Department, one to the manufacturer or seller of the stock so aampled, one to a referre,
and the last sample will be kept at the Land Department to be used in case of any
appeals against the certificate of analysis j...41.

2/

12/
__j
11/

12/
11/
14/

Agricultural and Forestry Development Law of 1971, Art. 22.
Order No. 859, Art. 9,
Ibid. Art. 5.
Ibid. Art. 10,
Ibid. Art. 5.
Ibid. Art. 6.

The analysis is carried out according to the methods and the definitions adopted by
the American Association of Cfficial Agricultural Chemists (A.C.A.C.).
As far as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are concerned, tolerated variations in
the composition of fertilizers are given in Art. 7. These are limited to between
0.75 and 1.25 percent above or below the indicated percentage of these elements,
depending on whether this percentage is less than 10 percent or more than 15 percent
of the total quantity of the fertilizer.
The results of the analysis are publiehed in bulletins, periodicals,scientific journals
etc., in such a way as to ensure that interested parties and the general public are
adequately informed 1.V.
iii) Rights of the purchaaer

The price of fertilizers, whether manufactured in the country or imported, are
establiahed annually in January by the Ministry of Production on the basis of coat,
etc., or on the basis of the prices indicated on the import permite and those of the
world market 1§./.
Except as regards the above, no other specific provisions are found in the lerislative
texts governing fertilizer use regarding the rights of purchaeers.
Penalties

Fines and administrative measures are provided for in respect of any violation of the
provisions of the Order. Fines vary between one thouaand and ten thousand sucres,
according to the seriousness of the offence. Subsequent offences may be puniahed by
the
deletion from the register of the fertilizer, simple or compound, in relation to
which the offence has been committed.
These sanctions are applied by resolution of the Minister of Production (formally
Minieter of Agriculture and Stock-breeding), or of an official of this Ministry
authorized by him to that effect. All decisions regarding sanctions have to be
communicated beforehand to the persons concerned, the latter are allowed eight days
to present their defense.
Any person affected by a ministerial resolution can appeal to the Comit4 Nacional
Agropecuario, whose decision is final 11/.

4.

ECYPT

Sources of regulations
Act No. 4 Relative to Trade in Fertilizer Material° - 15 February 1956 - Journal
Officiel No. 14 bis, 19 February 1956 - published (without schedules) in 24pertoire
permanent de la Législation égyptienne. Chap. Engraie, p. 37.
Regulations for the enforcement of the Act No. 41 of 15 February
No. 24 and RPLE, Chap. Engraie, p. 39.

J.0.
12/
46/
17/

Order No. 85), Art.
Ibid. Art.
Ibid. Art. 15.

1956 -

15 March 1)56

Fertilizer materials
gyptian law distinguishes two classes of fertilizer materials: fertilizers as such
and soil amendments. Fertilizers are divided into: 1. single (containing one chemical
element); 2. compound (containing more than one element); and 3. organic and natural.
-)oil amendments are divided intc 1. materials uoed to improve the soil; 2. materials
contributing to increased yields by their addition to the soil or to eeed, or in any other
manner. The lists covering these classes of fertilizers and amendments are given in six
tables appearing as schedules to the Act.

'hIles

0

concerning licence, registration, etc.

Licence

Trade (defined as importation, sale or offer for sale) in fertilizers requires a
licence from t,he Idnistor of Agriculture. In the case of single, compound or organic
fertilizers 1/, the application for such a licence must indicate the name, first name,
are, occupation, domicile and nationality of the applicant. In the case of a firm or
institution, the application must indicate the registered name and addreas and list
the members of the board of directors and managers and the domicile and nationality cf
each, as well as specifying the address of the company's trading offices, storage
premises, branches or warehouses located within a given customs area, together with
the names, first names, address and nationality of the owner of the premises occupied
by the offices.
Accompanying the application there must be a photocopy of the articles of association
of the company together with its statutes and all documents vouching for the status
of the members of the board cr the managers, a photocopy of the deed of registration
of the company in the Companies :?egister, a sketch of the premises riven over to
trading in or storage of the fertilizers, and an undertaking to comply with the
instructions of the 7inistry of Municipal and Rural Affairs concerning industrial and
commercial establishments.

The complete file constituting the application is addressed to the Ministry of
Arriculture, Chemistry Section. The latter informs the applicant of the grant or
refusal of the licence within two months 24
A licence granted in this way is valid for five years, renev*le.
Applications for
renewal must be filed two months before the date of expiry 34 Any changes in the data
appearing in the file must be notified to the Ministry within ten days of their
occurrence, by registered letter, accompanied by the licence itself in order Dat the
relevant alterations can be made, without which the licence may be cancelled
No publicity may be made for a fertilizer before the licence is granted
ii) Re .istration

All fertilizer materials listed in the six tables must, furthermore, be entered in a
special register kept at the Ministry of Agriculture
The application for
registration must indicate the name and trade name of the fertilizer, trade mark,
component elements and their percentages in the product, country of origin, the names
cf the exporter and importer, the country of exportation and of manufacture.

1/
2/
1/
4/

Act, Art. 3.
Regulations, Art. 1.
Ibid. Art. 3.
Ibid. Art. 2.
Act, Art. 4.
Ibid. Art. 7.

It must be accompanied by a sample of at least 1 kg weight. The Chemistry °,ection of
the Ministry is required to give its decision as to registration within 60 days 14
Regietration requires approval by a fertilizer committee of the same t.iinistry having
as chairman the Under-Secretary for Agriculture, and as members, four senior officials
of the Ninistry, together with three leading farmers and three producers or importers
of fertilizers, who are appointed for cne year, renewable 2/.
Fertilizers not mentioned in the first three, or sixth, tables (single, compound and
orEanic fertilizers and materials conducive to improved yields, as referred to earlier,
may not be imported into the country or placed on sale there without an authorization
to that effect from the Ministry issued on the advice of the fertilizer committee 2/.
Organic and natural fertilizers and materials used as soil amendments or improvers may
be sold only under their correct name and in the unmixed state. The Minister may
prohibit the qale of the former if the fertilizer committee decides that they are
unsuitable 124
3tandards of composition

The Egyptian legislation contains no provisions on this matter.
Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packaginc

Single, compound and organic fertilizers must be sqld in closed packs bearing
information as to their content in active principles 114
No such materials may be sold
or offered for sale if the contents do not possess the properties stated on the package.
Tolerances) 13owever, are laid down in the case of elements deemed to be harmful to soils
or plants

124

Sacks used for the sale of fertilizers must be strongly sewn in both directions a/
the opening or closed by means of an automatic machine and a lead seal applied. Arv pack
over 5 kg weight must bear, in Arabio, the official name of the product, the
trae
and an indi,cation of the weight, in 10-cm figures, and of the component elements in 5-cm
figures

1.14

Persons trading in fertilizers must obtain from the importer cr producer an approvtic
official invoice indicating the contents in active principles, and themselves provide
customers with an invoice stating those contents and any other statutory inforn.ation 114
Purchase invoices and sales invoices must be kept by tradesmen for five years 222.

ter

Import control

In addition to the general rules described above concerning the requirement c: a
licence for trading in fertilizer materials and the registration of the latter, :]gyptian
law has special rules governing imports of guch materials. Accordingly, the importation of
organic and natural fertilizers and materials conducive to improved yields, requires
presentation of an official certificate of the government of the exporting country certgying
that the materials are free from diseases and worms harmful to man, animals or plants 1L4

4/
2/

12/
11/

12/
11/
14/
1

/

Regulations, Art. 6.
Act, Art. 2.
Ibid. Art. 8.
Ibid. Art. 13.
Ibid. Art. 10.
Ibid. Art. 11.
Regulations, Art. 9 and 10.
Act, Art. 12.
Regulations, Art. 4 and 11.
Act, Art. 9.

Single, compound and organic fertilizers must be accompanied on importation by a
statement by the exporter containing the following information: name and country of origin
of the fertilizer, the nature of the fertilizer and any particular epecifications, its
composition, the amount of fertilizer in the batch, and the names of the exporter and
importer. Such a statement may be made on an invoice approved by the forwarding agent.
A special authorization of the Ministry of Agriculture, Chemistry Section, is necessary for
the batch to be cleared by the customs. The customs must in any case inform the Section by
telegram within 24 hours of the arrival of any batch not covered by the requisite statement.
In such cases a sample i3 taken within 24 hours for analysis, and the fertilizer is made
over to the importer only after the reeults of the analysis, which must be carried out within
ten days of the sample being taken, have been communicated to the customs 114
Rules
Fertilizers not listed in the first three, or the sixth, tables (see above
concerning licence, registration,etc.) but which are subject to a special import authorization
A licence
procedure may be imported only in limited quantities (not exceeding two tons).
must be obtained from the Minister through the aame procedures (as above) but within 15 days

Enforcement

Control officers
Expsrts of the Ministry of Agriculture,especially appointed for the purpose, are
responsible for enforcing the Act on fertilizers and the regulations issued for its
implementation. As such they have the status of agents of the judicial police 1.2/.
The persons chiefly concerned are the staff of the Chemistry Section, the inspectors
of the Ministry and their deputies, and agricultural experts of the same Ministry EV.
Inspection, samples, analyses

The control officers referred to above are empcwered to enter for inspection purposes
any premises where fertilizers are held or offered for sale (but not to parts of such
premises actually occupied as dwelling accommodation) and to take samples of fertilizers
so held there DJ.
Sample taking must be carried out in the presence of the person concerned or of his
representative, and formally reported. 4here sampling is done subsequently to seizure
Penalties), the report must also
as a result of an offence under the Act (see below
The number of samples
contain a statement of the number of aacks, etc., so seized 22./.
to be taken is laid down by Reg. 4 of the Regulations, as a percentage of the number of
sacks to fertilizer. The number may in no event be less than two or more than forty.

Unlike enactments of certain other countries in this field, the Egyptian regulations
contain no provisions governing procedure as to the dividing and mixing of the samples
in order to obtain a correct final sample. The final samples are placed in four jars
which are to be sealed with sealing wax and sent, one within 24 hours to the Chemistry
Section fcr analysis, and one to the Ministry of Agriculture as a reference sample,
while two are left with the person concerned

Li.

17/

E/

12/
22/
22/
22/
22/

Act, Art. 6 and Regulations, Art. 5.
Art. 8es 2 and Regulations, Art.
Ibid. Art. 16.
Regulations, Art. 12.
Act, Art. 16.
Regulations, Art. 13.
Ibid. Art. 15.

-Md.

8.

The Chemistry Section analyses the sample and within ten days communicates the
findings, in writing, to the person concerned. The latter may contest the analyst's
report and demand a second opinion 24/.
The second opinion is obtained by means of an analysis conducted by a panel of three
experta in chemistry chosen from a list established each year by the Ministry of
The Ministry and the person
Agriculture on the advice of the fertilizer committee.
concerned eadhchoosean expert, while the third is chosen by the drawing of lots. The
panel analyses the sample submitted by the person concerned at the time of contesting
the first analyst's report (the sample in question being one of the two left with him
at the time of the original sampling operation) and makes known its findings within
The decision is taken on a majority basis and is final
30 days.
iii) Rights of the purchaser

Egyptian law on fertilizers contains no special provisions as regards the rights of
the purchaser.
Penalties

Offences under the Act where procedural arrangements for the importation of, or trade
in, fertilizers are concerned incur liability to administrative proceedings and penalties.
Thus, if any person engages in the sale of single, compound or organic fertilizers without
the authorization of the Ministry of Agriculture, or sells fertilizer materials which there
is reason to suppose have not been registered, is punished with the closure of his sales
premises and the provisional seizure of the merchandise 2.§,./. Cnce it has been established
that these offences have in fact been committed, the person concerned is liable to a term
of imprisonment of from one to threejlonths or a fine of from five to fifty 'Egyptian pounds,
or both such imprisonment and fine 214
Offences under the Act relative to rules concerning labelling and packaging of fertilizer
materials incur the provisional seizure et the materials and the taking of samples for
analysis. The seizure is lifted if the analysis established that no offence has been
committed or if the findings of the analysis are not notified to the person concerned within
Cffences duly established are punished with
the tenday period prescribed by the Act
a term of imprisonment of from 3 to 6 monthe and a fine of from 50 to 200 Egyptian pounds.
Fertilizers involved in such offences are seized and confiscated. The judge may also order
the closure of the establishment where the offence was committed for a period not exceeding
three months.
Violations of other provisions of the Act render the offender liable to a term of
If hevier penalties
imprisonment not exceeding one month or a fine of 10 pounds, cr both.
are provided for in the Criminal Ccde or any other enactment, these apply

a/.

2A/

;/

?.egulations, Art. 16 and Act, Art. 18.
Act, Art. 19.
rbid. Art. 16 and 17.
Art.

15.

Ibid. Art. 17 and 20.
7iIbid.
2V Ibid. Art. 16.

5.

FEDERAL REPUI3LIC CF GERMANY

sources of regulations
Act Cr. Trade in Fertilizers (Fertilizer Act ), of 14 August 1962
Bundespesetzblatt I
No. 15 of 24 August 1962, p. 558; kmended by the Introductory Act to the Act on Irregularities,
of 24 May 1968, Bundesgesetzblatt I No. 33 of 30 May 1968, p. 481.

Crder concerning the Admissibility of Ferti lizer Pues (Fertilizer Order) of 21 November
Bundesgesetzblatt I Nc. 63 of 26 November 1963, p. 805; consolidated text, up to 31
March 1971, in Das Deutsche Agrarrecht, Vol. 1, 111/8, p. 35.

1963.

Six Order amending the Fertilizer Crder,
11 June 1969, p. 483.

of 3

June

1960. Bundespesetzblatt I No. 45

Seventh Crder amending the Fertilizer Order, of 33 April 1970.
No. 37 of 23 April 1970, p. 417.

Eight Order amending the Fertilizer Crder, of 25 March
of 31 Karen 1971, p. 271.

1971.

Ninth crder amending the Fertilizer Order, of 28 February

No. 16-of 3

arch

1972, p. 255.

Tenth Order amending the Fertilizer Order, of 12 February
of 15 February 1973, p. 103.
,

of

Bundesgesetzblatt I

Bundespesetzblatt I No. 27

1972.

Bundesgesetzblatt I

1973. Bundesgesetzblatt I No.12

ertilizer materials

Under German legislation those substances are considered to be fertilizers which are
intended directly or indirectly to promote the growth, increase the yield or improve the
cuality of useful plants, together with preparations for soil inoculation and soil
conditioners. Water, pesticides with fertilizing sideeffects, stable manure, liquid manure,
compost and other farmyard manure, peat, sludge and settlement wastes, such as garbage, sewage,
nightsoil, unmixed or mixed with each other or with water, and preparation aids for organic
fertilizers are not considered as fertilizers within the meaning of the Act .A./.
Fertilizer materials are classified in eight groups in the following order:
I

Single Nutrient Fertilizers
A
C

II

III
IV

1/

Nitrogenous fertilizers
Phosphate fertilizers
Potassium fertilizers
Calcium and Magnesium fertilizers

Multinutrient Fertilizers
A

NPIC Fertilizers

C

NP Fertilizer
NK Fertilizer
PK Fertilizer

Organic Fertilizers

Organicinorganic Fertilizers

Fertilizer Act, Para.l.

V

Fertilizers with trace elements
A
B
C

VI

VII

VIII

Addition of trace elements to fertilizer types specified under Nos. I-1V.
Addition of trace elements te other fertilizers
Fertilizers which, as value determining ingredient°, contain only trace
elements.

Preparations for Soil Inoculation
Ioil conditioners

Plant growth regulators

2/

Under each one of these headings a detailed list of particular fertilizers appears in
the schedule of the Order in a table which, in addition to the type of fertilizer and its
consecutive number, also given in separate columns: the essential components, the minimum
or the fixed content, the composition in terms of principal nutrients, the manufacturing
process of the fertilizer as well as special provisions, if any.
The eight groups in this
way comprise nearly 230 typee of fertilizers.
Rules concerninr licence, registration, etc.

Fertilizers may be offered cr held for sale, sold or otherwise put on the market only
if they correspond to an approved fertilizer type contained in the schedule of the 1963
Fertilizer order. This doe° not applw to fertilizers prepared for export, te flower and
lawn fertilizers, labelled as such W.
Tho Federal Minister of Food, Agriculture and Forestry may authorize by order and with
the consent of the Bundesrat the marketing of types of fertilizers which prcmote the growth,
increase the yield or improve the quality of useful plante, and which when correctly used
do not impair soil fertility or the health of human beings or domestic animals. The Federal
Minister must exclude certain fertilizers which owing to their secondary components might
endanger the health of huran beings or domestic animals; he may also determine maximum
amounts for the content cf certain secondary componentsAi.
This matter has been dealt with
by the Fertilizer Crder of 1963. The fertilizern listed in the 3chedule to this Order are
the only approved types that may be put on the market under the terma of the Act
Standards of composition

The main composition of the various types of fertilizers is given in the respective
column of the Schedule to the Fertilizer Order.
Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packaging
Fertilizers are put on the market in packeygeo or containers of a specific kind for the
various types and marked in a special manner _Y.

The kind of containers and the labelling are prescribed for a wide range of fertilizer
types in the column entitled "special regulations" of the 3chedule to the Fertilizer Order.

Fertilizer Order of 1963. schedule, Classification (see extracts in Annex IIA to this
study). It should be noted that in future, for administrative reasons, group 7111 will
be classified under legislation for plant protection.
Fertilizer Act, Para. 2.

A/

Ibid. Para. 3.
1961 Order Para. 1 (2)

Cf. Act Para.3 (3)

The Federal Republic alone has adopted a virtually case-by-case regulation of the packaging
and labelling of fertilizers. The main reasons for this are the protection of persons
dealing with fertilizers containing substances which may be prejudicial to their health or
to protect the fertilizers themselves from spoilage (hygroscopic materials) or loss. The
following examples illustrate the way in which packaging and labelling are dealt with in
the regulations.
Ammonium itrate: The fertilizer must be offered commercially only in closed
containers which protect it against humidity.

Crganic Nitrogen fertilizer (dried blood, horn meal): This type of fertilizer may be
It may be labelled horn meal if
labelled dried blood if it is made from blood only.
the fertilizer is made from animal horn but dried blood may be added.
Boron fertilizer: The fertilizer must be put on the market in closed containers.
Attention must be drawn by an indication, printed on the autside or a label enclosed
in the package, to the times of application (frequency, stage of growth) and to the
quantity to be applied per unit area. Every container must also be marked with the
note: "Caution: Excessive dosage is dangerous".

The seller of a fertilizer must inform the purchaser in writing of the name or the
trade name and the address of the fertilizer producer or the distributing agency and of
the fertilizer type together with the essential components. This information must be given
at the latest when the goods are made over to the purchaser. When, on the other hand, the
account is rendered the seller must inform the purchaser of the actual content 9fthe
The
essential components if the materials in question are an inormnic fertilizer I/.
seller must also supply on delivering a fertilizer all additional information regarding
the correct application of the product according to the types and the quantity of the plants
for which it is intenged together with directions for its correct use as prescribed by the
Schedule to the Act .§.4
These provisions do not apply to fertilizers produced for export, to lawn fertilizers
or to quantities under 50 kg, with the exception of preparations for soil inoculation, soil
conditioners and fertilizers containing trace elements 2/.
Import control

The legislation of the Federal Republic contains no provisions regarding imports of
fertilizers.
Enforcement

i) Control officers

The only control officers provided for by the Fertilizer Act are the fertilizer
inspectors, although the Act itself does not identify them under this specific term.
The functions of these inspectors are entrusted to the authorized personnel of the
agencies designed by the Land Governments for the control of trade in fertilizers 12i

2/

12/

Act, Para. 4 (1)
Order, Para. 1 (3)
Act, Para. 4 (3) see also Order, Para. 1 (3)
rbid. Para. 5 (1) and (2)
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Cfficially authorized sampling agents may be appointed by the Chamber of Agriculture
or the Administrative Authority of the Land. Persono who have been sworn in at the Chamber
of Industry and Commerce may also be assigned official sample taking duties DJ.
ii) Inspection, samples, analysis

Authorized personnel may enter the offices or premises in general of businesses which
They may
offer, hold for sale, sell or otherwise bring fertilizers into the trade.
inspect and check business documents, ask for or take samples and ask for information
The owners of the
concerning the origin of goods from which samples have been taken.
business or their agents are obliged to furnish the samples recuested or allow them to
be taken, supply the required information, produce the business documents for control
and permit entry into their premises or offices. The basic right to the inviolability
of residence according to Art. 13 of the Federal Constitution is to this extent
restricted. However, persons asked for informaticn may refuse to answer cuestiono if
to do so might expose themselves or their dependents to the risk of a prosecution or
proceedings under the Act on Irregylarities
Sampling
Damaged lots
As a rule, samples must be taken only from properly stored fertilizers.
must be dealt with separately. Samples must be taken from batches of one ton in the
case of fertilizers in bulk and from five undamaged original packages in the case of
packed fertilizers. From small packages of not more than 40 kg nc samples are taken
with the exception of preparations for soil inoculation, soil conditioners and fertilizers
In this case one to three undamaged original packages are
containing trace elements.
used for the average sampling.

For fertilizers in the liquid state samples are taken from a number of small casks
(up to 1 litre), which must be undamaged original packages. Sampling from a tank car
requires the complete homogenization of its contents. This being difficult in most
cases, partial samples must be taken at short intervals throughout the unloading
processes. These part,ial samples must then be put together and mixed well to obtain
the average sample 124

The average sample is obtained from not less than ten and not more than twentyfive
partial samples.
From nonliquid fertilizers at least one partial sample per ton (per two tons in the
case of nitrogenous and nitrogenous compound fertilizers), but at least ten per batch,
must be taken, if necessary.
In order to take samples from liquid fertilizers in ten or twenty litre cans (or out
of a larger tank filled during unloading from a tank car) the liquid must be well
shaken so that a good mixture is obtaine . Then with the help of a pipette about one
litre is taken out in single portions 1

11/

See Recommendations of the Federal Ministry of Food. Agriculture and 7orestry to the
Federal States for the Control of the Fertilizer Trade, para. 3, Cerman text in Das
Engliah text in
Dlingsmittelrecht mit fachlichen Erläuterungen, Ausgabe 1972, p. 149.
ASPAC Food and Fertilizer Technology Centre, Technical Bulletin No. 3, Taipei City,
March 1972, p. 49.

12/
12/
14J

Act, Para. 5.
Recommendations, Para. 4.
Ibid. Para. 5.

From this
The partial samples are then mixed thoroughly to obtain an average aample.
sample three test samples are taken each amounting to at least 200 g. These are then
hermetically sealed in test containers with an official aeal and marked with the
appropriate specifications. Test samples of liquid fertilizers are sealed in bottles
each of about 250 ml which must be filled to the top if possible 1 4
A sampling report
1 6.
in triplicate is prepared at th e end of the sampling procedur e ...'..7

One of the test samples together with the original of the sampling reports is sent
without delay to the competent control office. The two other samples together with
one copy each of the sampling report are kept for possible additional examinations if
the results of the analyeie of the first sample do not correspond to the requirements
of the law 114
Analysis

3.

The control office examines the samples, applying the methods prescribed by the
Association of German Agricultural Testing and 2esearch Institutee (Verbaad der
und Forachungsanstalten) 12i
Deutschen Landwirtschaftlichen nntersuchungs
If the examination shows undue deviation from the prescribed standards, one of the
other two samples must be examined by a second control office designated for this
purpose. Where the two examination results differ from each other and do not establish
clearly whether the prescribed standards were complied with or not, the third sample
must be examined by a control office which may be designated by the firm from which
the samples of fertilizers were obtained. The final result is given ly the arithmetic
mean of the two examination results that are closest to each other 11.
iii) Rights of the purchaser

No specific provisions are contained in the legislative texts regarding the rights of
the purchaser.
Penalties

Any person who wilfully or out of negligence offers, holds or exposes for sale, sells
or otherwise puts in-to circulation types of fertilizers which have not been approved
according to the provisions of the Act or omits to furnish to the purchaser with the prescribed
invoice or does not comply with the provisions governing inspection and sampling or with a
is guilty
legal order iseued by the Federal ninister where such order provides for a penalty
of an offence. Offencee may be punished with fines up to ten thousand lerman marke.
Fertilizers which are involved in a contravention of the provisions of the Act can be
confiscated 22/.
In addition to penalties for contravention of the provisions of the Act or of the
Fertilizer Order, the legislation of the Federal 2epublic provides for penalties for the
divulging of industrial or commercial secrets related to fertilizers. Thus, any peraon who
disclosea ouch secrets without being authorized to do so in his capacity as administrative
official or expert appointed under the Act is punished with imprisonment fcr up to one year
of a fine or both such imprisonment and fine. If he has acted against payment or in order
to enrich himself or another person or in an attempt to harm another, he is puniahed with
imprisonment for up to two years. A fine may also be imposed.
Proceedings may be instituted only at the request of the aggrieved person or business 2.1/.

1_/
/
1

21/

Recommendations, Para. 7.
rbid. Para, 8.
Ibid. Para, 9.
Tbid. Para, 10.
rbid. Para, 12.
!ara. 7 and Order, "am. 2.
Act, Para. 6.

INDIA

6.

Sources of regulations
The :::ssential commodities Act, 1955, Act No. 10 of 1 April 1955
Volume VIII, Sixth Replacement Series, Fast V
Trade, p. 41.

The Fertiliser (Control) Crder 1957, of 23 April 1957
Part II, 4 t4ay

1957, p. 879.

The India Cods,

Gazette of India, No. 18,

(The consolidated text of the 1957 Order incorporating the various amendments
up to 30 November 1971 and followed by the ..ssential Commodities Act, 1955, was issued in
a booklet by the Fertilizer Association of India, 1971).
Fertilizer materials

Fertilizer materials covered by Indian legislation are any substances used or intended
to be used as a fertilizer of the soil" including mixtures of any fertilizers with any
substance which is not a fertilizer I/. Fertilizers are listed in Schedule I of the 1957
Crder.

:tules concerning licence, registration, etc.

0

Fertilizers and mixtures of fertilizers
Indian legislation does not require the registration, prior to manufacture or sale,
of fertilizers which comply with the standards prescribed by Law (Schedule I to the
1957 Order and any other relevant pravisions)
t4ixtures of fertilizers and special
mixtures of fertilizers must, however, be registered with the competent registering
authority (see below) and a certificate of registration must have been iusued to that
effect

1/.

ii) The Fertiliser (Control) Crder of 1957 provided that all dealers selling fertilizers
should be licensed to that effect. This provision has been amended by the Fertilizer
(Control) Amendment Order G.S.R. 2558 of 1969. The amended provision requires that
all dealers in fertilizare are to be registered and are to carry on their business in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the certificate of registration granted
to them under the Order Al.

Retail fertilizer dealers in certain areas may be exempted from the obligation of
being registered, by notification in the Gazette published by the State Government 5./.
Persons desiring to be reeistered as dealers in fertilizers and to obtain a certificate
of registration under the Crder are required to make an application to the Registerity
Authority within fourteen days of commencing the business of selline fertilizers.
The application is made in duplicate on a printed form (Form 'A') in which the
applicant gives full details concerning the period for which he has already been dealing
in fertilizers, the situation of his premises where the fertilizers are stored or sold,
the quantities of fertilizers in his pogsession, the fertilizer manufacture, wholesaler
or agent whom he will represent, etc. ..q/.

11/

Consolidated
Ibid. Clause
rbid. Clause
Ibid. Clause
rbid. Clause
Ibid. Clause

text of the 1957 Crder Clause 2 (d) and (i).
13 (1) (a) and Clause 2 (d).
10.

5 (2).
5 (2).
6 and Form 'A' in Appendix.

The Reristering Authority grants the certificate if the applicant has nct been
convicted for an offence under the 'elssential Commodities Act of 1955, or any of the
Orders made under that Act within the three years preceding the date of the application.
The certificate is issued on a printed form (Form 'B') which states the terms and
conditions under which the dealers must carry on their trade in fertilizers 71
Certificates of registration are valid until 31 r.arch of the year following their
issuance unless previously cancelled or suspended. They may be renewed by the
registering authority if the holder of the certificate applies before the date of
expiry or within a grace period to that authority by filling in a printed form
(Form 'C') and against a prescribed fee. The certificate may also be renewed against
the payment of an additional fee if the holder applies to that effect within a month
after the date of expiry or the grace period. If the application for renewal of the
certificate is not made within the prescribed limits, the certificate is deemed to
have expired on 31 Y.arch and any business carried on after that date will be in
contravention of the Crder 8/.
If the certificate of registration has been obtained by misrepresentation of a
material particular or if a provision of the Crder or a condition of the certificate
has been contravened, the Registering Authority may cancel or suspend the certificate
after giving opportunity to the holder of that certificate to defend himself 21
The Registering Authority is a State Authority appointed by the State Government by
notification in the Cfficial Gazette. The authority is competent not only for issuing
certificates of registration of dealers but also for regisiering mixtures of
fertilizers 12/.
iii) Dealers in fertilizer mixtures
This same authority is empowered to idsue certificates of registration to persons
who desire to engage in the preparation of fertilizer mixtures including special
mixtures in fertilizers. Thsee persons must complete in duplicate a printed
form (Form 'DI or Form 'DD') if they apply for a certificate of registration
for any mixture of fertilizers or for any special mixture fertilizers, respectively;
the certificate cannot be granted unless they possess the qualifications prescribed
for the purpose by the 3tate Covernment or unless they employ a person possessing such
qualifications 114

Central to this provision is the concern that the fertilizer mixture shall be prepared
by a person who has the prescribed qualifications or by a person working under the
control, direction and supervision of such a qnalified person. The applicant himself,
in any case, is responsible for any deficiency in the components of the mixture 12/.
Certificates of registration for the preparation of special mixtures can be granted
only to those persons who already hold a certificate of registration for the preparation
Such certificates are valid for three months from the date
of fertilizer mixtures.
of issue. This period of validity can be extended by the registering authority up to
six months 11/.

7/
11/

12/
2.2./

12/

Consolidated text of the 1957 Order Clause 7 and Form IRV
Ibid. Clauses 8 and 9.
Ibid. Clause 17.
lbid. Clause 16.
Ibid. Glause 11 (1) and
Idem. Subclaustl (3).
Ibid. Clause 11 A.

in Appendix.

4henever the registering authority refuses to grant the certificate, the reasons for
this refusal must be recorded and a copy of the relevant order passed must be given
to the applicant 144
Standards of composition
Standards of composition for mixturen cf fertilizers are to be established by the :-tate
Governments and published in the Cfficial Gazette. Iuch standards will more precisely
regard fertilizers containing nitrogen, total and water soluble phosphoric acid and
watersoluble potash. Following the notification of these standards in the Official
Gazette, no person may carry on the business of selling fertilizer mixtures, unless
auch mixtures comply with the established standards 1,21

Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packarinr
Fertilizers which are not in conformity with the prescribed standards can be sold,
offered for sale, etc., if the container of such nonstandard is consequently
superscribed with the words "nonstandard" and with the sign "X", both in red. A
special certificate of registration for sale of such fertilizers can be delivered by
the registering authority on written request (on Form 'F'). The unit price of these
fertilizers is fixed by the registering authorit Y
Fertilizer manufacturers must comply with the legal provisions regarding the marking
and packaging of fertilizer containers. :Nery container in which a ferilizer is
packed must bear the particulars specified by the Controller of Fertilizers (appointed
by the Central Government). Fertilizer containers must be so packed and sealed that
the contents cannot be tampered with without breakinr the seal.
Vore specifically,
bags stitched by hand and containing fertilizers manufactured in India must bear lead
seals, but if the bees are machinestitched in such a manner that their content cannot
be tampered vlith without a vieible break in the stitching, sealing is not
necessary 114
The Controller of Fertilisers may, by order notified in the Official Gazette, further
specify the requirements regarding packaging and marking of containers cf any specified
type or description of fertilizers manufactured in India or imported
The law cites two cases in which sale of unpacked fertilizers is permitted: sale in
bulk quantities by a manufacturer of fertilizers to a manufacturer of compound
fertilizers or mixtures of fertilizers 12/ and sale by fertilizer dealers who are
allowed to retain at any time one bag or container of each variety of fertilizers open
and unsealed for the purpose of retail sale 22/.
Import control

Indian legislation contains no specific provisions regarding imported fertilizers.
Enforcement

i) Control officers

The only control officers whose appointment is provided for by Law are the inspectors
of fertilizers. Such inspectors are appoint ed by the State Governments and by
Consolidated
Ibid. Clause
Ibid. Clause
Ibid. Clause
Ibid. Clause
Ibid. Clause
Ibid. Clause

text of the 1957 Crder Clause 12 (1).
10A (1).
13B.
14 (1).

14 (2).
14 (1A).
13 (2).

notification in the Official Gazette. The number of the inspectors depends on the
needs of each State: the area within which each inspector exercises his powers is
defined in the notification of the appointment _2_11. Schedule II of the Order mentions
the existence of State Fertilizer analysts whose appointment is not regulated by the
legislative texts studied here.
ii) Inspection, samples, analysis

An inspector may enter and search all premises where fertilizers are manufactured,
stocked or exhibited for sale if he has reasons to believe that a contravention of the
provisions of the Law has been committed in respect of these fertilizems;he may also
require any fertilizer manufacturer to give all information in his possession relevant
to the production and disposal of articles manufactured by him, take samples of
fertilizers and seize or detain any fertilizer in respect of which he has reason to
believe that a contravention of the fertilizer legislation haz been committed. If the
owner or any other person in chargs of the fertilizer seized by an Inspector is known,
the latter must give him a proper receipt. Inspectors 9ust be given, on request, all
necessary assistance in the exercise of their powers 224
The sampling procedure is establidhed in the Schedule II of the Order. This Schedule
prescribes that the following measures and precautions shall be obnerved in the
drawing of samples.
" a) Samples shall not be taken at a place exposed to weather.
(he sampling instruments shall be clean and dry when used.

The material being sampled, the sampling instruments and the containers for samples
shall be protected from adventitious contaminations.
To draw a representative sample, the contents of each container selected for sampling
shall be mixed as thoroughly as possible by suitable means.

The samples shall be placed in suitable, clean, dry and airtight glass or other
suitable container,
The sample containers shall be of such size that they are almost completely filled by
the sample.

Each sample container shall be sealed airtight after filling,and marked with full
details of sampling, the date of sampling and other important particulars of the
consignment.
Samples shall be stored in shade

22/.

Detailed provisions of Schedule II determine the way in which samples are taken from
packages and containers or from bulk in heaps or on wagons, the scale of sampling in
proportion to the quantities of fertilizers to be sampled, the preparation of composite
samples and the preparation of test aamplee. These final test samples are prepared
and put in suitable containers. Each container is then duly labelled with a label
giving all appropriate particulars, and sealed with seals of both the inspector and
Of the three samples one
the manufacturer, dealer or purchaser, as the case may be.

21/
22/
21/

Consolidated text of the 1957 Order Claune 19.
Ibid. Clause 20 (1) and (2).
Ibid. Schedule II A.1.

is sent to the State Fertiliser Aralyst for analysis, the second is given to the
manufacturer, dealer Cr purchaser to whom the sampled fertilizer belongs; the third
is kept as reference sample by the Inspector fcr production in court if necessary 21/.
The analysis of the sample is made by the State Fertilizer Analyst according to the
methods adopted by the American Association of Official Agricultural Chemists (A.C.A.C.)
as reproduced in :Action D of Schedule II.
iii) Rights of the surchaser
The 1957 Order 25./ prohibits the manufacture, sale, etc., of fertilizers which do not
comply with the prescribed standards of composition, and the provisions regarding
labelling.
Otherwise no special provisions are to be found regarding the protection
cf the purchaser.

Penalties

kny fertilizer manufacturer, importer or dealer who does not maintain cr does not
produce for inspection the prescribed books, accounts and records relating to his business
is guilty of an offence and may be punished with imprisonment for up to one year and a fiLe.
All other contraventions of the fertilizer legislation are punished with imprisonment for
a term of up to five years and also render the conravenor liable to fine. In the case of
a first offence, if the Court is of the opinion that a sentence or fine only will meet the
ends of justice, it may not impose a sentence of imprisonment; the reasons of such a
decision must be appropriately recorded.
In the case of a oecond and subsequent offence
the Court must impose a sentence of imprisonment for a term of not lees than one month 264
Fertilizers in respect of which a contravention of the Law han been committed, their
containers and any animal, vehicle, vessel or other conveyance used in carrying them may
be declared forfeit to the Government if the court is of the opinion that such an action
is necessary 11/.

7.

KZNYA
Sources of regulations

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Act - Laws of Kenya, Chapter
edition 1964 (Printed and Published by the Government Printer, Nairobi).

345, Revised

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Commencementl Order 1967, 4 August 1967 The Kenya Gazette, No. 43, Kenya Gazette :;upplement No. 66 (Legislative Supplement No.
13 August 1967.

39),

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Sampling) Rules, 1972, 24 March 1972 in
The Kenya Gazette Special Issue, Kenya Gazette Supplement No. 73 (Legislative Supplement
No. 54), 30 October 1972, p. 380.
The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Records and Returns) Rules,

1972 - Ibid. p. 413.

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Analysis) Rules,
Ibid.

11 April

p. 3U3.

Consolidated text of the 1957 Order Schedule A.4.
Ibid. Clause 13 (1).
26jThe Essential qocdties Act, 1955, Sect. 7 (1) and
272 ,
Ibid. Sect. 7 1) (b).

;4/

...5/

1972,

1972,

3 (1), (h), (i).

24 March

1972 -

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Sterilization of Bones) Rulen, 1972, 24 May

1972
1972

Ibid.

p. 377.

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Declaration and '4arranty) Rules,
Ibid. p. 410.

1972,

25 May

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs ¡Packing of Approved Fertilizers) Rules, 1_972,

25 May 1972

Ibid.

p. 367.

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Approved Fertilizers) Rules,

1972

Ibid.

1572,

22 June

p. 365.

Fertilizer materials

For the purposes of the Act, fertilizer means any substance or mixture of
which is intended cr offered for improving or maintaining the growth cf plants
productivity of the soil. Manure, compost, wood ash, gypsum or refuse are not
as fertilizer materials when sold in their original conditions and under these
organic fertilizers, other than lime, are not covered by the Act V.

substances
or the
considered
names;

Fertilizers the manufacture, compounding, mixture, manufacture, import and sale of
which are permitted in Kenya are given in the .-, edule to the Fertilizers and Animal
Foodstuffs (Approved Fertilizers) Rules, 1972 2.
Regulations concerning licence, registration, etc.

No licence is required for the manufacture, import or sale of fertilizers

1/

A licence is necessary, however, for the Establishment or operation of a plant to
sterilize bones or other substances derived from an animal carcass to be used in the
preparation of fertilizers.
Any person who desires to set up a sterilizing plant for that purpose must apply to
the Director of Veterinary Services, who will issue the licence, on payment of a prescribed
fee, if he is satisfied that the applicant is a suitable person to engage in such activity.
The licence thus issued is valid until 31 December of the year of i8sue, unless cancelled
earlier. The Director of Veterinary Services may cancel the licence if the person who han
received it contravenes the requirements prescribed by the Act or the Regulations .4.,1
Standards of composition
It is provided that standards of composition, efficacy, fineness and purity of
fertilizers will be prescribed by the Regulations to be made under section 19 of the Act.
Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packaging
Packed approved fertilizers may be offered for sale in containers of 25 kg of more
weight of a weatherproof material sufficiently strong to withstand reasonable handling
without tearing, bursting or falling open 5./.

2/
A/

Act Sect. 2 (b).
Ibid. Sect. 3 (1) and Schedule to the said Rules.
Act Sect. 3 (2).
Ibid. Sect.
See the Application Form in the Schedule to The Fertilizers and
Animal Foodstuffs (Sterilization of Bones) Rules, 1972.
The Fertilizer and Animal Foodstuffs (Packing of Approved Fertilizers) Rules, 1972,
Rule 2.

5 (1).

Containers and packages must bear a securely fixed label showing the following
particulars 6/:
the prescribed name of the ferLilizer;
the weight in kilogrammes of the fertilizer;
technical information regarding such matters as the minimum guaranteed percentage of
specific elements contained in the fertilizer soluble in water, citric acid cr mineral
acid, the minimum guaranteed content of certain substances, etc. (for instance, in the
case of Soda phosphate, the minimum percentage of phosphorus pentoxide soluble in 2
percent citric acid which the vendor in the declaration and warranty guarantees the
fertilizer to contain; in the case of ammonium sulphate nitrate, that it contains at
least 2 percent nitrogen).
Sale of approved fertilizers in quantities of less than 25 kg are allowed if the
fertilizer is taken in the presence of and with the knowledge of the purchaser, from a
container duly branded or marked, and is transferred to an spty container or package meant
to hold quantities of 25 kg or more of the same fertilizer _V.

Vendors of approved fertilizers.are required to provide the purchaser with a written
declaration and warranty in respect of any sale involving 500 kg or more of any one kind
of an approved fertilizer. The same obligation applies for any sale of approved fertilizers
for resale purposes, regardless of the quantity involved
The declaration and warranty thus required must contain

2/:

the name and full address of both the vendor and the purchaser;

sufficient details of the marks on the containers or packages of the fertilizer cr
particulars shown on the labels attached thereto;
the weight of the fertilizer, in tons and kilogrammes as the case may be;
the name under which the fertilizer is listed in the list of approved fertilizers;

the minimum or maximum percentage of the guaranteed constituents of certain fertilizers
(provided that, if the constituent is nitrogen in a compound fertilizer, the form in
which thia nitrogen is found must be stated). The completion of any transaction
involving the sale of an approved fertilizer implies that the vendor has made to the
purchaser the declaration and warranty required by the Act 12/.
Import control

No special licence is required for fertilizer importe. However, fertilizers may not
be imported into the country unless they are included in the list of approved fertilizers
isaued by the Ydnister and unless they conform to the prescribed standards or specifications DJ.
The Act expressly prohibits the import of any fertilizer which contains bone or any
other substance derived from any animal carcass for the purpose of manufacturing a
fertilizer, unless it can be proved by an official document that such substances have been
effectively and completely sterilized and are free from pathogenic organisms Al/.

/

The Fertilizer and Animal loodstuffs tPacking of Approved Fertilizers} Rules,
Rule 3.
Ibid. Rule 4.

j The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Declaration and Warranty) Rules,

2/
12/
11/

¡I/

Ibid. Rule 4.
rbid. Rule 7.
Act Sect. 3 (1) and (2).
Ibid. Sect.

4 (1).

1972,

1972,
Rule 2.

The sterilization must have been done in conformity with standards laid down by the relevant
subsidiary lec-islationLV.
rtforcement

0

Control officers

Two kinds of control officers are provided for by the Act: Inspectors and Analysts
appointed by the Yinister, by notice in the Official Gazette, from among suitably
uring their period of appointment they may not engate in any
qualified persons.
business connected wi,th the manufacture, sale or distribution of fertilizers or
animal foodstuffs 1.44
ii) Inspection, samples, analysis

Inspectcrs may at all reasonable times and on production, if requested, of their
warrant, enter and inspect any premises, places of vehicles in which they have reasonable
grounds for believing that fertilizers are manufactured, stored or on sale or that
documents pertaining to the importation, manufacture or sale of fertilizers are kept.
They are aleo allowed to inspect and, if they consider it necessary, to seize and
remove any fertilizer or documents related to fertilizers which they have reasonable
cause to believe rive evidence of a contravention of the provisions of the Act or of
the regulations made under it IV.
Inspectors may take samples, of any fertilizers that they consider necessary to submit
for examination and analysis; in sc doing they may call upon the occupant of the
prel4ses, etc., to provide them with any reasonable assistance 1§./ and must inform the
owner of the fertilizer, before or as soon as Nssible after taking the samples, of
their intention to have the samples analysed .11/.
Samples are to be taken in portions as near as equal as possible, each cf not less
than 283 g, from wenly distributed parts of the whole. They must be drawn from sound
containers or packages whose seals are intact, which are marked in accordance with the
requirements of the appropriate Yenyan legislation, or from open containers or packages
from which fertilizers have been sold in quantities of less than 25 kg 1.§.1 Where the
fertilizer being sampled is in a single container and weighs 25 kg or leas, the entire
package is to be taken as the sample 12/.
Detailed rules establish the number of containers or packages to be sappled, as well
as the number of samples where more than one container is involved 22,l
Appropriate tools, if available, must be used to assist in the drawing of the samples.
If valid objections are raised to the use of any particular tool on account of its
unsuitabil,ity for sampling, the tool in auestion may not be used in the taking of the
sample 21/.

11/

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Sterilization of Bones) Rules,

14/

Act Sect. 8.
id. Sect.
Ibid. Sect. 9 (1
(c).
Ibid. Sect.
The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Sampling) Rules
Ibid. Rule 4.
See Rules
Ibid.
Ibid. Rule 9.

li/

1.1

II/

E/

1:2/

20/
21/

arld following.

9 (I (a), (b).
9 (3).

5, 6, 7, 8

1972,

Rule 3.

1972,

Rules 2

Where the fertilizer to be eampled is in cakes or in large lumps, single cakes or
single lumps may be taken as individual portions of the sample; if they are in quid
or semifluid condition, they must first be well mixed by stirring or shakingZ.:4
The samples thus obtained from each kind of fertilizer are then mixed, subdivided,
reduced in weight by rejection of a half, and a,Ain mixed and subdivided until it
reaches a weight of between 1.5 and 3 kg. It is then divided into three similar parts,
known as the official samples.
7.ach cf the three official samples shall be placed in
a clean, dry bottle or other container with a close fitting lid, cover or seal, which,/
in the case of a fertilizer likely to undergo change on exposure, must be airtight 2,14
These containers must be so secured or placed in a sealed package that their content
cannot be reached without breaking the seal, the container or the package 2.4/.

Where the main sample readily separates into a number of distinct fractions that do
not readily mix together, the fraction is to be subsampled separately and the official
samples prepared by adding the subsamples of each fraction to the subsamples,of the
other fractione, in an amount proportional to its amount in the main sample 214 Liquid
main samples must be mixed thorou ly and the three official samples drawn directly
from several well spaced points 2
Where the fertilizer clearly is adulterated with stones, pieces of iron or other objects,
no sample is to be taken, but the Inspector may seize and hold in safe custode any
quantity of the material he thinks fit 21/.
Cn each official sample the Inspector affixes a certificate signed by him and stating:
his name, full address and the authority under which he acts; that the sample was taken
according to the prescribed procedure; the particulars marked on the containers fronl
which the sample was drawn; the date and place where the sample was taken; the name and
full postal and business addresses of the manufacturer, if known, and the seller or the
person in poesession of the fertilizer at the time of takinr of the sample; the name
and full postal and business addresses of the person, if any, under whose instructicns
the sample was taken; the observations on the conditions under which the fertilizer
was being stored at the time of taking the sample 28/.

One official sample with the certificate attached is to be despatched by the inspector
to an authorized analyst, and one, under registered oover, to the person holding the
fertilizer for sale or who la,st sold the fertilizer; the third sample i to te forwarded
to the Government chemist 224
Whenever an inspection takes place, the Inspector must take all practical steps to
secure the preeence of the owner of the fertilizer or the presence of the occupant of
the inspected premises

12

The analysis of the official sample is carried out according to the method described
in the Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Analysis) Rules, 1972. The results cf the
analysis are reported in a certificate of analysis, prepared and siened by the

22/
22/
2.4/

25j

2/
27/
2.../

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Sampling) Rules 1972, Rules 10, 11, 12.
Ibid. Rules 15, 16.
Ibid. Rule 20.
Ibid. Rule 17.
Ibid. Rule 18.
Ibid. Rule 22.
Ibid. Rule 21 (1).
Ibid. Rule 21 (2). See also Act Sect. 9 (4).
Act, Sect. 9 (2).

Copies of the certificate of analysis are to be sent by the
authorized analyst 214
analyst to the Inspector, who drew the sample, to the person in possession of the
fertilizer at the time of taking the sample to the person, if any, under whose
instructions the sample was collected, and also to the person who last sold the
fertilizer

El.

Penalties
The importation, manufacturing or sale of other than approved fertilizers or of
approved fertilizers not conforming to the prescribed standards or specifications
Thus, any person who sells approved fertilizers in containers
constitutes an offence 124
or packages which do not comply with the rules regarding packaging and labelling of
fertilizers is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine not exceeding three thousand
shillings or to imprisomnent for a term up to three months or tc both 11/ Likewise, any
person who imports any fertilizer which contains bones or any other substances derived from
an animal carcass, or who imports such substances for the purpose of manufacturing a
fertilizer, or who uses them where they have not been imported as prescribed or not duly
The same applies to any person who uses or sets
sterilized, is guilty of an offence 1/4
up a sterilizing plant for bones and substances derived from an animal carcass for the
purpose of the manufacture or sale of fertilizers without the prescribed licence 1.0
Similarly guilty of an offence is any person who uses or permits to be used in an advertisement
a copy of an analyst's certificate obtained under the Act 11/.

Persons found guilty of the above offencesare liable, for the first offence, to a
fine not exceeding one thousand shillings or to imprisonment not exceeding one month, or
to both; for a second or subsequent offence they are liable to a fine not exceeding three
thousand shillings or to imprisonment not exceedi4l& three thousand shillings or t.)
imprisonment not exceeding three months or both 32J.
Any person who obstructs, hinders, deceives or misleads an Inspector in the exercise
of his powers or the performance of his duties under the Act or the rules made under Ihe
Act is guilty of an offence and liable, for a first offence, to a fine not exceeding two
thousand shillings or to imprisonment not exceedinr two months or both and, for a second
or subsequent offence, to a fine not exceeding three thousand shillings or to imprisonment
not exneeding three months or both IV.
Also guilty of an offence are all those persons who sell approved fertilizers without
complying with the requirements of the rules governing the declarations and warranties to
be issued to the purchaser by the vendor o- such fertilizers. They are liable to a fine
not exceeding three thousand dhillings or to imprisonment Z.12./. Persons who fail to keep
and maintain the prescribed records for the prescribed pericd o: time are likewise guilty
of an offence and liable for the first such offence to a fine not exceeding two thousand
shillings or to imprisonment for a term of up to two months or both, and for a second and
subeequent offence to a fine up to three thousand shillings or to imprisonment for a term
nct exceeding three months or both such fine and imprisonment z11.4

31/
12/
124/

30
12/

22/
38/
V,/

,A1.0

12/
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See The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs (Analysis) Rules, 1972.
Ibid. Rule 18.
The Fertilizers and Animal roodntuffs (PackintLof Approved Fertilizers) Rules 1972,
Rule 5.

Act Sect. 4 (3) andect. 7.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.
Ibid.

5 (1).

Sect.
Sect. 11 (3).
Feet. 16.
Sect. 13 (a), (b).

The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs reclaration and Warranty) Rules, 1_972, Rule
The Fertilizers and Animal Foodstuffs Records and Retur) ules, 1972
Rule 5.
Act Sect. 15(1), (2).

9.

Manufacturers, importers or sellers of fertilizers are hable for the acts or omissions
of their employees unless they can prove that they are entirely dissociated from, or took all
reasonable steps to avoid, s.ich an act or omission, or that the act or omission of the
employees is not, in any case within the scope of their authority. Fmployees who are guilty
of an offence are in any case liable to the prescribe4 penalties, as well as, where
appropriate, their employer.

8.

KA LAI

Sources of regulations
The Pertil izers, Farm Feeds and Remedies Act, No. 12 of 24 March 1970 - Malawi
Government Gazette Supplement, No. i.e of 7 April 1970

Government Notice No. 142

The Fertilizers
Supplement No. 29 of 14 July 1970, p. 251.
:

emulations of 1970 -

No. 34,

Government Notice No. 234 : Composition of Fertilizer Mixtures and Straight FertilizersM.G.G. No. f2,Supplement No. 50A of 13 November 1)70, p. 46.3.

Fertilizer materials
For the purposes of Malawi legislation any substance is considered to be a fertilizer which
is intended or offered for improving or maintaining the growth of plants cr the productivity
psum, town refuse
Farmyard, stable manure, kraal manure, compost, wood ash,
of the soil.
and
under
their
names
cannot
be
or night soil when sold in tIneir original condition
considered as fertilizers 1/.

The third and fourth schedules to the 1970 ReEulations rive more detailed information
about the composition of certain fertilizer, as does also the 1970 Government 1;otice regarding,
inter alia, various kinds cf fertilizer mixtures.
.Rules concerning licence, registration,

etc.

Fertilizers may not be sold in /Malawi unless they are registered with the !'inistry of
Agriculture and 1;atural Aesources

Applications for the registration of a fertilizer are to be nade in triplicate and
submitted together with the label or the reproduction of the label under which the fertilizer
will be sold. The application must give in addition te the name and address of the
applicant, the brand name of the product, the name of the fertilizer and detailed data
In the case of
regarding the total and percent content of various essential elements.
fertilizers containing any substance of animal orii n, it must be accompanied by
certificate stating that such substance has been sterilized in the manner prescribed in the
Fertilizers and Farm ?eeds (:;terilization of Animal l'roducts) legulations 1970. If, in the
opinion of the repisterinE officer, the fertilizer is suitable, he registers it and issues
a certificate of registration which is given to the applicant2/.
The registering officer also decides, after consulting the Register of Trade Mar:.s,
whether the fertilizar may be registered under the brand proposed by the applicant. 7Te may
refuse the registration under that brand if it is of an insufficiently distinctive naAure
or if it is so similar to a brand already used as to mislead the public A/.

//

2/
1/
A/

Act, Sect. 2.
Ibid. Sect.
Fertilizer Regulations, Reg.
Ibid. Reg. 4.

3 (a).

3.

All registrations of fertilizers are valid until 31 March of t,he year following the
Cancellation is
year of registration, unless t:.ey are cancelled before that date I.
decided by the registering officer if the applicant fails to comply with any condition
subject to which a fertilizer has been registered or if a fertilizer does not comply with
When an application for the registration of a
any regulation made under the Act 64
fertilizer has been refused by the registering officer, or accepted but under a number of
conditions which are not acceptable to the applicant, or when the registering officer
decides to cancel a registration, the applicant may appeal against such decision to the
Minister of Agriculture. The Minister may uphold the decision of the registering officer
or make an order instructing the latter to register the fertilizer or to cancel or modify
the conditions imposed or to restore the registration 74

The same provisions apply to the registration of plant used for the sterilization of
bones cr other subetances derived from an animal carcass and used for the manufacturing of
fertilizers 84
S*.andards of composition

Although the Malawi legislation does not mention the standards of composition of
fcrtilizers, the manufacturers are asked to remain within the maximum tolerances which are
stipulated in the fifth Schedule to the 1970 Regulations, and, for all practical purposes,
this should be considered as a standard composition.
Label 1 in

(statutorj statements etc.

d

cka .ian n

Containers in which fertilizers are sold must be durably and legibly marked or
labelled in 7nglish with the brand or name under which the fertilizers are registered, the
information required by the Third Schedule to the 1970 Regulations as to the percentage of
fertilizer elements contained, the name and the address of the person who has regiotered
the fertilizer.
Figures or numerals used for representing the chemi,cal composition of a
fertilizer must be preceded or followed by the appropriate symbol :24
Sellers of fertilizers must give to the purchaser at the time of delivery or send to
hin at the time of dispatch, an invoice setting forth the weight of the fertilizers sold,
the brand or mame under which the fertilizer is registered and the information required by
the Third Schedule to the Regulatione as to the percentage of fertilizing elementu
contained 124
Import control

Imported fertilizers must comply with the relevant provisions of the Malawi legislation.
If an examination, analysis, or test of samples of imported fertilizers shows that they do
nct comply with these provisions, the Minister may order either their destruction without
compensation or, at the option of the importer, their removal from Yalawi within a specified
period and subject to such conditions as he may impose 11/.

Act, 3ect. 8 (3).

id. :Act.

9 (a), (b).

Ibid.. sect. 10.

4/
_/

2/

12/
11/

Ibid. Sect. 8 ff.
Regulations, Reg. 6.
Ibid. Reg. 7 and Act, Sect.
Regulations, Reg. 14.

5.

'2-riforcement

0

Control officers

Two kinds of control officers are provided for by the 1970 !set: Inspectore and
analysts. Both appointed by the Ministry of Agriculture 124
ii) Inspection, samples, analysis
General

Inspectoro and other officers specially authorized by the Minister have the right to
enter at all reasonable times and inspect all premises, places, vehicles, etc., in
which fertilizers are kept or sterilizing plants are operatinr. They can also inspect
all material's or books, records or documents found in the course of their inspection
and seize anything that appears to be evidence of a contravention of anz,' provision of
the Law, in the quantities necessary for the purpose of examination or analysis.
In all cases the authorized officers must give a receipt to the person from whose
custody a quantity of fertilizer or a book, record or document has been taken for
analysili or examination. Such objects must be returned immediately after it has been
decided that no prosecution will be instituted or the tris4 of the relevant perscn hls
been concluded, unless they have been declared forfeit 114
Any quantity of a
fertilizer found in the premisee, place or vehicle at the time of the sampling is,
until the contrary is proven, deemed to be of the same composition, to have the same
degree of efficacy and to possess in all other reepects the same propertien as the
sample 1,11/.
Method of sampling
here the fertilizer in packed in containers, samples are taken at random from
different parts of the whole quantity in the following way:
If the quantity of packed fertilizer does not exceed three tons, samples are taken
from not less than two unopened containers per ton or part of ton;
if this quantity exceedn three tons, from one additional unopened container for ever,
additional ton or part of ton.
In no case need samples be taken from more than twenty containers.

Where the fertilizer is not packed in containers, not less than six and not more than
fifty samples are taken from different parts of the whole quantity in the ratio, if
possible, of two samples per ton or part of ton.
Samples are taken by meas of a sampling probe not less than one inch in diameter or,
in the case of fertilizers in bulk, by such other means as will ensure as far as
practicable that the sample will be representative.

The samples thus taken must form a bulk sample not less than ten and not more than
twentyfive pounds in weight, which, after it has been thoroughly mixed, is formed into
a flattened heap and quartered.
One quarter ic then discarded and the remainder
remixed and requartered. The same procedure is repeated until the original bulk sample

12/
1.3/
1.6/

Act, Sect, 11.
rbid. Sect. 12 (1), (2).
Ibid. Sect. 14 (1) (a).

In the case of liquid
has been reduced to approximately three pounds in weirht.
fertilizers, the samples are taken by such means as will ensure a representative
sample 151.

The final sample is divided into three parts, each of which is closed, sealed and
labelled or marked in a suitable manner. (The part is then transmitted to an analyst
together with a certificate signed by the sampletaker. The second, with a copy of
the certificate is handed or forwarded to the owner or seller of the fertilizer or to
his arent. The third part is retained by the sampletaker. During the samplinr
procedure tneAresence of the person in charre of the fertilizers or his representative
is required

kJ.

The owner of the fertilizer from which the,sample has been taken may claim from the
Pinister the market value of the sample 114

3.

Analysis

The analyst to whom one part cf the sample has been transmitted analyses it
according te the method of set out in the Sixth Schedule to the 1970 Regulations. The
result of the analysis is stated in a certificate in which the percentares of fertilizer
elements found in the fertilizer are compared to those resulting from the analysis made
at the time of the reristration of the product. A fertilizer is deemed to comply with
the provisions of the Law if the composition is found not to differ from the specified
composition by more than the variations accepted by the Law and set out in the Fifth
Schedule of the 1970 Regulations 11/.
iii) Rights of the purchaser

The purchaser of a fertilizer may request an inspector to take samples of that fertilizer
The purchaser in that case pays the
and have them analysed in the prescribed manner.
appropriate fee 124
Penalties

Any person who contravenes any of the provisions of the Act on fertilizers is guilty of
an offence and liable to a fine of 100 pounds and to imprisonment for a period of six months.
The Act specifically provides for certain cases such as obstruction of enforcement officers
in the exercise of their powers, tampering with samples, false or misleading statements in
connection with feritilizers, selling of fertilizers which do not comply with the required
standards, etc. 224 but obviously all contraventions even not specifically mentioned are
punishable under the Act.
On the other hand, persons failing to comply with any cf the requirements of the 1970
Regulations are eaually guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of 100 pounds and to
imprisonment for three months 214

j,/'
lk/
lij
-

Reg.

3.

Act, Sect. 12 (3).
Ibid. Sect. 12 (5).
Regulations, Reg. 11 and 12.

Reg. 9.

Laj

Ibid.

__/

Act, Section 13 (1) (a).
Regulations, neg. 16.

9.

rCROCCO

3ources of reFulations
Vizierial Order ..egulating Trade in Fertilizers and F;oil Amendments
(25 Chaual 1361)*;

4 November 1942

Order of the Director of Agricultural Production Relative to Sampling of Fertilizers
and Soil Amendments by Officers of the Service for the Prevention of Fraudulent Practices,
and to the Analysis of Samples
12 December 1942*;
Dahir 2e1ative to the Prevention of Fraudulent Practices in the Gale cf (oods and of
the Adulteration of Foodstuffs and Agricultural Products *, 14 Cctober 1914 (23 Kaada 1132)
(as amended to 26 December 1951)*;
Vizierial erder Relative to the Implementation of the Dahir of 14 Cctober
(23 Kaada 1q2) Relative to the Prevention of Fraudulent Practices. 6 Dc!cember l,28 (22
Jumada 1347)
Dahir Relative to the Prevention of Cffences underDahirstiizierialCrders itelevant to
Fraudulent Practices, 2C July 1930 (29 Safar 134r.)'.
Fertilizer materials

Fertilizer materials affected by Moroccan lerislation are: single fertilizers; mixed
fertilizers; compound fertilizers and soil amendments, whether in powder, lump, paste or
liquid form. The enactments cited above contain no definition of fertilizer materials or
detailed lists thereof.
Rules concerning licence, reFistration, etc.
Foroccan legislation requires no prior licence or registration for the pro6untien,
importation, sale or other form of marketing of fertilizers or soil amendments, nor does
it prescribe the registration of fertilizers. As a result, the production and marketing
of these materials are free from restrictions. The only procedures required in their regard
are the same as those applicable to the carrying on of any industrial or commercial activity
in general.
Standards of composition
No standards are prescribed in the texts here cited.

Labelling (statutory statementsotc.) and packaging
While the Vizierial Order does not concern itself with the packaging of fertilizers
as such, it nevertheless contains very full details regardinr labelling and marking of
packages which are applicable to these products. The use under whatever form of any
indication or sign likely to mislead the purchaser as to the nature, provenance, content
in nutrient elements or useful ingredients, or as to the nature cf the combination of the
latter, is prohibited. This also holds good for containers, pacl5aging, labelling,commeroial
notepaper and any publicity, as covered by the Vizierial Crder
Published in Recueil de la r4glementation marocaine en matière de r4pression des
fraudes et des falsifications issued by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fcrests,
Inspectorate for the Prevention of Fraudulent Practices
undated (latest enactment
included is of September 1954).

1/

Vizierial Order of 1942 Art.

6.

labels
'. :very manufacturer or vendor of fertilizers or s-d1 amendments is required to affix
to packages, sacks or other containers used for these materials a label to be held in
the closure system employed. The said label is to bear information as to the weight
of the goods within, the name under which they are sold, their natural or industrial
origin and their content in nutrient elements, in the case of fertilizers, and useful
ingredients in the case of soil amendments, as well as the nature or state of
combination cf the latter. Thus, the contents of a given fertilizer in nutrient elements
must be expressed as so much nitrcgen/phosphcric acid/potash per 100 kg fertilizer and
in necther way. The contents of a soil amendment in useful ingredients must be given
The
evtlusively as so much by weight of calcium/magnesium/humus per 100 kg amendment.
weight of nutrient elements in fertilizers is to be expressed in elemental nitrogen,
phosphoric acid (anhydrous) and potash (anhydrous). The weight of useful ingredients
of amenokments is to be expressed in terma of calcium dioxide, magnesium (anhydrous) and
humus /./.

Article 1 of the Vizierial Order also prescribes in detail the manner in which
information is to be given as to the nature or state cf combination of nutrient elements
or useful ingredients.

All the aboveprescribed information must be given in lettering, all of the same
appearance and dimension°.
Only the following information may be given, in addition
to the foregoing, on sacks, packages and ccntainers: name and address of the addressee;
name, trade name, trade mark and the address of the manufacturer or vendor, and, where
appropriate, the syndical guarantee mark. This restriction, however, does not apply
to printed literature placed inside the sacks, pravided the text concerns only
instructions for the use of the f,ertilizer or amendment or precautions to be observed
to ensure their proper keeping
Invoices

The sane information as prescribed above must be given in the detailed invoice made
over by the vendor to the purchaser at the moment of sale or delivery of the merchandise.
In the case of shipped consignments, the vendor is allowed a period of eight days to
send the invoice.
If shipment takes place from a depot or factory having no commercial sales service,
the vendor's representative is required to deliver or cause to be delivered to the
purchaser without delay a descriptive docket or waybill containing all the information
pressribed above, together with the price of the consignment. The final invoice in
such cases must be sent to the purchaser within one month of dispatch of the merchandise,
and may contain only the information appearing on the waybill relative to the sale of
the fertilizer or amendment so dispatched, together with details as to its origin,
content in nutrient elements or useful ingredients, and the nature or state of
combination of the latter.
At the same time, references must be given on the invoice whereby the merchandise may
be identified without poesibility of confusion, together with a means of distinguishing
such information from that given on the relevant delivery note J.
Vizierial Order of 1942, Art. 4, 1 and 1.
Ibid. Art. 4.
rbid. Art. 3.

Detailed information relative to the content of fertilizers in nutrient elements, or
of amendments in useful ingredients, must also be given by the vendor in the contract
of sale or on the commission copy made over to the purchaser at the time of sale, if
the sale entaile the making over of either of these documents
The foregoing provisions do not apply to heterogeneousfertilizers or amendments whose
composition may vary or where the content in nutrient elements or useful ingredients
is low, and which are normally transported in bulk, such as farmyard manure and animal
excreta in general, market refuse, etc. Nor do they apply to raw materials for the
manufacture of fertilizers or amendments which cannot be used in that state for
application to land, provided they are dispatched directly to fertilizer manufacturers
and used by them exclusively for the needs of their industry.
Similarly unaffected
by the above provisions are garden fertilizers sold in amounts not exceeding 5 kg per
container, pravi,ded the content in nutrient elements is stated on the label affixed
to the latter
Import control

roroccan leislation makes no provisions for import control where fertilizer materials
are concerned.
Enforcement

0

Control officiers
The following persons are vested with powers to inspect, take samples of, and, where
appropriate, seize fertilizer materials;
chief inspectors and inspectors of the Central Office for the Prevention of :oraudulent
Practices (Bureau central de la r4pression des fraudes);
commiesioners of police and commissioners of the special ports polices;
chief inspectors of the Sureté and chiefs of brijade of the Cendarmerie;
officers of the customs and states monopolies, and officers cf the Weights and reasures
Service in the exercise of their duties;
officers of the State Importation and Exportation Agency;

agents specially authorized by order

1/.

ii) Inspection, samples, analyses
Inspection. The abovementioned officers and agents may i'reely inspect and take
samples at any place of manufacture, storage or sale of fertilizers or Boíl amendments,
and on vehicles and at por-te of departure or arrival, markets and fairs .(11 rembers
of the forcee of public order are_r,equired to afford them all assistance necessary in
the carrying out of their duties 2/.

Sampling procedure. The procedure for taking samples of fertilizers and soil
amendments is laid down in detail, taking into account the nature of the product to
be sampled, in Art. 1 of the Crder of the Director of Agricultural Production, dated
12 December 1942. The provisions of this Article aim basically at ensuring: a) that

Vizierial Order of
rbid. Art. 5.
Vizierial Order of
rbid. Art.
rbid. Art.

4.
5.

1942,

Art. 2.

1928,

Art.

3.

the samples shall be representative of the average quality of the merchanaise; b) that
samples shall be homogeneous. Thus, ceveral samples are to be taken from several
containers, or from different parts of the pile in the case of bulk goods. The samples
sc taken are to be carefully mixed so as to produce the final sample. Stones and
foreign matter are not to be removed from the sample but are to be retained in it in a
proportion representing as far as possible that of the batch from which it was taken.
as much as from
The less homogeneous the merchandise the larger the sample must be
three to four kg, if necessar Y 124
In the manner described 4 samples are taken, identical as far as possible in all
respecte, and closed wider a seal placed on a docket which can be divid,d and the two
The docket consists of: i) a courterfoil to be removed only
parts matched amin 114
by the chemist at the analytical laboratar, after having checked the seal, and
containing the following information: name under which the product is marketed, date
of sampling, and a number under which the samples are logc.ed; and ii) a leaf section
containing the log number, the name and address of the owner or holder of the
merchandise, or, in the case of samples taken while such merchandise is beinr
transported, the nameo and addresses of the consipnor and consignee 124

One sample is retained by the owner or holder of the fertilizer or amendment; the
three others are sent within 24 hours by the officer or agent who tock them to the
Central Cffice for the Prevention of -2raudulent Practices, accompanied by a report
on the operation (see below). The office registers receipt of the samples and the
report, and within 24 hours forwards the sample with the counterfoil attached to it
to the state chemical laboratory at Casablanca. The leaf portion of the docket is
au?rate4,and attached to the report. The two other samples are kept at the Central
Cffice
Samplinp report. The officer taking the sample is required there and then to draw up
a report (fiscal stationery is not recuired) on the followin;T:

11/

3.

his awn

name, first name, rank and address;

date, hour and place of taking the sample;

name, first name, occupation, domicile or residence of the person at whose premises
If the sample was taken from merchandise in transit, the
the sample was obtained.
names and other information recessary for identifying the persona named in the waybill
and of the consienor and consignee oï the merchandise;
the name of the fertilizer or amendment, together with information as to its natural
or industrial origin, its content in nutrient elements or useful ingredients and its
state of combination.
The above report must also state whether the information so given has been regularly
entered by the vendor on the following documento:
contract of sale or commission copy handed to the purchaser at the time of the sale,
in those cases where the transaction entails the making over of either of these
documents;
b)

the invoice that the vendor is required to send to the purchaser at the time of
delivery of the fertilizer or amendment, or where no descriptive docket or delivery
note is prescribed by law.

12/

Vizierial Crder of 194.2, Art. 1 B.
Vizierial Crder of 1928, Art. 8.
Ibid. Art. 10.
Ibid. Art. 12 and 13.

11/
12/

13/

'Anally, the report must contain the same information as that appearing on the
labels affixed to the packaging, sacks or containers, together with an iadication of
the cross weight of the packagee from which the samples wore taken.
The owner or holder of the merchandise or, where appropriate, the repreeentatives of
the transport company, may demand the inclusion of any statement he deems pertinent
in the report.
The report is signed by the officer by whom it is made out and by the perscn from whom
If the latter rfuses to sign or to receive his aample, this
the sample was obtained.
circumstance is recorded in the report 214
4.

Analysis. The laboratory receiving the sample for analysis is required 'Lo make a
report within 8 days giving the results of the examination and analyses Lo which the
samples have been subjected. :liere the report does not lead to the establishment of
fraud, attempt at fraud or adulteration, the person concerned is informed without
If the merchandise has been
delay and, if he so requests, is paid for the samplee.
placed under prohibition of sale, the prohibition is removed forthwith 1.:11

here the report establiohes fraud, attempt at fraud or adu?.teration, the report and
the samples lodged with the Central Cffice for the 7revention cf "raudulent l'raetisee
7he 7izierial Crder of 6 December lr:23
are transmitted to the Crown Prosecutor 16:
provides for appeal by the person concerned arainst the anal:yetis report and for
contesting the findings of that report by demanding a second analysio, in the case of
imported merchandise, and a second export's opinion at the judicial inquiry or trial
stage. The findinn by the second expert from the analysis, which arc ordered by the
judge, are final 114
iii) Rights of the purchaser

The general law of the country concerning the prevention of fraudulent practices has
the broad objective of protectinc purchasers and consumers roainet malpractice bz,
producers or tradeamen. No specific provisions exist as to the rights of the purchaser
of the materials considered here.
Penalties

Offences under the Dahir of 14 October 1914 or Vizierial Crders issued thereunder
incur puniehment in the form of a fine or imprisonment, or both.
.ny pereon who performs
or attempts to perform any of the ants prohibited by these enactments is puniehed with a
fine of from Francs 500 to 1,000 (1914) or a term of imprisonment of from 3 months to 2
If the ogence is repeated within five years,
years, or both such fine and imprisonment.
imprieonment and fines may be double theee maxima 0.4
In addition, any person obstructing or preventing enforcement or control officers in
the performance of their duties is punished with imprisonment for 3 months to 1 year, or
:.'or a
a fine of from Franca 100 ta 5,000 (1914), or bcth such imprisonment and fine.
repeated offence of this kind, established accordine, to thu came rules and committed within
3 years of the seccnd sentencinr, the court cf summar y jurisdiction trieo the coas and thn
fine is from sixteen Francs toone thousand Francs.

1.4/ Vizierial Order of 1928, Art. 9 and 12 and Crder of the Director of Agricultural
Production Art. 1 A.

15/
11/
1

1_/

Vizierial Order of 1928, Art. 18 and 19.
Ibid. Art. 20.
rbid. Art. 21 to 25.
7ahir of 1_914, Art. 11.

The same penalties are incurred by any person who offers for sale or sells, without
waiting fcr the results of a pending official control, any merchandise which is subsequently
established as entailing fraudulent practice or adulteration 12/.
Enforcement officers who
are witnesses to flarrant offences of adulteration, fraudulent practice or the offering fcr
sale of spoiled or toxic substances, are required tc report the matter immediately and
seize the goods in question.
A formal report is made out mentioning any circumstances
conducive to establishing before the judicial authorities the truth of the statements made.
This report is sent within 24 hours to the Crown Prosecutor, copy to the DirectorGeneral
for Agriculture, Commerce and Land Settlement. The goods seized are sealed and forwarded
tc the Prosecutor if this is feasible; otherwise, they are left in the safekeeping cf the
person concerned or, in the event of his refusal, at a place determined by the enforcement
cfficer.

In the case of goods known to be spoiled or toxic, the officer may order their
destruction, his decision to that effect to be entered, with supporting evidence if
appropriate, in the report 22/.
10.
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Sources of regulations

The Fertilisers Act of 17 Cctober

1960, No. 33 of 1960.

The Fertilisars Amendment Act of 6 December
'he Fertilisers Regulations
P. 422.

1969, 19

The Eer',ilisers (Fees) Regulations

1962, No. 66

May 1969

1961,

of

1962.

Statutory Regulations

14 June 1961

S.R.

1969, vol.

1,

1961/62.

Fertilizer materials

Fertilizers as defined by the New Zealand legislation are any substances
suitable for application to land or plants for the purpose of increasing the growth or
productivity of beneficial plants. They must ccntain, in the aggregate, not less than
three percent
of fertilizing elements. Animal manure, or animal or vegetable matter either
in a fresh or in a partly decomposed condition are not included unless they have been dried
or otherwise treated in a way assuring that decomposition is arrested until the material is
applied to land or plants.
By fertilizing elements are meant nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K) and any
other chemical element which the GovernorGeneral declares by Order in Council to be a
fertilizing element 21.
Rules concerning licence, registration, etc.
i) Registration

Fertilizers may not be sold =lees they are registered.
Applications for registration
are made to the DirectorGeneral of Agriculture on a special form stating the name and
address of the owner or importer of the fertilizer, the name of the fertilizer and
a facsimile of its brand. They must also give the percentage in watersoluble nitrogen,

12/
22/
1/

Dahir of 1930.
Vizierial Order of 1928, Art. 6 and

Act, Sect. 2 (1).

7.

total nitrogen (expressed tc the nearest whole number), phosphcrus soluble in a
solution of citric acid, total phosphorus and potassium soluble in water (both expressed
to the nearest whole number) and at the uption of the owner cr importer, watersoluble
phosphorus present in the fertilizer. The application for registration must also
indica-te the common names of the components of the fertilizer and the proportions of
which they are contained in it, expressed in pounds and ounces per ton where the
proportion is less than one hundredweirh-tper ton, or as percentages where the proportion
is more than one hundredweight per ton. The fineness of grinding of the fertilizer must
be indicated where a standard of fineness of grinding is prescribed by regulations. If
a fertilizer is phoephate rock or guano, its geographical source should be stated.

Furthermore, the name of every fertilizer is to contain an indication cf the fertilizing
elements and, if so required by the DirectorGeneral of Agriculture, of any additive
present in the fertilizer 2j.
Products containing nitrogen, phosphorus or potassium cannot be registered unless they
are chemically combined in a substance suitable as a fertilizer 1/.

A registration is valid for five years. The certificate cf reuistration cf a fertilizer,
unless sooner revolted, expires on the last day of the registration period for which it

However, the owner or importer of any registered fertilizer may apply for
reregistration at any time not later than twentyeiFjlt days before the end of the period
of registration in respect of which the fertilizer in registered. The application for
reregietration is made in the same manner as for the original application, and the
provisions of the law apply to it in all respecta as if it were an original
was (-ranted.

application Ai.

The registration of a fertilizer may be refused if the brand of the fertilizer is the
same as the brand of any fertilizer that is already reristered or if it is so similar
as to be misleading for the public. It may also be refused if the substance is Ilot a
fertilizer within the meaning of the legislation or if the brand or name of the
fertilizer includes the word "special". If any additive present in the fertilizer is
unnecessary or is present in excessive or inadequate quantity, or if its presence in
the fertilizer is harmful, the registration may likewise be refused. The same holds
in the case of a fertilizer mixed with an agricultural chemical if the Agricultural
Chemicals Board recommends that the fertilizer shall not be registered. Lastly, the
registration can be refused for any other reason which appears to provide sufficient
grounds for such refusal !I/.

ii) Revocation of registration

During the pericd of registration of any fertilizer the DirectorGeneral of Arriculture
may by notice in writing to the owner or importer, revoke the registration if he has

reason to believe that the fertilizer out not to be registered §j.

Appeal may be made within 28 days after the data of decision of the DirectorGeneral
refusing or revoking the registration, to an Appeal Authority ccnsisting of a
Magistrate and two assessors, of whom one is appointed by the DirectorGeneral and one

by the appellant//.
2/
1/
A/

1/

Act, Sect. 5 and Reguslations, Reg. 5.
Regulations, Reg, 3.
Act, Sect. 6 and 7.

Ibid. Sent. 8,
Ibid. Sect. 9.
rbid. Sect. 10.

*

One Hundredweight =

1/20 of a ton.

Fertilizers mixed with an arricultural chemical and registered as such are exempt
from registration under the Agricultural Chemicals Act 1959 1.3j.
Standards of compcsition
7.tandards cf quality and of fineness of rrinding of substances used as fertilizers are
prescribed in Fart III, sections 31 and 32 of the iegulations.
:3pecial mixtures of fertilizers may be prepared by manufacturers registered as
manufacturers of special mixtures and in accordance with the instructions of the person who
intends te use them. These instructions must be made in writing and sirned by the person
A special
intending to use the mixturo, or his a:-:ent, and contain all relevant particulars.
mixture nay net be gold te any person other t'...an the one on whcse instruc'icns it has been
prepared, or his authorized agent. Such mixtures may not contain any agricultural chemicals
which the nirector--;eneral of A;riculture by notice in the Oazette has declared shall not
be used as an inrredient cf a special mixture. The purchaser of a special mixture may not
sell it unless he registers it accordinr to the provisions of the Law (see below), in which
case the mixture becomes a normal fertilizer. Ctherwise the provisions of the Act relating
to the registration do not apply to spcial mixtures 2/.
Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packarxinc

3very package of fertilizer sold by a vendor tc any person other than another vendor
must show in bold and legible characters the registered name and brand of the fertilizer 124
On the delivery of any fertilizer, other than a special mixture, the vendor must
immediately deliver to the purchaser an advice note setting out his full name and business
addrecs, the registered name and brand of the fertilizer, the quantity of fertilizer comprised
in the sale, the date of dispatch, as well as the particulars stated in the application for
registration 11/.
In the case of special mixtures, the vendor must deliver to the purchaser an advice
note stating his full name and business address, the quantity, the date of dispatch, the
particulars which would be required if an application for registration were to be made either
in respect of the complete mixture or of each component 124
If the fertilizer is delivered, on the instructions of the purchaser, to a person other
than the purchaser, the advice notes must be given to the latter but a copy of it must be
sent tc the purchaser within fourteen days after the delivery. The purchaser is not obliged
to deliver any advice note upon the sale of the fertilizer to the person who has already
taken delivery of the fertilizer as mentioned above 124
In every sale of a fertilizer a warranty is implied by the seller to the purchaser that
the particulars stated in the advice note or on the package are true in substance and in
There is also an applied warranty by the owner (whether or not he is a party to the
fact.
sale) to the purchaser that at the time of 11. e sale the ingredients of the fertilizer are
evenly distributed throughout the product 1A4

2/
101
--J

11/

22/

11/

LI

Act, Sect. 11.
Sect. 14.
Ibid. Sect. 13.
Ibid. Sect, 17,
Ibid. Sect. 18.
Ibid. :Act. 20.
Ibid. Sect. 21.

?id.

Import control

No special provisions regarding import controls are found in the Act except one
dealing with the reports to be submitted by manufact..xers and importers of fertilizers.tnderit,
importers of fertilizers must whenever required to do so, furnish a report giving particulare
in respect/to the quantities of importer fertilizers received, disposed of, or held in stock
by them 2.V.
Enforcement

Control officers

kJ.

The 1960 Act provides for two kinds of Control Officere, Inspectore and Analyate
Inspectors are vested with wide powers regarding inspection of premises where fertilizers
are stored or sold, and sampling 1//.
Inspection, samples, analysis
Inspection

An inspection related to fertilizers may be made at all reasonable times. The Inspector
may enter all premises where he believes that fertilizers or any other substance he
believes to be a fertilizer are prepared for sale or consignment and take without payment
samples of them. He also maz,, require any person to produce books or documente relating
The
to manufacturers or sale of fertilizers and have copies or extracts made of them.
Inspector may inspect any consignment, forwarding note, record or other document enabling
him to idenfity the consignor of the fertilizer or substance, the consignee, the date of
consignment and the quantity of the fertilizer or substance, and to take copies of any
such document. It is an offence to obstruct an Inspector in the exercise of his
powers
Inspectors may furthermore aok,in writing, the manufacturer or importer of a fertilizer
to send for inspection or analysis and without payment a sample of any fertilizer in his
posseesion which is registered, or for which application for registration has been made.
The sample must be of the weight epecified by the Inspector but may not exceed two
pounds 12/.
Sampling

Samples are taken by inspectors in the prescribed manner and in the presence of the
vendor, if he is available or, if not, of some other witness. If the sample is taken
in the premises of the vendor, the vendor must eupply the neceosary labour if so
required by the Inspector. When a sample of a fertilizer is taken on the premiseo of
the vendor the provisions applying to the sale of fertilizers must be applied as if the
The
taking of a sample were a sale of fertilizer by the vendor to the Inspector.
relations therefore between the Inspector and the vendor are the same as those of a
buyer ancl seller repectively and two copies of the advice note must thus be handea
to the Inspector 22/.

li( Act, Sect. 30.

1.1
1jJ

/

_2/

Ibid. Sect. 36 (2) (d).
Regulations, Reg. 11 and 13.
Act, Sect. 23.
Ibid. Sect. 22.
Ibid. Sect. 24.

Every sample must be taken in guch a manner a° to be, as far as practinable, represent-ative of the whole of the material sampled
The method of sampline is determined,
J.
subject to the Regulations of the 7ertilieers Act, by the Inspector.
The Inspector
must, however, before taking the aample, inform the manufacturer, vendor or witness of
the method he proposes to use and take into account the objections they may raise; if
aereement cannot be reached, the Inspector muat take written note of the objections
raised and the explanations given and inform the Analyst to whom the portion of the
sample is sent 2V.
3amples may not be taken from damaged or contaminated fertilizers,
unless this fact is properly recorded on the label affixed on the sample 2.2.1

The scale of sampling of fertilizer° in packages (in fine division or in coarse
condition), in bulk (in fine division and in coarse conditions), in fluid condition
(in small or large containers) and the procedure for sampling shoddy or other waste
materials (in packages or in bulk) are given in sections 18-26 of the 1969 Regulations.
Having taken the sample, the Inspector divides it into three approximately equal parts
in the presence of the vendor, his agent or any other witness; he then seals each part
separately in the appropriate containers% (glass bottles or other suitable containers
provided with air-tight stoppers for eamples of liquid fertilizers). Cne of these
parts is left with or sent to the vendor or his agent; the second part and one copy of
the advice note are sent to the Analyst and the third part as well as the second copy
of the advice note are retained by the Inspector. This third part in addition to being
sealed by the Inspector ay also be sealed by the vendor or hia agent, if present, in
the manner he desires 21/. To each part of the sample a label shall be affixed by the
Inspector in such a manner as tc ensure that the detail of the label is visible without
breaking the seal. The label must state the name of the proprietor of the fertilizer,
the name and brand of the fertilizer and contain any details necessary for the
identification of the consignment from which the sample has been taken; it must give
the date and place of the sampling and be initiated by the Inspector and the vendor,
or other witness, if present and contain any other relevant particulars 211

3.

Analysis

The sample sent to the Analyst is divided into two approximately equal representative
portions one of which is closed and sealed in a container for production in any
possible proceedings and the other analyzed in the prescribed manner. The Analyst
then sets out the result in a certificate of analysis (in the form given in the Fifth
Schedule to the Regulations) of which one copy is forwarded to the Inspector.
Should
the analysis disclose discrepancies exceeding the prescribed limits between the result
of the analysis and the particulars in the application for registration or in the
advice note, the Analyst will forward without payment a copy of the certificate to
the vendor. If no discrepancy is disclosed, the vendor may obtain a copy of the
certificate of analysis on payment of the prescribed fee 2±/.

any proceedinesrelated to fertilizers, the Court may order that the part of the
sample retained by the Inspector be divided into two parts in the presence of the
vendor or his agent and that each be submitted to an independent analyst for his
In

report

21/
22/
21/

2//

22/.

Regulations, Reg. 12.
Ibid. Reg. 13.
Ibid. Reg. 14.
Act, Soot. 25 and Regulations, Reg.
Regulations, Reg. 30.
Act, Soot. 26.

77d. Sect. 29.

28 and 29.

iii) Rights of the purchaser

Purchasers of fertilizers sold in packages may at any time within 21 days after
delivery notify an Inspector in writing that they desire a sample of the fertilizer
to be taken. The Inspector (or a person authorized by him in writing) must within
seven days take a sample in the prescribed manner and deal with it (see below), giving
at least a four days' notice to the vendor at the time and place of the sampling; the
vendor or his agent has the right to attend. Before taking the sample the Inspector
must verify that the packages containing the fertilizer are in good condition, that
they have been properly stored and that they have not been opened or tampered with.
The sample is then analysed and the Analyst issues a certificate in the prescribed
manner (see below) of which a copy is forwarded to the purchaser and to the
Inspector 284
As a means of protection of the purchaser, the New Zealand legislation prohibits any
sale of fertilizers in respect of which a certificate of registration has not been
issued /24
Penalties

Any person who knowingly and fraudulently tampers with a fertilizer or substance, so
that a sample or any part of a sample talsen of it is not a fair sample according to the
law, commits an offence under the Act 124
A vendor commits an offence under the Act if
he markn or permits to be marked with a brand or name any package of fertilizer the
particulars of which do not materially correspond to the particulars registered as those
of the product to which the brand or name relates; if he sells, otherwise than in packages,
any fertilizer of which the registered particulars do not materially correspond with the
particulars of the fertilizer sold; if he causes or permits any package marked with a
brand or name, without first effacing the latter, to be filled with fertilizer of which
the particulars are not the same as those registered under the brand or name of fertilizer
to wMch they relate. The vendor also commits an offence if upon the sale of any fertilizer
he gives on advice note the particulars of which are not the same as those of the fertilizer;
if he sells a fertilizer which fails to conform to any prescribed standard of quality,
purity, etc., or of which the components do not comply with any such standard and if he
sets out particulars which do not conform with the true particulars of the fertilizer or
substance on the advice note he gives when an Inspector takes a sample /14
In general, it is an offence to act without lawful excuse in contravention of any
provisions of the Act or any regulations thereunder; to fail or refuse to furnish any
return; or knowingly to make any false or misleading statement or any material omission on
uuch a return.
Any person who commits an offence under the Act for which no penalty is ot,herwise
provided is liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding 100 pounds 324

28/
22/
22/
11/

la/

Act, Sect. 27.
Ibid. Sect. 5 (4).
Ibid. 3ect. 33.
rbid. Sect. 34.
rbid. Sect. 35.

11.

SRI LANU
Sources of regulations

The Fertilizers Act No. 21 of 1961, of 25 April 1961
Gazette, Part II, 28 April 1961.

Supplement to Ceylon Covernment

Fertilizer materials

The articles coming under the fertilizers legislation are, generally, those intended
for use as "fertilizers of the soil". The articles specifically affected by the Fertilizers
Act are those listed in tha two schedules thereto. Column I of the First Schedule enumerates
the 31 classes of fertilizers which are subject to certain provisions governing the statement
of their composition, while the Second Schedule gives 39 definitions implied on the sale,
under certain names, of the articles specified in Column I of the First Schedule.
Rules concerning

licence, registration. etc.

The Act does not impose a licence on manufacturers, importers or traders in fertilizers,
nor does it require the registration of fertilizers. Generally, it imposes no restrictions
on manufacturers, importers or sellers of fertilizers other than that of compliance with
the implied definitions given in the above mentioned Second Schedule.

Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packaging
Whenever any of the articles listed in Column I of the First Schedule is sold for use
as a "fertilizer of the soil", it must be accompanied by a written statement issued by the
seller, specifying:
the name under which the article is sold; and
such particulars on the nature, substance or quality of the article, and the amount of
any ingredient of the article, as are mentioned in relation to that article in Column
II of the First Schedule.
In particular, the written statement must specify the amount of those nutrient elements
which, as required by Column II of the First Schedule, are to be found in the article 14
Such a statutory statement must be isuued to the purchaser on or before delivery of
the fertilizer material or as soon as reasonably practicable thereafter 21 If so issued,
it has the effect of a written warranty by the seller that the particulars contained in
the statement are correct and that the article has the stated qualities. Variations may
be accepted if they are within certain prescribed limito 34
These provisions apply to sales of the listed articles when sold separately.
They do
not apply to the sale of two or more single articles mixed at the request of the purchaser
before delivery to him, or to the sale of small quantitiee (not exceeding fiftysix pounds)
of uuch articles, if they are taken in the presence of the purchaser from a parcel duly
marked, indicating the particulars required to be specified in the statutory statement A/.

41

1/
1/
4/

The Fertilizers Act. Sect. 6.
Ibid (1).
rbid. Sect. 7.
Ibid. Sect. 6 (1).

Parcele containing any of the fertilizers mentioned in Column I of the rirtit ':;chedule
must be marlsed, indicating the particulars required to be contained in the otatutory
statement 2/. The Regulations may prescribe,the manner in which parcels cf articles are
required to be marked, and the nature of the marks 61. Here again, these provisions do
not apply to a parcel of two or more such fertilizers which are mixed at the request of
the purchase before delivery to him 7/.

The proprietor of the business where the parcels are nold, as referred to above, mutt
keep in such form as may be prescribed, a register of marks in which are specified the
The marks with which the parcel is
particulars indicated by the marks used on parceln,L3/.
marked must also be recorded in the statutory statement isnued at the time of the salo of
the parcel. If the parcel is not on the premises of the seller, he nust include in his
statutory statement any marks which are cntained in the statutory statement given to him
by the person to whom he sold the parcel 2/.
Standards of composition
Standards of composition are found in some cases in the implied definitions of the
Second Schedule which give the required percentages of nutrient elements that the article
must contain.
Thus, bone meal is defined as "commercially pure bone, raw or degreased, which
has been ground or crushed, and which contains not lese than 3 percent nitrogen or less
than 22 percent phosphoric acid".
Enforcement

0

Control officers

The following officers and servants are entrusted with the enforcement of the
Fertilizers Act: (1) Fertilizer Inspectors; (2) Fertilizer Analysts (who may also act as
Fertilizer Inspectora); (3) the Chief Fertilizer Analyst (who may also act as Fertilizer
Analyst oras Fertilizer Inspector); (4) Deputy Chief Fertilizer Analyst; (5) any such
other officer or servant as may be appointed underithe Act. The Chief Fertilizer Analyst
is the Chemiet of the Department of Agriculture 124
ii) Inspection, eamples, analysis
General

A Fertilizer Inspector may at all reasonable times enter any premises, in which he
has reasonable cause to believe that there is any fertilizer specified in the First
Schedule which has been prepared for sale, consignment or use, and take samples in
the prescribed manner. However, this power may not be exercised in respect of a
mixture of two or more such articles prepared at the request of the purchaser
Sampling

The Fertilizer Inspector divides the sample into three parts, and place each part in
a bottle or container, adequately closed or secured and marked and sealed in the
prescribed manner. He then sends two of the parte to a Fertilizer Analyst, together
with a signed statement that the sample wae taken in the prescribed manner.

_/

2/

12/
11/

The Fertili zereAcI, Sect. 9.
rbid. Sect. 24 (1) (b).
Ibid. Sect. 9 (1) (proviso).
rbid. Sect. 9 (2).
Ibid. Sect. 9 (4) and (5).
5.
Ibid. Sect. 2
Ibid. Sect. 14.

The third part is delivered or sent to the seller cr owner as may be prescribed IV.
The Regulations under the Act may prescribe the manner in which samples are to be
taken and dealt with 13/.
3.

Analysis

The Fertilizer Analyst analyses one part of the sample and keeps the other for a
prescribed period of time.
If the person by or on whose behalf the sample has been
taken or the owner or seller of fertilizers objects to the result of the analysis,
he is entitled, on payment of a prescribed fee, to have the other part of the sample
submitted to the Fertilizer A/alyst, who will analyse it and issue a certificate on
the result of the analysis 14A
In that case, together with the sample, the statutory statement or the warranty
relating to the article sampled, or (in case the samples have been taken from a
parcel) a copy of the particulars indicated by the reristered marks with which the
parcel has been marked, must be sent to the Fertilizer Analyst

Li:

The methods of analysis to be followed for determining the percentages of particular
substances may be prescribed by the Regulations under the Act12.2.
The results of
the analysis are communicated by the Analyst within 21 days to both the person who
has requested the analysis and the owner cr seller of the article. If the name and
address of the owner or seller are unknown to the Analyst, the certificate is sent
to the person who has requested the analysis, who will transmit it to the owner or
seller.
If the person in question is not the purchaser of the article, the certificate
must also be sent to that purchaser.
If the sample has not been taken in the
prescribed manner, the certificate is sent tc the person who submitted the sample 21/./
iii) Rights of the purchaser

The purchaser of any fertilizer listed in the First Schedule or for which a warranty,
expreses or implied, has been issued by the seller, is entitled to have a sample of
the products taken by a Fertilizer Inspector, for analysis by a Fertilizer Analyst.
He is obliged, on the other hand, to furnish to the Fertilizer Inspector, together
with its application for sampling, a copy of the statutory statement or warranty
relating to the article. Samples must be taken at the time of the delivery to the
purchaser of the article or at the time of despatch of such article by its seller
to the purchaser 1.Y.
Penalties

The fact that the particulars indicated by the registered marks of a parcel of
fertilizer material are false to the prejudice of the purchaser, or do not include any
partioulars wilich have to be specified in the statutory statement, constitutes an offence.
The seller of the product or in certain cases the person having the parcel in his possession
cr disposition for the rurpcse.of sale, or consigning the parcel or exposing it for sale,
is guilty of that offence unleas he can prove that he took all reaeonable steps to prevent
the commission cf the offence and that he acted without intent to defraud 124

22/

12/
1A/
li/

The Fertilizere Actt Sect. 15 (1).
Ibid. Sect. 24
(d).
Ibid. Sect. 15 2) and (3).
Ibid. Sect. 15 4).

1.2 Ibid. Sect. 24(e).
/

12/
12/

Ibid. Sect. 15 (6) and (7).
Ibid. Sect. 8.
rbid. Sect. 9 (6) and 10.

A person is guilty of an offence if, without reasonable excuse, he fails to provide
the statutory statement required for the sale of any fertilizer material, or if he provides
a statutory statement the particulars of which differ from those of the registered marks of
the parcel, or of the statutory statement received by the seller unless, again, he proves
that he took all reasonable steps to prevent the commission of :he offence and that he acted
without intent to defraud 22/.
A person is likewise guilty of an offence if he fails to keep a register of marks of
fertilizer materials cr statutory statements issued in respect of nuch mater,ials or if he
fails to preserve them or to produce them at the request of an inspector 21,L The aame
applies to any person whc refuses to allow an inspector to take samples of fertilizer
materials or otherwise wilfully delays or obstructs an inspector in the execution of his
duties 22./.
A person is also guilty of an offence if he knowingly or fraudulently tampers with
ar article in a way that a sample of it, taken or submitted fcr analysis, incorrectly
represents the articles, or if he tampers with any sample taken cr submitted for analysis23
Proceedings for an offence under the Act may be instituted only with the written
sanction of the Chemist of the Department of Agriculture 2.4/.
The person guilty of an offence, is liable, on summary conviction, in the case of a
first offence to fine not e7ceeding 250 rupees and in the case of a second or subsequent
offence to a fine not exceeding 500 rupees
A Fertilizer Inspector may not disclose any information obtained by him in connection
with the exercise cf his powers except to persons actinr in an official capacity and in
so far as such information is necessary for the exercise cf their duties. Inspectors
contravening this provision are r7uilty of an offence under the Act 2.§./.
Vote:

Future Prospects

According to a letter forwarded to FAO, date d 4 April 1973, by the Chairman, Ceylon
Fertilizer Corporation, the Fertilizers Act ìo. 21 of 1961 has not yet come into operation
and no regulations have been made thereunder.
A Jcrking Group on Fertilizers has been
appointed by the Yinistry of Agriculture and .1,'ood, with representatives of the !inistries
and Institutions concerned with the use of fertilizers, which is actively considering the
question of either revising the Act or enacting legislation.

It is proposed that provision should be made in the Act for:

licensing and/or registration of fertilizer processors and fertilizer prcducts;
the introduction of a requirement that no fertilizer parcels should be distributed
unless they carry on the labels the following information:
a
b

22/

ay
22/

21/
24/
?5J

22

the
the
the
the
the
the

name and address of the processer;
brand name;
name of the product (e.g. Urea);
name of the mixture (e.g. Paddy Basal !axture/Chillie Tlixture, etc.);
guaranteed analysis; and
guaranteed weight.

The Fertilizers Act, Sect. 11.
Ibid. Sect. 13.
Ibid. Sect. 17.
Ibid. Sect. 16.
Ibid. Sect. 20.
Ibid. Sect. 19.
Ibid. Sect. 18.
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TdITZ2RLAnD
Sources of regulations

Federal Act Relative to the Improvement of Agriculture and the naintenance of the
Recueil des lois adérales, 1953,
3 Cctober 1951.
Peasant Population (Agriculture Act),

p. 1095.
Ordinance on Trade in Agricultural Auxiliary ne.terials, 4 February
p. 151.

1955.

R.O., 1955,

Amended by: Crder cf the Federal Council, 1 November 1959.
on the Connti ution of Res rvo
0 der o
he F deral counc

1959

p. 1014;
10 Juay 1964.

, l96, ,

R.0

o

p. 631;

Order of the lederftl_Gouncil on the Constitution of Reserven of Potassium Fertilizers,
10 July 1964. T.:.0.1 1964, p. 629.

',Eandbook of Agricultural A liarv Eaterials (Fertilizers Section) (Livro den Engrain)

26 !:ay 1972.

R.C.,

1972, p.

1045.

'Amtilizer materials

Uithin the meaning of the Federal laws, fertilizers are understood to be those substances
which are intended to produce a direct or indirect effect on the noil or on the plant with a
Such
view to increasing the yield of, or in any other way improve, agricultural crops.
substances do nct include, for example, preparations that promote the "taking" properties of
grafts, retard germination or prevent the premature fall of fruit, nor, again, compost
accelerators V.
Fertilizers are divided into three main categories: a) microelements, comprising the
three principal nutrients: nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potassium, together with calcium,
magmsium and sulphur; b) trace elements, viz., boron, copper, iron, manganese, molybdenum
and other micronutrients, and c) one secondary element, sodium 2/.
The Livre des ::!ngraio has a special section which contemplates a further distinction
between fertilizers not subject to declaration 1/ and fertilizers subject to declaration
the former group covering single fertilizers, which the Livre defines and for which it lays
down the respective minimum or maximum composition standards, and the latter consiating of
inorganic or organic fertilizers containing more than one nutrient, organic amendments to
which fertilizer materials have been added, wasterecovery products, liquid fertilizers
for application to the soil, bacterial cultures, artificial amendments and compost
accelerators.

Rules concerning licence, regjetration, etc.
?ertilizers defined in the Livre des Engrais may be marketed without prior licence.
A licence, however, is required for the sale of any fertilizera not listed therein 21.
i) Application for licence

Application for licence may be made by any person producing, manufacturing, importing

1/
1/
A/

fl/

Crdinance Art. 2.
Livre des Engrais, Art. 2.
Ibid. Art. 8 tc $2.
Ibid. Art. 83 to 99.
Federal Act, Art. 73 and Ordinance

Art.

8.

or processing fertilizers by way of trade, provided such person is domiciled, or has
a branch establishment in Switzerland. The application is addressed to the appropriate
"Station" (see below: Enforcement) which issues the licence if the product in question
is suitable for the intended use and if, when applied as pravided for in the
instructions for such case, it is unlikely to produce highly serious secondary
effects

1/

Applications are normally submitted on official forme aupplied free iDy the Station
and must give the name and address of the applicant, precise and complete information
on the composition of the fertilizer, its content in those aubstances determining its
value, and on its intended purpose, applications and method of une, together with
evidence demonstrating that the product is suitable for the intended use. The Station
may further require information as to the place of manufacture in those cases where
the fertilizer is produced, manufactured or offered for sale in new packaging, or
processed in the country; an indication of the name under which it is intended to
market the product or the reference number that will be used; the filing of the
application within a specified time limit, if necessary in sonnection with analyses
and tests during the current year.
All applications must be accompimied by two samples of the product.
These formalities must be complied with by a reasonable date prescribed by the Station;
otherwise the application is rejected .§./.

ii) Effects of licence

No fertilizer may be adysrtised or sold by way of trade unless a licence has been
issued for the purpose 2/.
However, in those cases where, due to causes that cannot be ascribed to the applicant,
the processing of the application is likely to be protracted in time, the Station may
permit the marketing of the prodt.Ict as soon as it is satisfied that the fertilizer is
suitable for the intended use 124 Conformity with the properties contemplated in the
licence is a further condition to which the marketing of the fertilizer is subject /Y.
Where euch properties are absent a freah licence is necessary. The Station may,
nevertheless, permit certain waivers without recaurse to a fresh licence, provided
Licences are personal and may not be
the efficacy of the product is not affected.
assigned to third parties 124
Inorganic or organic fertilizers containing more than one nutrient, organic amendments
to which fertilizer materials have been added, waste recovery products, liquid
fertilizers for application to the soil, bacterial cultures, artificial amendments
and compost accelerators defined in the Livre des Engrais 11/ must be declared to the
appropriate Station by whoever produces, manufactures, imports cr processes these
requisites by way of trade. The declarant must also supply the Station, on demand,
with his address, the name of the product, its composition, contents in nutrient
ingredients, applications and method of use. The Station may also require the supply
of two samples free of charge. To be valid, the declaration here referred to qust be
made by persons or firms having their domicile, or a branch, in Switzerland 13I

6/

Ordinance, Art.
Ibid. Art, 10.

9.

1E/

Idem.
ibid, Art. 13.
Ibid. Art. 12.
rbid. Art. 13.
Idem.

14/

Livre des Engrais, Art. 83 to
Ordinance, Art. 15.

.2/

12/
11/

99.

Standards of composition

Generally, fertilizers must be packed in such a way that their strength is not impaired
in any of the nutrients making up the merchantable quality of the product. Again, such
fertilizers must not, when applied correctly, cause damage or produce an undesirable effect
on the odour or taste of the harvested product

L/

between single
The Livre des Engrais makes a distinction in a "Special Part"
fertilizers, mixed fertilizers and complex fertilizers (i.e. inorganic or organic fertilizers
containing more than one nutrient element).

Mixed fertilizers are those resulting from a mechanical mixture of single ferti1izers12/
with or without the addition of wasterecovery products, trace elements, sodium or inert
matter; complex elements are nutrientbased products obtained by chemical means with or
without added organic materials 12/.
Mixed fertilizers and compound fertilizers which contain only one principal nutrient
must contain that nutrient to a level of at least 12 percent in the case of nitrogen or
phosphoric acid, and 18 peroent in the case of potash. Fertilizers with two or three main
nutrients must contain these to a total level of not less than 17 percent and not lens than
3 per oent of each case 12/.
Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) arid packaging

Agricultural auxiliary materials must be suitably described in order for them to be
marketed. Descriptions likely to mislead as to the nature, composition, contents or use of
any such agricultural requisite are prchibited. The Federal Department of Public Economic
Affairs is empowered to prescribe that certain auxiliary materials shall be brought into
trade onlfry if "accompanied by the necessary descriptions as to their properties and potential
uses" 224
The Livre des 2nArais lays down 21/ that in any "publicity" (on sacks, labels on sacks,
advertisements, publicity by word of mouth, etc.) there must be given clearly the name of
the product, as indicated in Arts. 8 and following of the Livre, or a similar name that does
not lead to confusion, and the contents in the principal nutrients contemplated in Art. 7 ib.
Madeup names may be used only if accompanied by a statutory description. Where a fertilizer
fails to comply with the requirements of the Livre, the fact must be mentioned in the immediate
proximity of the description, together with an indication of the measure by which the product
departs from the prescribed standard.
The same indications must be placed on fertilizer packagine materials or on labels
affixed thereto. This rule, however, does not apply to fertilizer sold on the basis of an
analysis communicated in writine to the purchaser 22/.
The following descriptions are also permitted

21/:

a)

"organic", where a fertilizer contains not less than 25 percent

11/

Livre des Rlyraiel krt. 3.
Ibid. Art. 8 to 99.
As defined Ibid, Art. 8 to 82.
Ibid. Art. 83.
Ibid. Art. 84.
Act, Art. 72c
Lt7re des 2ngrais, Art. 5
rdem, para 4.
Ibid. Art. 6.

1-6/
1

1_/
12/
22/
21/
2

organic matter;

"wholly organic", where a fertilizer contains not less than 60 percent
of animal or plant origin, without added foreign inorganic matter;

b)

orranic matter

"chlorine-free", "contains no chlorine", where a fertilizer contains not more than
2.5 percent of that element;
"lime-free", "contains no lime", where a fertilizer contains not more than 2 percent
of that element;
"without alkaline effect", where a fertilizer contains not more than 2 percent
basic reactants;

active

"completely water-soluble", if for the strongest recommended concentration there is
no significant residue upon solution in cold water.
I to keep the public informed as to the
The Federal Stations are empowered by law
In doing so they may, for example, rectify
use of auxiliary materials and their properties.
data relative to given agricultural requisites - among them fertilizers - in advertisementc,
publicity, etc., and on packaging materials, if such data are incorrect or incomplete or
suppress information on product peculiarities, or are such as tc mislead purchasers as to
their nature, composition, contents and potential use. T,he person responsible for auch data
may himself rectify them as instructed by the Station 2 .
Import control

Provisions were issued in 1964 (see under Sources of regulations above) concerning
The First Article in the respective
the importation of potassium and phosphate fertilizers.
Order lays down that these products and compound fertilizers containing potash or phosphoric
acid-may be imported only by special authorization by the Imports and Exports Service of the
Division of Commerce.
The granting of import licences is conditional upon the entering into, and performance
of, a contract whereby the importer undertakes to constitute a permanent stock of these
fertilizers in Switzerland. Where very small amounts are involved, permits may be issued
without the importer being obliged to constitute the stocks described, though cther conditions
apply which take into account the terms of the storage contract .§./
Enforcement

0

Control officera

Responsibility for fertilizer
Agricultural Testing Stations
Department of Public Economic
the Agriculture Division and,
Economic Affairs, after which

control lies in the first place with the Federal
reporting to the Agriculture Division of the Federal
Affairs. Decisions of these Stations may be appealed to
in the last resort, to the Federall Department of Public
all legal remedy is exhausted 21/.

The Agricultural Testing Stations of Lausanne are responsible for the Prench-speaking
parts of the Confederation and the Agricultural Chemistry Station at Liebefeld-Serne
for the rest of the country 2.§./.

24/
2
/

24/
2L/

Act, Art. 75.
Ordinance, Art. 7.
Ibid. Art. 3.
Idem and Act, Art. 109.
Ordinance, Art. 4 as amended by the Order of the Fizderal Counoil of 3 November

1959.

The Stations have specialist control officers vested with statutory enforcement
responsibilities where the various regulations are concerned 22/.
Inspection, samples, analyses

Under the general provisions of Swiss law, inspection and sample taking where fertilizers
are concerned are the responsibility of the control officers of the respective Stations.
The officers in question have free access to premises where fertilizers are produced,
sold or stored. No obstruction may be placed in their way in the exercise of their
functions. On demand, all persons concerned must supplpy any information the officers
Canton and local police,
may require and any supporting documentary material
customs officers and servants of the railway and water transport companiee and the post
office are required to lend enforcement officers their support in the carrying out of
their task 114

12

The fertilizer control services may, furthermore, take or require samples and analyze
them or have them analyzed by third parties. If a request to that effect is made,
payment must be given for samples at the Going rate for the product in question. The
Stations also may demand and analyze each year one sample of fertilizers subject to
Firms
licence or declaration, at the expense of the sroducer, importer or trader.
required to supply samples and submit to analysis bear all costs in connection therewith,
As a general rule, the Stations
even where tho product proves entirely satisfactory.
charge the official fees and related costs for such sampling, etc.
No detailed provisions appear in the various enactments as to sampling methods and
procedures 12/.
Nifdats of the purchaser

There are no specific legislative provisions defining the rights of purchasers of
fertilizers.
Penalties

Any person who knowingly brings into the trade without authorization any fertilizer
for which authorization is required, or knowingly fails to make the requisite declaration
in connection therewith, is punished with imprisonment or a fine net exceeding Swiss Francs
1,000. Where the offeree is due to negligence, the person is punished with a fine not
exceeding Francs 300 33/.
In other than serious cases, i.e., those involving the ignorance or carelessness of
the person concerned, the judgs may simply impose a reprimand IA/.
In serious cases,
subsidiary penalties may be imposed,_in the form of restrictions on, or withdrawal of, such
authorizations as have been granted
When the offence is committed in the way of
I.
business of a body corporate, company or partnership, the penal sanctions apply to those
persons who have acted, or who should have acted, in their name, while the body corporate
or company is liable corporately for fines and costs.
Subsidiary penalties also are imposed
on such companies, etc. 36/.

22/
12/
11/
12/
11/
14/

Ordinance

Art. 17.

Idem.

Ibid. Art. 20.
Ibid. Art. 18.
Act, Art. 112.
rbid. Art. 113.
Ibid. Art. 114.
Ibid. Art. 115.

Administrative sanctions areprovided for in certain cases. Thus, a Station may at any
time invoke such sanctions by limiting the duration of the validity of licence or declare
its continued validity to be conditional upon compliance with certain obligations or other
Such procedures may be involved: a) where
term or, again, withdraw the licence altogether.
the licence has been granted on the strength of false information; b) where the description
of the product does not conform tc statutory requirements; c) where the holder of the licence
interrupts, for not less than two years, deliveries in Switzerland; d) where the product ic
notably less suited for the intended use than the Station had ascertained, or assumed, at
the time of issuing the licence; and e) where new products of undoubted superiority appear
on the market 11/.
The fertilizer control services may order the seizure of products not conforming to
the provisions of the law and any objects which may be useful in the procedure for
establishing such failure to conform. However, fertilizers covered by specifications agreed
by supplier and purchaser may not be seized.
Products seized may be confiscated by order of the judge pursuant to Article 58 of the
Criminal Code 12/.
13.

UNITED KINGDOM
Sources of regulations

The Arriculture Act, Part TV
Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs, made on
entering into force in the latter half of 1973; Statutes 1970, c.40.

29 Fay 1970,

(Note: These provisions apply, with minor varia-,ions, also to Northern Ireland. The
Regulations thereunder are not yet available at the time of preparing this study).
Fertilizer materials

For the purposes of the United Kingdom legislation, fertilizer is defined as meaning
fertilizer used for the cultivation of crops or p4nts including trees. This includes
foliar spray and fertilizers used in hydroponics J.
Furthermore, material for line as
fertilizer is deemed to include material sold as an ingredient of a fertilizer 2i
The legislation contains details as to what conntitutes "sale" of fertilizer material.
Thus, in order to ensure that fertilizers supplied under spreading contractn fall within
the scope of Part IV of the Act, it is previded that the appropriation (i.e. supply) of
material under contracts of service or jointenterprise arrangements also constitute sale 2/.
Cn the other hand, Part IV of the Act does not apply to the sale of material which is to be
delivered to purchasers outside the United Kingdom, an exemption which relates only to those
obligations concerning the sale of goods delivered abroad (e.g. the giving of statutory
statements, the warranted correctness of names and expressions, etc.) and not to the nresale
obligations (e.g. to mark goods held for the purpose of sale)/.
Rules concerning licence, registration, etc.
The Act does not impose a licence on manufacturers, importers or on traders in
fertilizers, nor does it require the registration of fertilizers. Generally, it imposes no
restrictions on manufacturers, importers or sellers of fertilizers other than that of
compliance with the implied definitions which will be given in the Regulations.
Art. 14.
Ibid.
Art.
ieOrdinance 19.
2.../

2/
1/

A/

Agriculture Act of
Ibid. Sect. 66 (2).
Ibid. Sect. 66 (5).
Ibid. Sect. 85.

1970, Part IV, Sect. 66 (a).

Labelling (statutory statements, etc.) and packaginE
Whenever any material of a description prescribed by the Regulations is sold for use
as a "fertilizer", it must be accompanied by a written statement issued by the seller,
specifying as prescribed in the regulations
certain particulars as to the nature, substance or quality of the material;
information or instructions as to the storage, handling or use of the material

In addition, the fertilizer materials referred to above must be marked, indicating the
matters required to be contained in the statutory statement. The marking must take place
as soon as practicable after the materials have been made ready for sale (that is, when
packed, or when ready for packing, as the case may be, as far as packed fertilizers are
concerned). The materials must also be marked by subsequent sellers if unmarked on receipt
by them
However, if the regulations so provide, a "symbol" mark may be used, denoting the
full particulars which are required to be marked on any material. The meaning of such a
mark will then be ascertained by reference to a register, kept in such a manner and form
and preserved for such a period as may be prescribed by regulation 7/.
Furthermore, if claims as to the nature or quality of a material are included in a
statutory statement or other document or are marked on the material, prescribed particulars
concerning the attributes in question must be included in the statement, document of
mark 8/. The object here is that, if claims concerning the nature or quality of the goods
are M3de, purchasers should receive sufficient information to enable them to assess the
significance of the claim
Such a statutory statement must be issued to the purchaser on
or before delivery of the fertilizer material, except in cases prescribed in the Regulations.
where it may be given later 10/. If so issued, it has the effect of a warranty by the
seller that the particulars contained in the statement are correct and that the article has
the stated qualities 11/. Variations may be accepted if they are within certain limits
prescribed by the Regaations 12/.

2/.

These provisions do not apply to the sale of two or more materials mixed at the request
of the purchaser before delivery to him, or to the sale of small quantities (not exceeding
fifty-six poundsor the equivalent prescribed metric units), of such materials, if they are
taken in the presence of the purchaser from a parcel du/y labelled and marked, indicating
the particulars required to be specified in the statutory statement 13/.
Standards of composition

Standards of composition will be found in some cases in the implied definitions to be
contained in the Regulations.
Import control

Provisions of Part IV of the Act do not apply to the sale of materials which at the
time of delivery are not in the United Kingdom ("delivery" in the case of CIF contracts)
or of materials which, having been imported, have not been released from customs control.

2/ Agriculture

Act of 1970, Part IV, Sect.
6/ Ibid. Sect. 69 (1) and
7 / Ibid. Sect. 69 (6) an d 7
Ibid. Sect. 70.
Ibid. Sect. 71.
-4/
0/Ibid. Sect. 68 (3).
77/Ibid. Sect. 68 (6).

M.

7/

177/Ibid. Sect.

7/Ibid. Sect.

74.

66 (2).

6b (1).

The purpoue io to exempt from the obligations of the Act goods tc which sellers have not
had physical access and have thus been unable to test (CIF sales, etc.)

Li.

Further, in order to cater for the special problems of newly imported materials, there
are powers to modify by regulations the requirements of the Act which apply to the marking
of the fertilizer materials prepared for sale and to the use of names and expressions with
prescribed meanings IV.
'ùlforcement

0

Control officers

The following cfficers are entrusted with the enforcement of the control measures
regarding fertilizers: agricultural analysts, deputy agricultural analysts and
inspectors.
These officern are appointed by the council of each county, county
borough or other enforcement authority or (in Scotland) of each town council. 'No or
more enforcement authoritieo may appoint such officers jointly. The Mininter of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (or, in Scotland, the Secretary of State) may aleo
appoint inspectors to exercise the powers exercisable by inspectors appcinted by any
enforcement authority. The latter provision is aimed at spurring cn those councils
In addition, the Gcvernment
that insufficiently exercise their powers under the Act
Chemiet is the officer renponsible for the performance of check analysis 114

LI

ii) Inspection, samples, analynis
General

An inspector appcinted by a council may at all reasonable times enter any premisen,
eituated either in the area for which he is appointed or in another area if the
enforcement authority for that other area has consented thereto, in which he has
reasonable cause tc believe that there is any fertilizer which is ready for sale or
which has been purchased. He may also take sarples in the prescribed manner on thcse
premines (including any material in a vehicle)

Ili.

Inspectors may take on to premises to be inspected any necessary assistants and
equipment, and require purchasers to notify them the name and address of the seller
and to produce statutory statements, documents or marks 121
If a sample is taken from a parcel which is exponed for sale by retail and does not
weigh more than fourteen pounds (or the equivalent in metric units), the retailer may
demand Viet the inspector purchaee the parcel on behalf of the authority for whom he
acts

22A

Method of sampling
According to the definition of "sampled portion", the Regulations may prescribe the
part of the whole quantity present from which a sample is to be taken

a/.

14/

Agriculture Act of 1970, Part TV, Sect.
Sect. 69 (3) and 70 (3).
Ibid. Sect. 67.
leIbid.
rbid. Sect. 78.
Ibid. Sect. 76 (1 .
Sect. 76 (2 and (3).
Ibid. Sect. 76 (5 .
21/ Ibid. Sect. 66 (1 i .

1/

iIbid.

85 (a).

Samples taken for analysis by an inspector are divided into three parts, of as near
as may be equal size. Each part must be marked, sealed and fastened up in the
prescribed manner. One of the parts is sent to the agricultural analyst, accompanied
by a signed statement to the effect that the sample was taken in the prescribed manner,
and by a copy of the statutory statement, markings or other document. Another part is
sent to the seller, or his agent, or to the person on whose premises the sample was
taken, as the case may be. The third part must be retained by the inspector for nine
months 224
Where the seller is not the manufacturer of the material, the sample must be divided
into four instead of three parts; one part is then sent to the manufacturer, provided
that he has an address in the United Kingdom and his name and address are either known
or easy to discover by reasonable enquiry within fourteen days 21/.
Analysis

The Agricultural analyst analyoes the part of the sample which is sent to him. He may
send the sample to a colleague for analysis in cases where he is unable to undertake
for instance if he does not have the necessary equipment 2.4./.
the task himself
The method of analysis will be

set forth in the Regulations under the Act.

The results of the analysis are comuunicated, as the case may be
and/or to the person to whom a part of the sample had been sent

to the purchasers

:lights of purdhaser

The purchaser of any fertilizer material for which a warranty, express or implied,
has been issued by the seller, is entitled tc have a sample of the product taken
against payment by an inspector, for analysis by an agricultural analyst. He ie
obliged, on the other hand, upon request, to furnish to the inspector the name and
address of the seller, as well as the statutory statement of warranty relating to the
material, or copies of these documents. Samples may be taken up to six months from
the delivery to the purchaser of the material or the receipt by the purchaser of the
etatutory statement or warranty, whichever is the later Ai.
Check analysis
Elaborate machinery is provided for obtaining check analysis not only in the case
of parties whose intereets may be affected by "civil" sampling at the purchaser's
request, but also where proeecutors are concerned, in casos involving analytical
evidence 2/4
Institution of proceedings', defences and penalties

Before proceedings may be taken, the Minister must be given notice of intended
prosecution and a summary of the facts on which the chargs ie founded. A certificate of
the Minister shall be conclusive avidence that the requirements have been complied with 21/.

22/

L/

74/
24/

2/

Arriculture
Ibid. Sect.
Ibid. Sect.
Ibid. Sect.
Ibid. Sect.
Ibid. Sect.
Ibid. Seot.

n

Act of 1970, Part IV, Sect. 77 (1) and (3).
77

77
77

.

4

and ( 5).

4 .

75.
78.

80 (2) and ( 3).

It should also be noted that, for instituting proceedings, a by-passing procedure
is provided, for use when the commission of an offence under Part TV is due to the fault of
Prosecution may therefore take
someone other than the person who actually committed it.
place against the person responsible, without the necessity cf taking proceedings against
the technical offender 22/.
In proceedings for certain offences under Part IV, a defence of accident, mistake, etc.,
Such a defence involves the allegation that the
in provided, as shown in the table below.
commission of the offence was due to a mistake of the person charged, or to reliance on
information supplied to him or to the act or default of another person, or to an accident
or some other cause beyond his control. The person charged must prove that he took all
reasonable precautions and exercised all due diligence t c:) avoid the commission of auch an
an offenceby himself or any person under his control 12/.

In other proceedings a defence of impracticability is provided, whereunder the person
charged must prove that it is not practicable to comply with the requirements of the Act
by the time prescribed.
The penalties and defences provided by Part TV in respect of fertilizers may be
summarized as in the following table:

Reference to
the

1970

Description of Cffence

Act

Maximum Rate
of Penalty

Defence

A fine up to E400 None
and/or (for subsequent offences)
imprisonment up to
3 months

Sect. 68 (4) (a)

Cffences relating to statutory
statements which are not in the
prescribed form, or which have
not been given within the time
required

Sect. 68
and (c)

Offences relating to statutory
statements or labels which are
incomplete or false with regard
to certain particulars

- do -

Defence of mistake,
accident, etc.
(except where the
particulars in
question relate to
the storage, handling and use of
the material)

Offences relating to marking
which is not in the manner
required, or which ia incompleto
or false with regard to certain
particulars

_ do _

- do - plus
defence of
impracticability

(4)

(b)

69 (4),

Sect.
and (o)

Sect.

(b)

69 (7)

APPiculIure
Sect. d2.

Offences relating to the preserv- A fine up to
E50
ation or production of registers
Act of

1970,

Part TV, Sect. 81.

Hone

Reference to
the 1970 Act

Sect. 70 (2)

Description of Offence

Offences relating to the sale of
material which contains, in its
designation or marking, names and
expressions not according with
their prescribed meaning

Maximum Rate
of Penalty

A fine up to £400

and/or (for sub
sequent offences)
an imprisonment up
to 3 months

do

Defence

Defence of
mistake,
accident, etc.

_ do _
(only where the
offence relates
to the statement
of false
particulars)

Sect. 71 (9)

Offences relating to the statement
of certain attributes as prescribed,
where these are claimed to be present

Sect. 76 (2)

Failure of purchaser tc comply with
a requirement imposed on him by an
inspector

A fine up to £50

A reasonable
excuse

Sect. 79 (10)

Tampering with fertilizer material,
or tampering or interfering with
samples

A fine up to £40
and/or (for subsequent offences)
or imprisonment
up to 3 months

None

Sect. 83 (2)

Wilfully obstructing an inspector

A fine up to £50

None

Sect. 83 (3)

Impersonating an inspector

A fine up to £200
and/or (for subsequent offences)
imprisonment up
to 3 months

None

Sect. 83 (4)

Disclosing to manufacturers or
sellers information which has been
obtained under certain circumstances
by virtue of this Part of the Act

A fine up to £400

The disclosure
was made in and
for the purpose
of the performance
of functions under
this Part of the
Act (e.g.disclosure
of the results of
"informal" samples
or details or the
place where a
sample was taken)

14.

YUGOSLAVIA
Sources of regulations

Basic Act an Ql:ality and ,quantitz Control of Fertilizers, No, 243 of 18 April 1964,
Slufbeni List No. 28 of 29 April 1964*

Regulations on Ihe Registring and Labelling of Fertilizers. No. 511 of 30_Ju1y 1964
S.L., No. 36 of 2 September 1964
Regulations on Minimum and Maximum Components and other Characteristics of Specific
Types of Fertilizers and Method of Analysis, 7:o. 509 of 31 July 1964, S.L., No. 35 of 19
Aucust 1964.
rertilizer materials
Yugoslav legislation defines fertilizers as determinate chemical combinations or
mixtures of t4ose combinations used for plant nutrition, regardless of their state of
aggregation 2.1.
Fertilizers may be, simple, mixed or compound.
Simple fertilizers contain
only one active nutritive element, i.e., nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium or calcium or a
micro-nutrient. Mixed fertilizers are mechanical mixtures of simple fertilizers or may be
double or triple according to the number of main active nutritive elements, i.e., nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium. Compound fertilizers are determinate chemical combinations and
may be binary or ternary on the sane criteria 2/.
Rules concerninr licence, registration, etc.

Yugoslav legislation requires the registration of all fertilizers which are produced,
imported and sold in the country. The register is kept by the Federal Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry. Applications for registration must be accompanied by a sample
of the fertilizer material and contain the following information:
name of producer or importer;
the brand name of the fertilizer and its formula, if any;

0

d)

the characteristics of the fertilizer (quantity and type of active nutrients, the
P205 solubility in stated media, contents in free harmful acids and other elements;
humidity, particle size, keeping properties of declared characteristics, etc.). For
mixed and compound fertilizers the components and active elements (micro-elements and
pesticides) are to be mentioned;
method of storage and conservation

1/.

Fertilizers produced or imported in determinate quantities and not containing harmful
elements in excess of the permitted amount may be traded for special reasons without
registration if they have been authorized by the Federal Ministry for Agriculture and
Forests and the Federal Ministry for Industry. Fertilizers produced or imported for
experimental purposes need not be registered 1/.
On 31 December 1971, the Act ceased to be in force as a ?ederal Act.
It continues,
however, to be temporarily applied in all the Republics, except in the Socialist
Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovinaand the Socialist Autonomous Province of Voivodina,
which have already passed their own laws on fertilizers.
These laws contain no
essential differences with regard to the Basic Act of 1964.

2/
1/

A/

Basic Act, sect. 1.
Ibid. Sect. 5.
Regulations on Registering, Reg. 2.

Basic Act, Act 9,-Nct.

9.

Standards of composition
A fertilizer must contain a determinate minimum percentage of active nutr,ient elements
and must not contain harmful components in excess of the stipulated amounts V.

Chalk, soft limestone, dolomite and magnesium may be used in the produotion
of mixed fertilizers. 1;he maxiumm amount of these elements which the final product may
contain is 5 percent
I.
The stated nutrient elements must be capable of producing their fertilizing effects
for at least six months if the fertilizer is kept in a dry place, the containers undamaged
and stored in layers not more than 2 m high jj.
The 1964 Regulations on minimum and maximum components etc., contain detailed
provisions on minimum contents (in percentages) of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium,
respectively, in simple fertilizers. Detailed provisions are also made on the maximum degree
of moisture permitted and particle_eize. Mixed fertilizers must not contain sand or gravel.
The amount of single active nutrient elemento in compound f,ertilizers is determined by the
producer, but the total may not be less than 30 percent f',4

Labelling (statutory stateme,4ts, etc.) and packa,sing

Fertilizer
specifying:

oontainers must bear a written label, readily visible, clear and legible,

the name under which the product is offered for sale;
the name of the producer or importer;
e)

gross and net weight of the product;

the active nutrient elements which, according to the registered name, ahould be
contained in the article and the amount given in a percentage 2/.
A statement, slightly different from the one mentioned above, munt be inserted in the
invoice stating:
the name of the fertilizer;

the name and address of the producer or importer;
the date of production;

amount of active nutrient elements, form and solubility of the phosphorus component;
moisture content; fineness of grinding, amount of free acids and other harmful elements;
number and date of registration;
duration of declared characteristics;
the quantity of the fertilizer corresponding to the invoice.

The seller must give one copy of the statement to the purchaser of the fertilizer

12/

Basic Act, Sect. 6.
Regulations on Minimum and Maximum Components, Reg.
Ibid. Reg, 9.
Ibid. Rec. 1 and 7.
Regulations on Registering% Reg. 7.
rbid. Reg. 8.

7.

224

For compound fertilizers the label or statement must also contain the form of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium components and the grado of solubility of the phosphorus component.
Import control

Only those fertilizers which meet the requirements of Yugoslav legislation may be
imported. A certificat from the authorized services of the exportin:: country must accompany
the imported product 1.14
Enforcement

Control officers
The enforcement of the Basic Act is vested in the commune administrative authorities
for agricultural inspection. Exceptionally, the republic (state) or federal
administrative bodies for agricultural inspection may carry cut quality contrs1
operations, in Which case they must inform the above-mentioned authorities 1214
Yugoslav legislation apparently contemplates only one kind of officer dealing with
inspection and sampling in relaticn to fertilizers, viz., the agricultural inspector.
The appointment of these officers is not, however, regulated by the fertilizer
legislation itself.
Inspection, samples, analysis
Agricultural inspectors are authorized to enter premises where fertilizere are
manufactured or stored and take samples of fertilizers from stores, vehicles and
other places and forward them to the authorized institute cr laboratory for analysisl3A
control records of production and other relevant documents, if necessary; prohibit
the sale of fertilizers which do not conform to the quality and labelling required
by law, or order modification of a statutory statement if the fertilizer does not
have the quality stated.
Institutes and laboratories for analysis are designated by the republic administrative
authority fór agriculture together with the republic administrative authority for
industry 144

Normally a sampling probe is used
regulated as follows:

12.

Sample taking from the various places is

from one wagon, truck or other vehicles, in at leant 10 different places;
from more than one wagon or other vehicles, in quantities and places decided by the
person who takes the samples;
from tugs or ships, with quantities of up to 500 tonn, 25 samples;
from tugs or ships, with more than 500 tons, 1 sample from every 30-50 tons
Samples must be taken from upper, middle and lower layers.

II'

The total amount of samples thus collected must be crushed and thoroughly mixed.
From this amount of fertilizer the final sample is then taken which must be at least
6 kg for granular fertilizers, and at least 3 kg for powdered and crystal fertilizers.

11/
12/
11/
14/
li/
/

Baeic Act, Sect. 11.
Ibid. Sect. 12,
Ibid. Sect. 13.
Ibid. Sect. 15.
Regulations on Minimum and Maximum Cont., Rec. 20.
Ibid. Reg. 21.

The final sample is then divided into three approximately equal parts and each one is
placed in a !!lass bottle or plastic container, which is then hermetically sealed.
Two parts of the sample are sent to the authorized institute fcr analysis; one is
analy oa and the second held fcr three months for further examinationj_i,f necessary.
The third part is sent to the producer or importer of the fertilizer
I. The
containers with the parta of the sample must be accompanied by two copies of a label
- one attached to the container and the other put inside it - giving the following
information: name of fertilizer; name and address of the producer, importer, seller;
the registration number cf the transport vehicle, or the origin of the sample;
sienature or sea; of the authorized person who took the sample; date and place of the
sample taking 124
Re,. 10-17 of the Regulations on minimum and maximum content list methods of analysis
for the respective ;dnds cf fertilizer.
iii) Rirhts of the nurchaser
In the 1964 Basic Act there is only a general provision concerning the rights of
fertilizer purchasers. If the analysis shows that if the fertilizer does not have the

prescribed or delared characteristics, the purchaser in entitled to ccopensation
under tho Act1"-2/.
Penalties

Provisions en penalties are found in Sect. 21-25 of the Basic Act. Fines of up to
five million Dinar are prescribed for enterprises of producers/importers/sellers who
market fertilizers not conforming to the quality required by law or as stated on the label.
The person responsible for this cffence is fined up tc 10,000 Dinars. For other offences,
the maximum amount of the fine is two million and 75,000 respectively.
It is also an offence to put on the market fertilizers which have not been registered
or which are not accompanied by the required statutory statement. The fine prescribed for
this offence is up ,c one million Dinars for the enterprise (producer/importer/seller) in
question and a maximum of 5,000 Dinars for the person responsible.
The prcducer/importer/seller, as well as the enterprise whiCh uses the fertilizer,
commit an offence if they do not allow an authorized inspector to take samples or examine
the sales ledger and other accompanyinc dccumentation. The fine prescribed for this
offence is up to 30,000 Dinars for the enterprise and 30,000 Dinars for the person
actually responsible.
If a fertilizer is imported without the prescribed certificate the importer will be
fined 300,000 Dinars.

/
22/
14/

Ra7ulations on rinimum and raximum Cont., Reg. 24 and 26.

Ibid. Rec. 27.

Basic Act, Sect. 17.

Amounts indicated here are expressed in 1264 Dinars. In 1965 a new Dinar was
introduced equivalent tc 100 old Dinars. Between 1965 and today other changes
have occurred regarding this currency.

PART III

GUIDELINES FOR FERTILIZTA LEGISLATION

This part is a natural outcome of the previous two parts. Thus, as a sequel to the
general discussion on the broad trends in current fertilizer legislation, and in the light
of the practice of the specific countries studied, suggestions are now made as to the lines
that model fertilizer legislation might appropriately follow.
By "model", however, no claim
is intended that these suggestions constitute a major improvement on existing laws or that
better solutions are thereby proposed for the problems that the legislation described in
the country studies seeks to deal with. The purpose, rather, is to hiphlight the most
important matters that fertilizer legislation must cover, to emphasize those issues which,
as evidenced by the foregoing studies and the experience pained in the application of the
laws there described, should be catered for in future texts, and to show how the legislator
ehould take special account of the progress that has been, and is still being, made in the
scientific and technical fields.
Many countries, among them those referred to as "developing", do not yet have
comprehensive fertilizer legislation. Some have regulated certain aspects only; others
still place reliance on laws introduced at a time When the production, marketing and use of
fertilizers were in the beginning stages, so that the regulations may by now be outdated or
incomplete in their coverage. It is to these countries chiefly that the following pages may
have useful suggestions to offer in order to clarify the issue and help make good such gaps
as may exist in the respective laws.
Definitions
An essential part of a fertilizer law is the definition of the term "fertilizer" cr
"fertilizer material".
If too broad a definition of the term is adopted, then an impossible
situation may be created where a wide range of substances will need to be covered by the
law.
If fertilizers are simply defined as any substance which may be added tc the soil in
order to supply the elements required for the nutrition of plants, then materials such as
water, ashes, town waste, etc., are certainly included.
But the legislator is not concerned
with the regulation of trade in and use of these materials which traditionally have been
Ileed by the farmers to improve the fertility of their land. Fertilizer legislation has
become necessary (as seen above) because of the great developments in the production,
marketing and use of commercial fertilizers, particularly mixed and compound fertilizers,
a situation in which the uninformed user is in danger of being exploited throwh the
fraudulent practices of the producer or trader.
It is these products therefore, that are
of concern to the legislator and must be covered by the legal provisions. Even so, the
definition must show clearly whether products such as soil amendments, plant growth
regulators, preparations for soil inoculation, soil conditioners etc., are included under
the terms fertilizers for the purposes of the law.
If necessary, certain items should be
explicitly excluded from (or contrariwise explicitly included under) fertilizers and
treated as such.
Preventive administrative measures
The problem can be stated in simple terme as follows: iB it preferable to leave the
authorities to decide on the types of fertilizers which alone may be produced, imported or
sold in the country, or to allow the manufacture, import and sale cf any fertilizer as long
as it complies with the standards of composition agreed upon, certified and registered
beforehand with the competent authorities ? Again, is it necessary for fertilizer
manufacturero, importers and sellers to be licenced and registered ?

The answer to each of theee questions will depend on the policy of the respective
country and on the situation prevailing there as regards the use of fertilizers, the degree
of development of the processing industry, analysis and other facilities and the availability
of agricultural servicee generally. As has been seen above, the comprehensive list/prior
registration approach offers considerable advantages, eliminating bureaucratic procedurse
in the way of separate registration for each and every fertilizer and every single

manufacturer and dealer; it also gives a clear picture to both the consumer and the
manufacturer/dealer, enabling the first to know what kinds of fertilizers he can expect
to find on the market and the second what products he can manufacture, import or sell in
the country without further authorization for his wares.
This system, however, may have a number of disadvantages, especially in countries
which rely mainly on imported fertilizers for their needs. Under the present circumstances,
the various fertilizer producing countries offer for sale varieties which often differ
from one another, thus multiplying almost indefinitely the types of fertilizers available
on the world market. It should therefore be made possible not to exclude a priori the
production in the country or the marketing of new kinds of fertilizers there, provided
they are first duly registered.
It is clear, then, that the system adopted by modern fertilizer legislation should be
that of the comprehensive list of previously registered fertilizers, allowing for additions
tc that list, following analysis and registration, at the request of licenced manufacturero
The list of the types approved and registered must be as detailed as possible.
or importers.
The classification of fertilizer types to be found in the German legislation and the schedule
containing the specification of the various types of either the German or the 3elgian laws
are exemplaxy. Thus, in addition to the serial number of the product, there must be given
in the appropriate part of the legislation (usually a schedule to the regulations) its type,
essential components, minimum content, main composition and essential properties for use and
process of manufacture.
Furthermore, new types of fertilizers should be approved and
registered as having a minimum content of plant nutrients or other guaranteed components,
and not as a specific product of a specific producer (brand basis). The purpose here is
to avoid continual extension of the list.
As regards licences for manufacturers, importers and sellers of fertilizers, the
answer, again, can only be dictated by the respective national context. However, for
enforcement and control reasons, it is preferable to require a licence. Persons or enterprises dealing in fertilizers should be known to a central service responsible for the
enforcement of the law, thus making control reasonably feasible at any time. Licences
should be issued only to persons or-enterprises offering certain guarantees as to compliance
with the law. Applications for licences should be made on special forms which state the
reason for which the licence is requested - manufacture, import or sale of fertilizers.
These forms should be prepared in such a way as to give the authorities all the necessary
information concerning the applicant's equipment, facilities, premises, warehouses, etc.
The licence should be granted for a reasonable, fixed period of time (say, one year), and
be renewable upon application made on another special form. Special licences must be
provided for dealers wishing to prepare non-standard mixtures of fertilizers at the request
of the purchaser. These licences must state explicitly that the fertilizer mixture will be
prepared by a qualified person, and only where no standard type of fertilizer is to be had
that could be used for that specific purpose.
Particular attention is needed in the case of licences concerning the importation of
fertilizers.
In certain fertilizer producing countries, the law makes a distinction as to
control rrasures between fertilizers produced for home consumption and those produced for
export J.
This, in effect, means that fertilizers imported from such countries may well
not be in conformity with the domestic standards. Any importation of fertilizers should
therefore be explicitly prohibited in the importer's licence if it is not accompanied by
a certificate from the competent authority of the exporting country guaranteeing the
quality of the product and its compliance with the standards prescribed by the national
legislation. This, however, should in no way result in limited enforcement control
measures in the important country itself.

1/

See, for instance: Federal Republic of Germany, Fertilizer Act, para. 2 (2) 1.

3.

Guarantees as to quality

Included under this heading are the legal provisions governing the packaging and
labelling of fertilizers, as well as those relative to "statutory" or equivalent statements.
In order to make the fertilizer law as brief but also as comprehensive as possible,
detailed provisions in respect of packaging and labelling might appropriately be relegated
to a schedule to the regulations. This is in accordance with current practices. Here again,
the German legislation couldbe used as an example in that it allows of regulating separately
Thus, the law
cases in which special procedures are necessary for packaging or labelling.
itself can state the principle as regards packaging and labelling, and leave the regulations
to prescribe the procedures.

In drafting these provisions, consideration should be given to the adoption of
appropriate types of container whereby the content may be protected in the climatic conditions
peculiar totthe country concerned. The economic factor should also be taken into account,
since even a slight difference in price can be prohibitive to the average farmer.
A
A
further question that Arises is whether the legislation should allow amok 1 1 auantities of
fertilizer to be sold from open packages.
this is a delicate point. One practical advantage
of such sales is that they often make it possible for the poorer small farmers to get
accustomed to the use of fertilizer and thus helps to educate them to this practice.
Conceivably education ehould be secured by other meanc, however, and from the standpoint
of control and efficacy, such expedients should be avoided as it is difficult to ascertain
the effective (i.e. plant nutrient) value of fertilizers sold in this way, and (this is even
more important) whether the article offered in what it claimo to be.
Instead, a provision
could be incorporated in the law to the effect that certain types of fertilizer may aloo be
offered in small (say 25 kg) packages.
With regard to labelling, a special effort should be made to design a simple oystem of
making by using selfexplanatory symbols which will be understood by even an illiterate
pereon. In any case, it would be essential to label in the language or languages of the
country. These remarks do not, of course, apply to bulk fertilizers.
Here, information
and other data Should be given in the accompanying transport documentation and, in the case
of storage on the premises of the manufacturer or warehouse, etc., an easily legible notice
board should be placed beside the fertilizers containing euch information and data.

.

then the
Statutory statements are an essential requirement in all legislation.
and this should be the absolute rule
fertilizers are sold in the original packages
statutory statements, guaranteeing the content and the quality of the product, should first
be prepared by the manufacturer himself and accompany the fertilizers during transportation
and storage and then be reproduced by the retailer at the point of sale and handed over to
the purchaser. Such statements must indicate, in addition to the nace, trade name and
address of the manufacturer, the name of the fertilizer, ite essential elements, guaranteed
contents in plant nutrients, process of production, dato of production and any further
particulars which are deemed to be necesaary in the national context. On the other hand,
the seller Should also be required to indicate on the sales invoice, in addition tc the
data contained in the statutory statement, his own name, addreos, trade name, the wei6ht of
the article sold and the date of the sale.

With regard to fertilizer mixtures, the sales invoice should give as much information
as possible along the lines indicated above. Imported fertilizers must also be accompanied
by statutory statements issued either by the manufacturer or by the exporten as the case
may be.

The question of fertilizer storage nhould be riven particular attention.
Regulations
ahould require that storage shall preclude all possibility of detericration (due to
humidity, etc.) of the containers and therefcre of the fertilizer itself, and the pollution
of .7roundwater or surface water throuch leakage, particularly of liquid fertilizers.
Storage rulos re:_:ardin liquid fertilizere must apply not only to products stored in
factorien following manufacture or at the place of sale but also to fertilizers ctored on
the farm.

4.

2:Scree:lent measures

Fertilizer legislation is enforced by means

er

inspection, sampling ana analysis.

Inspection should be permitted, as a rule, at any reasonable time of the day provided
that the inviolability of tho private residenne is respected.
Inspectors must have the
richt to enter any premises where fertilizers are manufactured, stcred or on sale, and
inspect the nremises themselves and preduction and stora7e facilities, as well as all
dccuments, bcoks and records relatinc to the manufacture inportt ntorace or sale of
fertilizers. They should further be authorized to make copies or extracts of this dooumentation and also request any further information they consider relevant to their work.
Finally, they must be empowered to take samples of the fertilizers in accordance with the
prescribed methods and have theta analysed.
Samples must be as represeltative as pcseible cf the average quality of the fertilizer.
The procedure explained above 2Y(partia/ 'samples .4bulk samples 4averare namples --)test
samples) eeems to be efficient enouzh in thin renpect. The number cf closed containers
tc be sampled, depending cn the number of the containers in the lct, or the number of samples
per ten of bulk fertilizers ts be taken, shcu:d, however, be decided in the lit of the
ex...erience
countrien. Letal texts must explicitly allow the taking, of
samples at any place where fertilizers are stored and from any vehicle or ship by which
such substancen are traneperted.
Iamplec must be analysed accordin- to sorle scientifically sound method. Here, as
well as for most of the issues discussed earlier, the closest cooperation between
fertilizer experts, acronomists, chemist° and lawyers is necessary if the legislation
coverinr:; the various aspects of production, trade in, .and use cf, fertilizers is to have
the desired affects. The methcd of ana/ysie must be riven in detail
usually in a
achedule to the regalations.

Practical methods for a rapid control of ferti/izers sold from open bacn at the
retailer level can also be envisaged: depending on the fertilizer type, amall scraps of
inexpensive plastic or paper marked with the brand, type or content would be mixed in a
determinate quantity with the fertilizer in a way making their separation from the
fertilizer difficult. Appropriate colouring of the various types of fertilizer can also
be useful. Such procedures should not, however, result in an increase in the price of the
fertilizer. Fertilizer inspector shcula also be trained to identify fertilizers on the
basic of given prcpertics of the material, easi/y recognizable by simple chemical test
reactionm or with a macnifyinc claos. Only control by exact analysis in an authorized
laboratory will be valid, however, to ascertain violations of the law.
The richt of the nurchaser tc have a fertilizer sampled 1):- an inspector and analysed
must be provided for in the lecislation. Such a right dissuades any manufacturer or seller
who is tempted by the idea of fertilizer adulteration, knowing that the purchaser is
protected by law. At the same time, tho purchaserfeels more protected and confident as
to the usefulness of the prcduct he buys.
2 /

Supra, p.16.

The question may then be ael-.ed, with respect to sampling and analysis, as to who,
if anyone, should pay for the fertilizer sample taken and the analyet's fees. It is
suggested that the owner of the fertilizer should not receive compensation for the namples
but wtll be charged the analyst's fees if the analysis establishes that the fertilizer does
not comply with the requirements of the law. If, on the other hand, it is proved that the
fertilizer does comply with the prescribed standards, the owner will be paid by the service
for the samples at their market value, and the anal,:eis fees will also be Charged to the
service, regardless of whether the sampling han been nade by the authority, or at the
request of the rurchaser.

Inspectors and eamplers are the officiale responsible for law enforcement. The 'Jest
fertilizer legislation will never accompliSh its purpose if these control officers are
incompetent, poorly qualified or, even worse, corrupt. The /aw must, therefore, require
that these officers (who, incidently, should in all cases report direct to the central
service responsible for fertilizer control) should not only have the required qualifications
ad professional expertise but should aleo be persons of high moral integrity. 3evere
penalties should be laid down for any control official whose acte do not conform to his
duties or are in contravention of the law.

5.

Penalties

Fertilizer legislation munt provide for penalties to be impooed on persons fcund
guilty of an offence. The determination of the body which will be responsible for imrosinc
penalties, the possibilities of appeal againet its decieion, the :drul of penalty to be
inflicted, etc., wil/ vary in accordance with the
context.

lcal

Offences under the fertilizer laws are beet dealt with bjr. the judiciary as being the most
appropriate arm for trying cases where the national economy and. the interests of societY
at large are concerned. By implication, then, the courts should be vested wit4 specific
powers to examine the respective offencee and to impose truct4 penaltiee as they ;:elm
appropriate. At the same time, the administrative authorities should also be empowcreel to
take measures, at their level, in the way of seizure and confiecation of "ortilizers 'Thich
do not conform to the prescribed standards, etc., and, in certain cases, to impos? .7inee of
statutory amounts for a well-defined ranre of offences.

Penalties should oanction two main kinds cf contravention: contraventions aLainst the
legal provisions prescribing standards of composition, minimum or maximum contently tolerance
limits, etc., of fertilizers, and contraventions against the provisions relevant to the
enforcement of the fertilizer legislation (inspection, sampling, rights; cf the pureaaser,
etc.). A common penalty for both these contraventions would be advantaceoue for practieal
reasons. However, several penalties for various offencec aGinst these provinions could, be
instituted as well, but such a method offers little real advantage and certainly does not
'make for clarity in the law.
The provisions relating to penalties should state that ar,y person who contravenes sny
of the provisions of the law or the regulations made under the law is guilty of an offence,
and should also specify offences. It should then be provided that the person guilty of sach
offences will be liable on oummary conviction to a fine or imprisonment or both (the law
should not rigidly fix the amount of the fine or the term of imprisonment, thus allowing
for an adjustment of the penalty to the Gravity of the offence) V.
Eore eevere eenalties

1/

In this context the following remarks are pertinent: "In nractice, penalties ror
deficiencies will not keep a fertilizer producer from being dishonest. Very few, if
any, control officials are in a position to inspect one ton for each 100 tone sola
a company. If one ton were inspected for each 100 tens and 50 percent of the suspected
fertilizer were deficient, it wou/d be presumed that 50 percent of all fertilizer sold
would be deficient and,yet, only one percent of the deficiencies would be found. Por
the dishonest producer only paying a heavy fine en the deficient fertilizer inepeeted
could enable a big profit to be mate on the 99 percent of the deficiencies which are
not found". (W.B.Andrews. Fertilizer Control Laws and Rer:alctions, 7nited Natiolle
Industrial Development Organization ID/Itc.59/53, C Aucust 1971, p. 12).

ohould be envinac;ea fer nanequent offences, ana offencen aa.ainat social provisions cf the
lecislation by the control and enforcement officern. The administrative measurea to be
te:en in such cases should alno be civen in these provinicns.
6.

General remarks

As is aenerally true of all lecislation, it is desirable that enactments ccvernina
Thic
fertilinern ahould be as precise, simple and brief as the oubect-matter will allow.
ia particularly true of the Basic Act, which will recite the principlen governinc the
mannfacture, import ant marketin; of rortilizere, while the Reaulations themselves should
make explicit reference to the corresponding clauses of the Act and consign to schedules and
lists all those points which lead themselves to this form of presentatian.
But the terminology, too, must be unambigoue. Thus, it is the traditional practice to
expresa the phoephorus, potassium, calcium and magnesium contents of fertilizers in terms of
their oxides (P205, 1(20, CaO and 14g0, respectively); or, alternatiVely, in their elemental
forms - simply P and K, in addition, of course, to nitrogen, N, and any other plant nutrients
present. In scientific publication° it ia now generally the practice to refer to fertilizer
contents in terms of pure elements. But if confusion is to be avoided, the method used in
legislative text must be clearly stated; and if the weight of the element is preferred, then a
schedule to the Act or the Regulations should contain a convereion table from elemental to
to oxide weights and vice versa, along the lines suggested in the footnote here 4/.
In drafting national fertilizer legislation it must be borne in mind that it doee not
only concern a small percentage of the inhabitants (i.e. those dealing in fertilizers only)
but the Whole population of the country and ite ecoeystem beside°. The use of fertilizera at
the time of the enactment of the legialation might still be a liMited one in the national
context, but it has been shown that fertilizer use develops at an impressive rate. The national
legislator should therefore both think of the future and learn from the position in other
countries. To protect the fertilizer consumer also meane to protect the consumer of agricultural products and the agricultural sector of the country as a whole.
CONCLUSIONS

The decision to enact fertilizer leislaticn, the points which suCh a leaislation must
cover, the iasues needina: te be omphasized ane the specific way in which certain questions
muct be anawered all these aepend on a political Chcice that the naticnal autheritios have
to make in the liCht cf the realitice provailinfa in their evantra. A mainly exportinL
country will not reaulate fertilizer control in exactly the saLle way as one that is mainly
an imaerter. A country with a hiohly developed fertilizer inustry will nct adoyt enfarcement provisionn identical
to thone fovnd in another in which nc
are producoa
and where the fertilizer trade in still in its infancy.
rWrthermore, developmentn in chemistry and aeronomy, as well as in extension techniques,
are of aaramcunt importance because these can influence not only the overall production of
fertilizers but also the selection of fertilizer typea and their aapropriate une at the
farm level.
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The legislator, therefore, is not called upon to force an ideally perfect enactment
for an ideal set of conditions but the best possible text fcr the actual conditions in
which it is to be erforced. ?or this, he will do well to call in experts cf other sectors
at the drafting stage, and also to draw upon the experience Gained by other countries in
with the legal framework
it goes without saying
A thorough acquaintance
the matter.
and the economic, social and technological realities of the country where his law cn
Beyond this, it is
fertilizers is expected to find its place, is of great importance.
equally a truism to say that to enact the best possible fertilizer law will serve no
purpose unless adequately enforced, by competent administrators and by officials with a
sense of commitment: fertilizer legislation itself is no panacaea for the contrary ills,
which can only be cured, if at all, in quite another context, by each country for itself.

ANNEX I

EXAMPLE OF A BASIC FERTILIZER LAW

NORWAY (1970)

Act on trade in fertilizers and soil amendments and matters connected therewith.
4 December 1970.

Norsk Lovtidend No. 35, 29 December 1970, p. 1530.

This Act applies to the manufacture, for the purpose of sale, and to the importation
of, and trade in, fertilizers, soil amendments, cultivation media and compost
preparations offered to the public for use for the purposes inherent in the
description thereof. The Crown* may rule that other products used for similar
purposes shall come within the scope of this Act.
This Act does not apply to the importation of producta in transit or products which
the importer intends to use for reprocessing activities other than their packing
and marking as contemplated under Section 2(a) below.

The Crown may waive all or some of the provisions of this Act in respect of certain
types of products and in respect of batches and packages of less than a specified
quantity.
The Ministry may exempt specified batches of products from all or some of the

provisions of this Act.

In this Act there shall be understood by:
Manufacture: production, preparation, mixing, packing and marking;

Importation: the bringing or sending of goods from abroad;

o) Marketing: offering for sale, handling, storage, distribution or forwarding;
Fertilizer: any technically produced or technically-treated product having
beneficial effects on the growth of plan-te where such effects are entirely or
chiefly caused by that product's content in plant nutrients. The Ministry may
determine what shall be deemed to be plant nutrients;
Soil amendmente: products whiCh have beneficial effects only, or chiefly, on
the chemical, physical or biological condition of the soil, and thereby
indirectly on the growth of plante;

Caltivation media: basic substances which consist of natural or artificially
produced materials which, alone or in combination, with or without added nutrient
or other materials, are intended for use in the cultivation of plants;
Compost preparations: preparations which, when incorporated in compost materials

and farmyard manure, are intended to accelerate the availabllity of organic matter
and enhance the fertilizing effect thereof;
Growth promoting substances; substances used in order to stimulate the growth of
a plant, or to produce a regulating effect on its development,withoutt sur-hetimulation
or regulation being attributable to the plant nutrient content of the substance in
question.

*

_
(Editor's Note) s 4The Crol4n" 6lichild be understood as Meaning ^the King and 'the
Council of Ministers",

3.

The manufacture, importation and marketing of products coming within the scope of this
Act shall be oubject to control, as prescribed by the Crown.

By way of enforcement of auch control, the Crown may, inter ala:
prohibit the manufacture, importation or marketing of products which may be
deleterioue or which fail to comply with the desired quality standards;
prohibit the importation of mixtures which contain products coming within the
scope of this Act; and prescribe that the manufacture and marketing of uuch
mixtures may be carried on only by authorization of the Ministry and subject to
such conditions as it may lay down;
prohibit the importation of organic or inorganic fertilizers to which have been
added certain special nutrients*, soil amendments, cultivation media and compost
preparations, and prescribe that the manufacture or marketing of such products
shall be carried on only by authorization of the Ministry and subject to such
conditions as it may lay down;
prohibit the admixture or addition of plant protection substances or growth
promoting :substances to fertilizers or soil amendments and the admixture of plant
nutrient materials to lime, and prescribe that the manufacture and marketing of
such products shall be oarried on only by authorization of the Ministry and
subject to such conditions as it may lay down;
issue preecriptions concerning publicity for products coming with the scope of
this Act.
In iseuing authorizations and establishing conditions as contemplated in b) and c)
above, account may be taken of the price of the product as determined in relation
to the effect it produces.

4.

The Crown may order that any person importing or manufacuring products coming within
the scope of this Act shall:
notify the Ministry, or hihomsoever the Ministry may appoint, as to the name and
package marking that it is intended to use in marketing auch products;

uupply such data and information as the Ministry requires concerning the products
in question;

0
5.

keep :such books as the Ministry deems to be necessary with a view to effective
control.

kny person who markets products coming within the scope of this Act shall by means of
markings on the package, labele, invoices or the like supply the purchaeer with
information as to the content and nature of the product, inter alia, as to plant
nutrients and other active ingredients; together with details on conditions of
significance in assessing the efficacy of the product as a nutrient source for plante
or its effects as a soil amendment.

itor's Note) :In accordance with Recommendation C No. 2 (Ot. prp. No. 61) for
UT-the Parliament by the Agriculture Committee in respect of this Act
in 1970-1971, the expression "certain special plant nutrients" ahould be construed as
meaning such substances as micronutrients, magnesium and sulphur.
(
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The Crown may lay down regulations as to the nature and form of the required statements,
Such regulations may
the marking of the packaging, etc for the respective products.
prohibit statementa to the effect that the product contains nutrient materials or other
active ingredients when these are present in small amounts, in a form producing
The said regulations may contain
negligible effect, or where the amount is not stated.
provisions to the effect that the product content in certain aubstances may not exceed
certain maximum limits and that information as to the amount of the content Rhall be
stated when this exceeds certain limits.
The Crown may lay down regulations as to the storage, marking, etc., of products that
may cause harm or damage.

Quantities shall be given in terms of weight unless the Ministry requires their
statement in terms of volume. The Ministry may lay down regulations as to the statement of quantities.
The information contemplated in the first paragraph shall be given in terms referable
to specific analysis methods to be prescribed by the Ministry.
Where products coming within the scope of this Act are of foreign provenance, the
customs service shall forthwith notify the responsible sampler or, if no sampler haz
been appointed, the appropriate control authority in order that samples may be taken
from the consignment in conformity with such provisiona as are laid down in their regard.
Products may not be withdrawn from the customs before such eamples have been taken.
Samples shall forthwith be sent to the appropriate control authority together with
information as to the importer's name, the designation and mark of the product, the
amount of the consignment and data as to the sample taking and the sampler's name.
The consignee may, as a rule, require a progressive delivery of the products as
sampling is effected.
The Crown may prescribe that epecified types of product may not be delivered or
despatched from the importer's premises until the analyst's findinge have been made
known and that_euch findinge state that the product conforms to conditions laid down
pursuant tothis Act. The control authorities may in special cases place an embargo
as appropriate when there are particular grounds for believing that the consignment
does not satisfy conditions laid down pursuant to this Act.
The appropriate Ministry shall decide in each case as to the disposal of imported
products which are not in conformity with the conditions laid down in thisAct.
The control service shall notify the importer the analyst's findinge as soon as
possible.
Such body or bodies or persons as are empowered by the Ministry in that behalf shall
be responsible for securing compliance with the Act and with regulations issued
pureuant thereto.
The control authorities and the Ministry otherwise empowered in that behalf shall
have access to warehouses, storage premises, sales premises and vehicles used for
products ooming within the scope of the Act, and to places of manufacture of products
which may not be offered for sale except by authorisation of the Ministry, and shall
be empowered to take eamples for the purpose of analysis.
The control authorities and the Ministry may demand all necessary information from
persons engaged in the manufacture, import or marketing of producte coming within the
acope ofthis Act, for the purpose of control as to compliance with the provisions laid
down in this Act or pursuant thereupasand may therefore require the produotion of the
books referred to in Section 4 above.

Any person who in the exercise of his duties for the enforcement of this Act obtains
cognizance of manufacturing or production secrets or other information that is not
common knowledge shall, subject to the limits entailed by his activities under this
Act, be bound not to divulge what haz so come to his knowledge and may not make use
of such information outside the requirements of the service. The Ministry may issue
prescriptions as to the taking and analysis of samples of products referred to in this
Act.

The ;x.own may require the importers, manufacturers and traders concerned to pay fees
to cover expenses arising in connection with sample taking, analysis, control, supervision and otherwise securing compliance with this Act and with prescriptionz made
pursuant thereto. The said fees may be determined according to rates for the respective control operations and/or in relation to the weight, volume or value of the
products imported, manufactured or marketed. The Crown may likewise issue prescriptions
governing the examption from guch fees either generally or for the respective cases.
The :4inistry may issue the necessary prescriptions as to the method of computing,
collection and payment of fees, as well as control over these matters ano the obligation
to pay interest on amounts of fees not paid by the appointed date.
The Ministry may
further issue instructions to the effect that the basis for the computation of fees
shall be taken as estimated amounts when it is not possible, in the light of information
or other evidence available, to determine the exact amount. Fees may be recovered by
coercice means.

The Crown may issue detailed instructions for the enforcement of this Act.
Any person who knowingly or inadvertently contravenes the provisions of this Act or
the prescriptions, prohibitions or injunctions issued pursuant thereto, shall be
pun..hed.with a fine uniese heavier penalties are otherwise provided for. Attempts
so to contravene shall be punished in like measure.

Where importers or manufacturero fail to observe the provisions of Section 4 regarding
notification and the keeping of books, the Ministry may prohibit import or manufacture
of the products concerned by the person in question, for such short or long periodo as
it deems fit.
Products or the value of producto that have been imported, manufactured or marketed,
or where attempt has been made to manufacture, market or import them, in contravention
of this Act or any provisions made thereunder may by order of the court be confiocated
from the person guilty of that contravention or whoever has acted on that person's
behalf or for his benefit. Confiscation may be ordered even where penal proceedinge
are not, or cannot be, instituted against any person. The Ministry shall decide as
to the disposal of products confiscated under this Act.
1. This Act shall enter into force on such date as the Crown may determine.

:Omitted: Contains amendments to the Act of 27 June 1924 (relating to trade in
feed concentrates and artificial fertilizers) in respect of feed concentrates only.
The title of that Act shall be: "Act on trade in feed concentrates"27
Ordinances and prescriptions relating to artificial fertilizers iseued pursuant to
the Act of 24 June 1924 relating to trade in feed concentrates and artificial
fertilizers shall continue in force until repealed or rendered obsolete by
prescriptions and decisions issued pursuant to thio Act.

ANNEX II

A.

EXAMPLES CF SPECIFICATIONS AS TO COMPOSITION OF FERTILIZERS

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY (1963-1972)

Schedule to the Order concerning the Admissibility of Fertilizer Types (Fertilizer
Order). 21 November 1963 (as amended up to 28 February 1972) Published in various
issues of the "Bundesgesetzblatt" (see reference on page 40 of this study).

2Txtracts, containing selected exampleg*

These extracts are reproduced, with ackowledeement, from the "Technical Bulletin
No. 3, entitled German Fertilizer Legislation", of the Asia and South PIcif,.c
Council, Food and Fertilizer Technology Center.

EXAMPLES
No.

(1)

Type of

fertilizer
(2)

1 Essential minimum Ntain composition;
properties
compocontent essential
for usc
ncnts
(4)
(5)
(3)

Process of
manufacture

Special
regulations

(6)

(7)

1

I. STRAIGHT MINERAL FERTILIZERS
Up tu 4% Magnesium in thc form of Total MgO or Total MgCO3, may be added
to the fertilieers without changing thc type
A. NITROGENOUS I' ERTILIAERS
Ammonium
sulphate

6

20% N

N

Ammonium

sot-

phatc; nitrogen ex-

'

I pressed

nitrogen

as

NH4

(a) Neutralising
ammonia with
sulphuric acid
(b) reaction of ammonium
boriate

calcium
phate
7

C.alcium

22% N

N

atnmonium
nitrate

nitrogen, the othcr

hal f as NO3 nitrogen
(minor s..ariations
arc permitted for

technical reasons)

,

14

B.

3.

44% N 1 Urca nitrogen exi pressed as amide
! nitrogen

N

Urea

carwith
sul-

adding ground

limestone dolo(

mitt
From calcium
nitrate by add-

ing ammonia
and
cal bondiox ide

From ammonia and
carbon dioxide under high pressure

PHOSPHATIC FERTILIZERS

Superphosphate I

16% P:Os Calcium hydrogen
orthophosphate, cal-

P;O:,

cium tetrahydrogen
diortho phosphate
' and calcium sulphate;
phosphate

Decomposition of 1
ground phosphate
rock with sulphuric 1
acid

1

expressed as P20,,

1 soluble in water and

1 ammonium citrate,
1 of which at least
90% water-soluble
C.

8

POTASSIC FERTILIZERS

50's Potasb

K:0

147% K,0 Potassium chloride

and sodium :chloride; Potash expressed AS water-

soluble K:0
1

9

Potassium sul-

phate

1

From ammonia
and nitric acid,

Ammonium nitrate
' and calcium ear-

1 bonatc or dolomite.
1/2 of the minimum
content of nitrogen
expressed as NH,

1

h.0

FrOM crutie potassium salts by dissolving and crystallising flotation and
other methods of
separation

147% K:0 Potassium sulphate; From potash salts
1 Potassium expressed by double decom1

as water-soluble K10 position

The

max,i-

mum biuret
content is 1%

NIL I

Ty oe of

Content of

fertilizer

1.,144' lit 131

(2)

11nrilil
( 1)

(1)1

imprint ion;

M.1111

essent ial proper tie*
for IIINC!

Process of
mainifat tore

regulations

(5)

(6)

(4)

Special

COMPOUND MINERAL FERTILIZERS
Up to 4% Magnesiunt, in the form of total MgO or total MgCO3, may be
added to the fertilizer without changing thc type.
Tue contenis in col. (3) may be exceeded; they may be less (but by
not more than 0.5% N, I% P.01, and 1% 1(20)

A. NPK FF.RTILIZERS
42

NPK-fertilizer

Ammonium salts, ni-

15% N

trates; Nitrygen express-

ed

al NH,- and NO -

glitrogen.

Deromposition of
phosphate

rock

with nitric acid,
sulphuric Acid or

acid;
13% PA Calcium ail, ammoni- phosphoric
um phosphates; Phos- ammoniation and

phate expressed as P.04
soluble in water and

addition of potassium chloride.

ammonium citrate (of
which

least

at

30%

soluble in water).

15% K.0

Potassium chloride;
'

Potaah
expressed
%..acer-soluble

as

III. ORGANIC FERTILIZERS
Up do 4% Magoesium in the lorin of total MgO or total 'NfeCO, may be added to the
fertilizers witholit changing the type. The contents I lown in col. 3 may be exceeded;
they must not be more than 1% N, 2% P.0, and 1% K.A.) lower. "Preparation" in the
sense used in col. 5 means tu make the fertilizer innocuous from the health point of view.
__
12

NP
Organic
fert I izer iMixed

4% N

horn and bone,
meal

_--

_

5% P-Os

of The fertilizer may
be labelled "mixed

Prepatation

organically
bound nitrogen.
Calcium phosphates;

table

materials
íother than waste

horn and bone meal
fertilizer" if pre-

total P,O;

ducts), w-hether
Jr
inn
with
diureidollidt:2-enc

with
not
addtal.

pressed as

fer tilizer)!

_

Nitrogenous organic materials; Nitrogen ex7

animal or

vege-

from the manu- pared only of anihorn
and
facture of phar- mal
Phosphate expressed as maceutical pro- bones, whether or
blood

added.

IV. ORGA.NO - INORGANIC FERTILIZERS
lip to 4% .Magnesiurn in the form of total MgO or total ls.11gC.0, may be added to the
fertilizers without changing the t> pe.
The contents shown in Col. 3 tnay be exceeded; thry may be lower (with the exception uf peat fertilizers and organo-inorganic mixed fertilizers but not more than by I% N. 2% P,O, and 1% K,O.
"Preparation" ita the sense used in Col, 5 means to make the fertilizers innocuous
from the health point of view.

14 Organu-minganie 4% N
NPK-fertilizer
4% P.04

Organic fertilizers and
mineral fertilizers;
Nitrogen expressed as
total nitrogen,
Phosphate expressed as
total P101,
Potash

expressed

water-soluble 1:.0

3S

Preparation

uf

anima.' or vege-

table
materials
(other than waste

from the manufacture of pharproducts) whether or
maceutic-11

diu2- ene
mixing
; added;
with mineral fernot

with

reidobut
tilizers.

1.%4.1111.1

IrJelipolatIt:1

11.111111

(I)

(4)

'

!slain cwriposition:
ssenti.11 properti,,,
for Ilse

1114111.1faCillre

Spccial
regulations

(5)

((a)

(7)

rocess (uf

V. FERTILIZERS WITH TRACE ELEMENTS
Up to 4% yagnesium in the form of total MgO or total MgC04 niay be added
to the fertilizers without changing the type.
nERTILizERs
FALLING
WITIIIN "I" TO "IV" WITH TRACE ELEMENTS ADDED
A.
in "I", If
the fertilizer
with the trace contains boron, it
must be put on the
elements
added.
market in closed
containers;
attention must be dr.iwn
to the boron content
by an indication

For the main
Description of In addition 0.2% B
type as in "1" to N. P.0, ' 0.4% Cu components as in
with addition or K.0, the 1.0?,INIn "I"; the trace demcnts expressed
of the words trace ilements
as total content.
B, Cii or Mn.
"%VIII I
TRACE ELE-,

I

As

I

NII:NTS", or
of a descrip-

tion of

printed on the out-

thc

side

added trace
eletnents.

C.

I

or

a

label

in

enclosed
package.

the

FERTILIZERS THE EMENTIAL COMPONE:NTS OF WHICH CONSIST ONLY OF
TRACE ELENIENTS

Boron fertilizer;

B

a)

II% B

di Sodium' tetra- Solution and
borate (bOrax);
Boron expressed

!

'

recrystallisa-

lion of sodi-

as water-sulublc B. um borate.

The fertilizer must
put on the
market in closed
attencontainers;
tion rnust be drawn
by an indication
the
printed on
be

outside or a label
in the
to
the
times of application
(frequency, stage

enclosed
-package,

of growth) and to
thc quantity to be

applied per unit of

Every container must also be
marked with the
note: "VORSICIIT,
GEFAHR BEI CBERDOSIERUNG! "
(Caution: Excessive
arca.

dosage

ous!).

is

danger-

B.

BELGIUM (1970)

Schedule to the Crown Crder Relative to Trade in Fertilizers and Soil Amendments,
12 September 1970 - Moniteur beige No. 11, 16 January 1971, p. 577.
>*
/7xtract5, containing selected example27

Limo

TABLE OF FERTILIZERS,
MATERIALS, ORGANIC
SOIL AMENDMITS AND RELATED PRODUCTS
(a)

Name

t
Desgion

(d)

(c)

Specifications

CHAPTER I - FERTILIZERS

Content in active
principles to be
guaranteed

(a) Nitrogenous fertilizers
Ammonium nitrate.
Ammonitrate.
Ammonsalpeter.
Calcareous ammonium
nitrate.

Product obtained by chemical
procesn and containing as
essentialnkTedient, ammonium
nitrate to which they have
been added, as fillers:
Calcium carbonate, magnesium
and calcium carbonate, calcium
sulphate (gypsum), magnesium
carbonate, magnesium sulphate
kieserite and/or coating
materials such as kieselguhr.
In the case of calcareous
ammonium nitrate ("Kalkammonsalpeter") not less than 20%
of the filler must be present
in the form of calcium
carbonate or magnesium
carbonate and calcium.

Not less than 20%
for the entire
amount of ammonia
and nitric nitrogen.
The respective forme
of nitrogen must
represent not less
than 45% of the
nitroren prenent.

Urea.

Product obtained by chemical
proceso and containing urea
as esoentiel ingredient.

Not less than 44%
total nitrogen,
exprensed as ureanitrogen.

Minimum :

Ammonia-nitrogen;
Nitric nitrogen.

Minimum:
Total nitrogen
expressed as
urea-nitrogen.

Not more than 1.2;;
biuret.

(b) Phosphatic fertilizers

Concentrated superphosphate.
Triple superphosphate.

Product obtained by chemically
reacting rock phosphate and
sulphuric acid and containing
monocalcium phosphate as
essentiel ingredient.

Not lens than 3k,
water-soluble
phosphoric acid
(anhydrous)

Soft natural
phosphate.
Soft rock phosphate.
(followed by the
nace of the region
of origin).

Product obtained by rrinding
soft rock phosphateo and
containing tri-calcium
phosphate and calcium carbonate
as essential ingredients.

Not leso than 25:,
phosphoric acid
(anhydrous) soluble
in mineral acid.

Minimum:
water-soluble
Phosphoric acid.

Minimum:
phosphoric acid
soluble in
mineral acid.

Not lese than 50%
phosphoric acid
(anhydrous) soluble
in mineral acid, to
be soluble in 2%
formic acid. Finenees
of grinding: not lose
than 90% to pass through
0.15 mm mesh sieve.

The number of items c:n selected from each section of each ohapter of the table, is as
fellows: Chapter I:(a) two out of sixteen; (b) two out of eight; (c) two out of nine;
(d) one out of five; (e) one (the entire section). Chapter II: one out of seven.
Chapter III: cne out of seven. Chapter IV: one out of three.

(o)

Potassic fertilisers

Potassium chi o- Product obtained from crude
ride. The name
welts of potassium treated
may be followrd in oneh a wey that the
by the ntnaber 40, product contaiss potassium
50 or 60,provi- ohloride as esseotial
dad the fertili- ingredient.
ser has a minimum

content of respeotively 40%4 50% wr
60% potamium oxide.
Potassjum sulphste.
Product obtained by ohemi cal process and containing
potassium sulphate as
essential ingredient.

hot less than 37%
potassium oxide,
water-soluble.

hinimum water-soluble
Potaseim oxide.

Not less them
og% petassium
oxide, water-

hinimum: water-soluble
potassium oxide.

soluble.

Not

acre thaa y%
chlorine.
(d) Fortilisers oentaining two, or three active prinoipleo
(nitrogen and/or phoflikoric acid and7or potassium oxide)
Diammonium
phosphate.

Product obtained by ohemioal process aad °ant:Lining
dims:amino phoophete as
essential iagredient.

(e)

Compound
fertiliser
(the description "Chemical
Compound Fertiliser" any be
used even when
the product
contains only
chemical.)

hinimum: nitric nitrogen;
water-soluble potassium
oxide.

Compeund fertilisers

Product oontaining not
less than two of the
following active prinoiples: nitrogen, phosphoric acid, potassium oxide

aad

Not less than:
17% ammeaisnitrogen: 445%
water-soluble
phosphoric
acid.

Obtained:

by nixture of several
of the fertilisers
ocetemplated in
Chap. I to which the
produots described in
Chapters II and/or TV
and/or dried manure
have been added where
apprepriate;
by reacting several
raw materials and/or
fertilisers.

het

less than 12%
for the entire
amount of active

priacipler; ni-

trogen, phosphoric aoid, potassium oxide, of
which net less
thnn 2% for the
nitrogen content,
3% for the ()en-

tente in phosphorio aoid and
potassium oxide.
Per each of the
forna in which
nitrogen is
present in the
fertiliser the
content to be
guaranteed =met
be not less them
Per each
0.5%.

of the olnble
forms in which
phosphoric acid
is present in the
compound fertiliser, the °outset
to be guaranteed

sut bLnot less
thea

.00r organ:c nitrogen, the origin must also oe :ndicated.

hot less them twe of the
following active principie.;
hinimme:
- nitrogen, indicatieg the
oontent in the form(s) in
question in which this active
prinoiple is present:
ammonia-nitrogen and/or
nitric and/or eye/amidepromos nitrogen and/or
arse-nitrogen and/or organic,
nitregeni*
- phosphoric aoid, indioating one of the followisg
molvents: mter, water and
alkaline ammonim oitrate;
alknline ammonium citrate;
solubility
2% oitric aoid;
in citric acid soy met be
indicated witless the phosphorus present is obtained
exolusively from Theme mlag.
Where the guaranteed water-

luble pheephoric acid and
alkalise ammonium oitrate is
indicated, the overall guarantee may be followed by
aa latioation of the waterselublnportion expre-Ssea
exclueively in the fo-i-m-oT

a-garfrac
watii-r'L 60 I

-

CHAPTER II - LIMMING MATERIALS
(calcita or calcium/magnesium eoil amendments)

Calcium oxide,
ground. Lime-

stone, Found.
-gTound.

Product obtained by
grinding calcinad
limestone, rock,
containing calcium
oxide as essental
ingredient.

Not less than 70%
neutralization value.
Finenens of grinding:
not less than 90% to /
pass through 2 mm mesh
eieve, and 99% through
4 mm mesh.

Minimum:
neutralization value;
fineness of grinding.
Optional: minimum:
magnesium soluble in
mineral acid, calculated
as magneeium oxide provided
content in latter ie not
lens than 3%.

CHAPTER III - CROANIC SOIL AXDKENTS
Dried... manure Dried accessory
(insert here the product oonsieting
of the solid and
name of the
ingesting animal liquid excreta of
animals and, where
species
appropriate,
question).
The description containing bedding
and small amounts
"dried manure"
may be used when of farmyard waste.
the manure in
question is
obtained exclusively from animals
of the bovine

Not lees than 50%
organic matter.

Minimum:
organic matter.

is

species.

Where peat or
sawdust is used
as bedding, an
indication of this
fact must be
included in the
deecription.

CHAPTER TV - RELATED PRODUCTS
Kieserite

Product containing
magnesium sulphate
(crystallized with
1 molecule water)

Not less than 25%
magnesium in the form
of water-soluble sulphate,
calculated as magnesium

Minimum:

water-soluble magnesium,
calculated as magnesium
oxide.

oxide.

Fineness of grinding:
not lees than 90% to
pase 2 mm mesh sieve and
99% thrown 4 mm mesh nieve.

ANNEX III

EXAXPLE OF OFFICIAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS FOR FERTILIZERS

Extracte from the Official Methoda of Analysia of the Association of Official
Analytical Chemists. Eleventh Edition 197C. Published by the Association of Official
Analytical Chemists, P.C. Box 540, Benjamin Franklin Station, Washington, D.C. 20044.

Reprinted with the kind permission of the Executive Secretary of the Aoacciation.

OFFICIAL

METHODS OF ANALYSIS
OF THE

ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS

WILLI kNI HORWITZ. Editor

PETER CHICHILO and HELEN REYNOLDS. ASSOCIATE EDITORS

ELEVENTH EDITION. 1970

PUBLISHED BY THE
ASSOCIATION OF OFFICIAL ANALYTICAL CHEMISTS

PO Box 540, BENJANIIN FRANKLIN STATION
WASHINGTON, DC 20044
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1

SamplingOfficial Final Action
2.001

Solid Fertilizers (I)

(as Bagged fertilizers.Use slotted single or double tube, or slotted tube and rod, with solid cone tip
at one end. Take sarnple as follows: Lay bag horizontally and remove core diagonally from end to end.
From lot 5 of 10 bags or more, take core frorn each of
10 bags. When necessary to sample lots of <10 bags,
take 10 cores but at least 1 core from each bag present. For small packages (<10 lb) take 1 entire pack-

>10 equal-timed-spaced passes thruout transfer operation. Stream samples are not applicable unless
unifortn continuous flow of fertilizer is maintained
for >3 min while lot is being sampled.
(c', Preparation of sample.Place composite sample itt airtight container and deliver entire sample to
laboratory. If composite sample is reduced in field,
use riffle.

OPEN

age as sample.

MOUTH

(b. B;43: fertilizers, including radroad car-size
lots.Ue trier of design represented in Table 2:1.
Table 2:1

Trier spcifications
Compart.
ments

Trier

Length.
od in.
in.

MISSOUfi

59

552 Grain*

63

Missouri

52

id In.
Y.

8

11/2

11

11/2
19(a

PA

No.

1

1

Size,
In.
3

31/2

FIG. 2:2Sampling cup

45

Triers available from:
SeeoPpro Equipment Co., 618 W. Jackson Blvd,

2.002

Chicago. IL 60606.

6 Arneri:an Tool and Die. Inc.. 1105 maple St. west

Des Moines, IA 50265.

Liquid Fertilizers (2)
(In Absence of Free Ammonia)

(ai Clear solns.(Mixed liqs and N solns.) Secure
sample directly from mixing vat, storage tank, or de-

livery tank after thoro mixing. Take sample from

Draw 10 vertical corea distributed in sttl concentric sampling pattern (Fig. 2:1) of such design that
each core represents approx. equal fractions of lot.
Bulk shipments may be sampled at time of loading or unloading by passing National Plant Food
Institute type sampling cup, Fig. 2:2 (mouth dimen-

surface or thru direct tap. Flush direct tap, or delivery line and faucet, and collect sample in glw; or
polyethylene container. Alternatively, lower sample
container into well mixed material thru port in top
of tank and let fill. Seal container tightly.
(b) Fluid fertilizers with suspended material.-(Salt suspensions arid slurries.) Agitate material in
storage until thoroly mixed (15 min usually adequate) before taking sample. Sample directly as in
(a s, or use 500 nil Nlissouri or Indiana sampling

length 16", or as long as max. diam.
sions: width
of stream), thrii entire stream of material as it drops
from belt or chute. Make sampling such as to assure

bottle, Fig. 2:3. Lower sampling bottle from top
opening to bi.ntom of tank and raise slowly while
filling. Transfer to sample taittle and seal tightly.
Alternatively, secure sample from tap on recirculation line after agitating and recirculating simultsneously until thoroly mixed. Draw sample while
recirculating. If recirculation line is attached to
manifold delivery line, allowing cross-contamination,
pump ca l' or 500 gal. into temporary storage tank.
then sample from recirculation line as above or de-

FIG. 2:1Sampling pattern

livery line. Transfer to sample bottle and
tightly.

* Methods so msrked re surplus methorls...See "Ilefinitiona
of Terms nd EaplanatorY Nutee.- item (29).
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FIG.

storage tanks

Amnioniocal Solutions (3)
2.003

VEN1 PEEDLE VALVE - BLUNT

.4pparo I us

NEEDLE

(a) Conzainer.Polyethylene reagent-form bottle
with buttress-type cap, 1 qt capacity.
lb) &mph: flow control Oppareau3.COGSfrUet.

SamPLE

from following fittings: 14 X 1.4" reducing bushing:

't tee; ?.,(" nipple 12-18 long (length not critical);
*.j 1i. stainless steel, blunt-nose needle valves with
1.,-e connections ( lioke No. 324). All fittings except
4:VC% can be either Al or stainless steel. (See Fig.

'Ti1111*.i".

4

REM' NG

Attach valves directly to tee which is then at,ivhed to reducing bushing thru nipple. To both

BUSHING

%elves attach %" id Tygon tubing Hoke No. 314A
connection), 12" length to sample valve and
gfirient length to vent valve to reach disposal area
t container. To free end of sample tubing attach 3"
¿thof l;," glass or stainless steel tubing inserted
hui No. 4 rubber stopper. To exit end of metal tube
srseh addnl 6' length of Tygon tubing. N1ake cerNun all connections are tight. App. can be attached
directly to tank cars, but requires addnl coupling,
varies with installation, to attach to storage

.k.s. 14" "quick coupler" (Ever-Tite Coupling
2::4 W. 54th St, New York, NY 10019) suffices

c. most cases.

11

COUPt_ER

FIG.

2:4Sampling pparatus for mmonlacI solustorg tanks

tions, Including "quick coupler" tor Hac Ai rig to

2. Fr:Jan-arms

Sampling

2.004

2.008 * Nlechnical .tnalyals of Flone, *
Tankage. and Hoak. Slag (S)
Oficial Final Action

Prep. sample brittle in laboratory by adding ca 500

ml 110, replacing cap, and weighing accurately
(*0.1 g). Attach sampling my_ to car or tank and,
with stripper, and seat tightly. With sample tube

Tra:.,2fer 100 g original bone or tankage or 10 g
basic stsg to sieve with circular openings 0.5 mm
diam., and sift. Break lumps with soft rubber peatle
if material tends to cake. Weigh coarse portion re-

dipping below surface of 1110 in bottle, throttle vent

main::k, on sieve. 1)N. fine portion by differenos.

with sample valve closed, flush line thru vent valve.
Partially collapse sample bottle, insert sample tube

valve to maintain small flow of soln and partially
open sample valve, collecting ca 100 ml
(Bottle should not expand to full size during thia
time.) Close sample valve, remove sample tube,
partially collapse bottle, and cap tightly. Reweigh
(±0.1 g) and calc. wt sample. Cool to 20', transfer
to 1 or 2 L vol. flask, dil. to vol. with 1120, mix
thoroly, and take aliquots for analysis.

MecVanical Anal'aia of Phoppliate Hock (6)
OlTicial Final Action

. Ipparatus
fal Wafer pressure control.Ser Fig. 2:5. Connect
valve, A, std pressure gage. B, and aerator, C, with
3, diem, pipe.
2.009

Anhydrous 4m monja (3)
(C01110/1' Use extreme care in handling anhyd.
NII) Suitable gas mask and rubber gloves are reqUtred. St( 46.032.)

Samplinft

2.005

Use sample tube of thermal shock-resistant elan*
calibrated to contain 100 ml and graduated in 0.05
ml subdivisions up to 0.5 ml. (DuPont special oil

centrf. tube or ASTM long.form oil tube is satisfactory.) Flush line and fill tube to 100 ml mark with
sample in such manner that condensing moisture will

not enter sample tube. (Skirt attached to end of
sample line will drain moisture away.)
2.006

Water and ,Yitrogen

Immediately close sample tube with tight-fitting
rubber stopper into which is inserted tight-fitting
piece of 0.25' id glaas tubing 2-3' long, bent at its
exit from outer end of stopper to let gases escape but
to exclude entrance of moisture or moisture-laden
air. MCC in 1120 bath at approx. air temp. and let
evap. When temp. of sample tube is ca that of
bath, remove tube, wipe outer surface, and det. vol.

fia. 7:5Apportus for control of wat., p r

(b) SinTs.Non. 100 and 200. bronze or stainless

of residue.

Rtes.' cloth, checked again,t certified sieves, ..._ieves S'

% 11,0 in sample ml residue X C, vidiere C
0.74, 0.70, or 0.66 for pressures in original containers
of 100, 150, or 200 psi, resp.
160) X 0.8224.
(7, N
(100

used if detd to he suitable Wider condition.s of

Preparation of Semple (4)--4)fficial
Final Action
Reduce gross sample to quantity sufficient for

2.007

analysis or grind >0.5 lb of reduced sample without
previous sieving. For fertilizer materials and moist
fertilizer mixta, grind to pass sieve with 1 mm circular openings, or No. 20 sieve: for dry mixta that tend
to vsgregate, grind to peas No. 40 SieVe. Grind as
rapidly as possible to avoid loss or gain of moisture
during operation. Mix thoroly and store in tightly
stoppered bottles.

diem. and 2' in depth to sieve cloth are recommended
for both wet and dry sieving. but other sizes may be

method. (Other sieves in U.S. series may be used,
with precantion to enstine complete sepn of sample
into desired fractions.)

Sin" shaker.Ito-Tap, Syntron, or other

suitable machine.

Reagent
Dispersmp opent.Div.olve 36 g Na hexametapho.phate and S g NasCO3 in HO and did. to 1 L.
2.010

2.011

Determination

(a) Ground phosphate roek.--Place 100 g sample
on No. 200 hieve and svaA with moderate stream of

tap 160 at max, gage pressure of 4 lb until 110

PHosruosus
passing sieve is ele-ir, with care to avoid lo ss of samle by splashing. Dry material remaining on sieve at
and transfer to No. 100 sieve in series with No.
_sill sieve of same diam. and depth. Shake 8 min in
mech. shaker. Det. c."c .sample passing No. 100 sieve

mibtracting svt of material retained on that sieve
100. tiet. % sample pri.ssing No. 200 sieve by
clbtracting sum of vets of material retained on that
roe and ott No. 100 sieve from 100.
,b) Soft phosphate with colloidal clay.Atld 100 g
.imple to rapidly stirred spin of 50 ml dispersing
sz.stt and 450 ml tap 1120, with care to avoid (MIr of uttwetted material with shaft of stirrer and

hot 1120 bath 30 min, stirring occasionally. After 30
min, remove from bath alld filter thrtt weighed goach
contg acid-washed asbestos mat on filter paper disk.

'A'ash ittsol. residue several time. with 1120. dry
crucible 1 Fir at 123'. cool in desiccator, and weilth.
Cale, net increase in wt crucible lo% acid-inset a..h.

PHOS1'110RUS

Total Phosphorus
Reagent
Magnesium nitrate soin.DiAsolve 930 g P-free
:11g(NO3)2.61120 in 1120 and dil. to 1 L.

.

...fr. of beaker. Stir 5 min after addn of sample is
n.mpleted. Transfer slurry to No. 200 sieve and
iroceed as in (a).
2 012

Total WaterOflicial Final Action

Ntrt applicable tt) samples that yield volatile
other than 1120 at drying ierop.)
Heat 2 g sample, 2.007, 5 hr in oven at 99-101.

I!1

CflC of NRNO3, (N114.12SO4, and K salts, heat to

wt at 129-131°. Report % los in wt as 1130
a! temp. used.

FREE WATER
Vacuum-Desiccation Niel bode (7)

2.013 Method IOfficial Final .tetion
l'iace 2 g prepd sample, 2.007, in tared weighing
!;-h. !Weigh extremely hygroscopic or darnp matesls by difference in rovered dishes,) Dry sample at
."..io' !precise results depend on as constant a temp.
possible) in vac, desiccator over anhyd.

1g(C104):,

Preparation Of

2.017

tion-

Official Final lction
(Caution: See 46.019, 46.026, 46.028, 46.030,
and 46.069.)

Treat 1 g sample by (a), (b). (c), (d), or (e.), as
indicated. Cool soln, transfer to 200 or 230 nil vol.
flask, dil. to vol., mix, and filter t brit dry filter.
(a) Materials containing small qiiantitris of organic
matter.DilAolve in 30 ml 11NO3 mid 3-5 ml 11C1.
arid boil until org. tnatter is destroyed (30 min for
figs and suspensions).

*(b) Fertilizers containing much Fr or Al phosphate, and basic sfag.*DiNlolve in 15-30 ml 11C1
and 3-10 nil 11NO3.
(e) Organic material like cottonseed mi-al alone or in

mixteires.Evap. with 3 ml of the NIRNO3)2 soln,
ignite, and dissolve in 'ICI.
*(d) Materials or mixtures containing large quan-

1'0), or BaO, under >20 or <22' vac. (S-10" ab-

tities of organic matter.* 1,With cottonseed meal
and similar material' it 6 best to add first ca 3 ml

ss 1.1re pressure) 16-18 hr. Reweigh, and report %
in wt as free 1120.

11NO3 and then the 111SO4.) Add 20-30 nil 112SO4 to

2 'II I

Method 11-0ffirial First Iction

sample in 200 till flask. Let mix'. digest, at gentle
heat if necessary, until violence of reaction 6 over.
Add '2--4 g NaN01 or NNO.,, boil, and add addnI

weigh 2 K prepd sample, 2.007, into tared glass
rhitig dish Dry sample 2 hr±10 niin at 30±1.5°
ta oven under vac. of 19-21" (absolute pressure 911
(Temp. control within specified limits thruout
'.:. chamber is essential.) Nlaintain viro'. by passing
3.-..eatel air thru chamber. C,00l dried sample in
..-.tr.cator and reweigh. Report % loss in vet as free

small anit nitrate after soln is nearly colorleis, or add

I 015 * Acid-Insoluble Ash (8) *

ml 70-72% I1C104. Boil very gently until soln is

Official Final Actiozz
Transfer 2 g sample to 400 ml beaker. Add 100 ml
I + 4), cover with watch glass, and immerse 30
1 in steam or hot 1120 bath (9S-1(X"), keeping by,
vv,1 tit beaker below that of 1120 in bath. Stir at 10

l

inte('val, and after 30 min remove from bath
t..I filter thru 11 or 12.5 cm medium paper. trar,stir-1,!t insol. residue to filter with stream of H20.
-"Paper contg residue, place in porcelain crucible,
4.4 ',chile in muffle furnace 1 hr at 800*. Cool, trans's- ....went., of crucible to original beaker with 30 ml
II + 4), cover, and again immerse in steam or

nitrate in small portions from time to time. When
soln 6 colorless, cool, add 130 ntl 1130, and boil few!
min.

(e) All Peiilizers.Roil gently 30 45 min with
20-30 ml 11NO3 in suitable flask (Preferably Kjeldahl
for samples contg large amts of org. matter) to oxidize all easily oxidizable matter. Cerol and add 10-20
colorlesa or nearly so and dense white fumes appear

in flask. Do not boil to dryness at any time (Danger!). (With samples contg large amt.' of org. matter,
temp. should be raised lo fuming point, ea 170', over
period of at least I hr.) Cool slightly, add 30m! 1120.
and boil fesv

Spectrophotometric Mnlybdot-anadophosphate

Method (9)-0ffirial Final .letion

Not applicable to ni aterials yielding o.1"ted solits
or solo.. ilmtg toos other that' 0.11hIphoWhlte which
form colorist complexes with utolybdovanadate. Not
recommended for ba.sie slag.)

2. FERTMIZERS

Apparatus
Photometer.Beckman Instruments, Inc. Model
DU spectrophtr with stray light filter and matched
2.018

manner as for std phosphate solns in preceding par.,

1 cm absorption cells. With other photometers analyst must det. suitability for use and conditions for
satisfactory performance. Means for dispelling heat
from light source is desirable.

with instrument adjumted to zero .4 for 2 mg color
std. ltead P203 content of soln from std curve. With
series of sample solos, empty and refill cell contg 2
mg std after each detn.
% PaOs in sample 100 X ((mg 13205 from etd
curve 2)124

Reagents
Motybdotanadate reagent.DiFsolve 40 g NH4
molybdate.41120 in 400 ml hot 1120 and cool. Dissolve 2 g N114 metavanadate in 230 ml hot 1120,
2.019

mol, and add 450 ml 70% /1C104. (Caution: See
46.028(a) and (d).) Gradually add molybdate soln to
vanadate soln with stirring, and dil. to 2 L.
Phosphate std soln.--Prep. solns of pure, dry
(2 hr at 105) K112PO4 (52.15% P205) contg 0.4-1.0
mg P203/m1 in 0.1 mg increments. Prep. fresh ftolnm
contg 0.4 and 0,7 mg P203/ml weekly.
2.020

Preparation of Standard Curte

Pipet 5 mol aliquots of 7 std phosphate solns (2-5
mg 1'20s/aliquot) into 100 ml vol. flasks and add 45
ml 1120. Then, within 5 min for entire series, add 20
ml molybdovanadate reagent by buret or pipet, dil.
to vol. and mix. Let stand 10 min.
Select 2 absorption cells (std and sample cells) and

fill both with 2 mg std. Set spectrophtr to 400 nm
and adjust to zero .4 with std cell. Sample cell must
check zero .4 within 0.001 unit:otherwise read A difference for sample cell and correct subsequent readings. (Choose cell showing pos. A against other as
sample cell so that this pos. A it alwayt subtracted.)
Using sample cell, det. A of other stds with instru-

ment adjusted to zero A for 2 mg std. After each
detn empty and refill cell contg 2 mg std, to avoid
error that might arise from tenip. changes. I'lot A
against colic! in mg l'203/m1 std soln.
2.021

ceed as in (a).

% P201 in sample 100 X (mg P2Os from atd
curve/mg sample in aliquot).

Grarimetric Quinolinium Molvbelophosphate

Method (10)-0fficial Final Action
2.023

preferably (e) when these acids are suitable solv.
(Soln should be free of N oxides and NOCI.)
For P2Cts content up to 3%, dil. to 250 ml.
For PsOs content >5%, dil. to such vol. that
5 or 10 ml aliquot contains 2-5 mg P203.

Determination

Pipet, into 100 ml vol. flasks, 5 ml aliquots of std
phosphate saint contg 2 and 3.5 mg P20ilaliquot,
rev., and develop color as in 2.020. Adjust instrument to zero A for 2 mg ttd, and det. A of 3.5 mg
std. (It Ls essential that the A of latter std be prac-

tically identical with corresponding value on std

Reagents
(Store Kilns in polyethylene bottles.)

(a) Citric-rnolybdic acid rengeni.Di.5olve 54 g
100(.7( molybdic anhydride (Nlo0s) and 12 g NaOH
with stirring in 400 ml hot 1120, and mol. Dissolve

60 g citric acid in inixt. of 140 ml HO and 200 ml
140, and mol. Gradually add molybdic soln to citric

acid soln with stirring. brad, filter, and dil. to 1 L.
(Soln may be green or blue, color deepens on expo-

sure to light.) If necessary, add 0.5% KBrOs soln
dropwise until green color pales. Store in dark.
(b Quinolme soln,I)iNolve 30 ml synthetic quinoline, with stirring, in mixt. of 60 ml 11C1 and 300 nil
1120. C(sol, dil. to 1 L, and filter.

(c) Quimociat reagent.-1)i.00lve 70 g Na molybdate.21120 in 150 ml 1120. Dissolve 60 g citric
acid in mixt. of S.5 ml ItNOs and 1.30 ml 1120, and
mol. Gradually add rnolybdate soln to citric acid11NO3 mixt. with stirring. Diatolve 5 ml synthetic
quinoline in rnixt. of 35 ml UNO, and 100 ml 1120.

Gradually add this soln to molybdate-citric acidIINO3 soin, mix, and let stand 24 hr. Filter, add 280
ml acetone, dil. to 1 I. with 140, and mix.

Preparation of Solution

Treat 1 g sample as in 2.017(a), (b), (c), (d), or (e),

2.022

(b) Samples coniannng more than 6% P20*.
Pipet 5 or 10 ml sample soln, 2.021(b), into 100 ml
vol. flask. Without adding std phosphate soln, pro-

2.024

Perpetration of Solution

Treat I g sample as in 2.017, dilg to 200 ml.
2.025

Deterniination

Pipet, into 500 ml erlenmeyer. aliquot eontg <25
mg P201 and dil. lo ca 1(X) ml with 1120. Continue by
one of the following methods:

(ai Add 30 ml citric-molybdic acid reagent and
boil gently 3 min. (Sole' must be ppt-free at this
time.) ltemove from heat and swirl carefully. Immediately add 10 ml quinoline soln from buret with
continuous swirling. (Add first 3-4 ml dropwise and
remainder in steady stream.) Or:

(b) Add 50 ml qiiimociac reagent, cover with

into 100 ml vol. flask, 5 ml sample aoln, 2.021(a), and
5 ml std phosphate min contg 2 mg Ps0.5. Develop

watch gla.ss, place on hot plate in well-ventilated
hood, and boil I min.
After treatment by (a) or (b), cool to room temp.,
swirl carefully 3-4 times during cooling, filter into

color and det. A concurrently with and in sarrie

gooch with glass fiber filter paper previously dried at

curve.)

(a) Samples contaimng up to 5% P20,.Pipet,

PHOSPHORUS

230' and weighed, and wash with five 23 ml portions of H20. Dry crucible and contents 30 min at
230°, cool in desiccator to constant wt. and weigh as
(C,IITN)311311)04.12Nlo021. Subtract wt reagent
blank. MultipI2,. by 0.03207 to obtain wt P203 (or by
0.01400 for P). Report as % P203 (or
P).

,tlkalimrt nc Quinolinium Molybdophosphote
Method (11)-0fficiul First .letion
Reagen s

2.026

Quintorioc rcagrol.Sre 2.023(c).

Sodium hydroxide aid soin.(1 ml

(d) Riank.Det. blank on all reagents, adding
known quantity (1-2 mg) of P203. Use I + 9 dilns of

std NaOH and HNO3 for litro and subtract theoretical titer equiv. to P201 added from experimental
titer. Cale. difference equiv. to 0.3063.V NaOH and
subtract this blank from all sample detns.
Cale. and report as c."' P203.

.-Ilkalinietrie
))))) niuM ;11(dybdophosphate
Method (12)Offirial First Action
2.029
Reagents

mg

Molybdate soln.Dissolve 100 g N1o03 in

P203.) Dil. 366.32 ml IN Na0II, 45.033 45.037, to
I. with H20.
A.:Irk acid aid so/n.--Prep. 11NO3 soln equiv.
to ronco of (b) and stdze by titrg against (b), using

mixt. of 144 ml NII4OH and 271 ml 1130. Cool, and
pour soln slowly, stirring constantly, into cool mixt.
of 489 rol 11NO3 and 1148 ml 1130. Keep final mixt.
in warm place several days or until portion heated to

plithht. (For greater precision, use 11NO2 soln

40' deposits no yellow ppt. Decant soln from any

corresponding to 1/5 concn of (b).)

sediment and keep in g-s vesksels.

1

Citric acid.-10% (w/v).
I rid icators.(1) Thymol blue soli'.

Acidified molybdalc soln.To 100 ml mo%. Add

2.2 ml 0.1N NaOH to 0.1 g thymol blue and dil. to

lybdate soln, (a), add 5 ml IiNO3. Filter immediately before use.

100 ml with 50% alcohol. (2) Phenolphthalein.
0.1%. Dissolve 0.1 g phthlii iii 100 in! 30% alcohol.

CO Mixed indicaior.Mix 3 vols (1) and 2 vols (2).

(c.) Sodium hydroxide sid

soln.Dil. 324.03 ml 1X

alkali, carbonate-free, 45.033-45.037, to 1 L. (100
nil of this soln should neutze 32.40 ml IN acid: 1
ml

2.027

Preparation of Sample Solution

Treat 1 g sample a.s in 2.017, first par. and (a) or
(e).

Determination
(a) Precipdalion.Tranfer aliquot contg <30

2.028

rug P203 and <3 rol concd acid to 300 ml erlenrneyer,

Add 20 ml citric acid soin, and adjust to ca 100 ml.
Add 60 ml quimociac reagent to prepd sample soln,
immediately cover with watch glass, and place on
medium temp. hot plate. After soln comes to boil,
(nove to cooler portion of hot plate and boil gently I
lain. Let cool until flask can be handled comfortably
with bare hand.
lb) Filtroiion and trashing.Prep. pulped-paper
Pd ca y,- thick Ot1 perforated porcelain disk in funnel by adding 2 or more approx. equal increments of
11,0 suspension of pulped paper and sucking dry
%oh vac, between addns. Swirl flask, pour contents
.,to hlter, and wash flask with five ca 13 ml portions
ILO, adding washings to funnel. Immediately after
Carmel has emptied, wash down sides with ca 13 ml
11,0 io remove residual acetone, which causes exces-

,-ly fa.st drying and later lump formation if al:-wed to evap. Wash with 3 addid 13 ml portions
11,41. letting funnel empty between ttddns. Keep

.:ying ppt to min. Using only jet of H20, transfer
and pad to pptn flask and break up pad with jet
f II20. Do not smear ppt against funnel or flask.

lc) Tdralion.TUr with std NaOH twin and add
3 nil excess. Add 1 ml mixed indicator and titr.

..h -Id

IIN03 solii to grey-blue end point. If over'''ul (greenish-yellow), add addnl excess std NnOH
slti and titr, to grey-blue.

1 mg or 1% 13303 on ba.sis of 0.1 g sample. For
basic slag, stdze against std phosphate material of ca
same composition as sample being examined. Since
burets in constant use may become so corroded as to
increase their camteity, test rhpm st leRct Rnn,iiily )

(d) Sid acid soln.Prep. solo of !ICI or of IINO3,
corresponding to C011erl of (c) orto

2 this concn, and

stdze by titril against (e), using phthln.
2.030

Preparation of Solution

Treat 1 g sample as in 2.017(a), (b), (Ca, (d),
or (e), preferably (a) when these acids are suitable
solv.

Proceed as in 2.017(a), (b), (C), or (e), preferably (a) when the-se acids are suitable solv. Add 25
ml 10c,"c 1aCl2 soin to hot digestate, boil ca 2 min,

cool, dil. to 200 ml, mix, filter thru dry filter, and
continue as in 2.031(0).
2.031

Determination

(a) Prep. sample soln as in 2.030(a). Pipet. into
beaker or flask, aliquot corresponding to 0.4 g sam-

ple for P303 content of sample <5%; 0.2 g for .520%; 0.1 g for >20%. Add 5-10 nil /INO3, depending on method of soh' (or equiv. in NII4NO3): then

add N114011 until ppt that forms dissolves only
slowly on vigorous stirring, dil. to 75-100 ntl, and
adjttst to 25-30°. If sample does not give ppt with
N/140I1 as test of neutzn, make soln slightly alk.
litmus paper with N114011 and then slightly acid
with HNO3 (1 -1- 3). Add 20-23 ml acidified mo-

lybdate soln for P303 content <5%; 30-35 ml for
5-20%; and enough acidified molybdate soln to insure complete ppin for >20%. Place soln in shaking

or stirring app. and agitate 30 min at room temp.;

2. FERT ILI ZERS

decant al once thru filter and wash ppt twice by
decanting with 25-30 ml portions 1120, agitating
thoroly and allowing to settle. Transfer ppt to filter
and wash with cold 1120 until filtrate from 2 fillings

boil gently 10 min. Cool, nearly neutze with N114011,

dil. to 60-73 ml, and proceed as in 2.03I(a), beginning "Add 20-23 ml acidified ..."

Citrate-Insoluble Phosphorus (13)

of filter yields pink color on adding phthln and 1 drop

of the std alkali. Transfer ppt and filter to beaker or
pptg vessel, diasolve ppt in small excess of the std

Official Final Action

alkali, add fev. drops of phthln, and titr. with std
acid. Report as % P203.

(b) Prep. soln OA in 2.030(b). Proceed as in
2.c131(a) to diln to 73-100 ml. Heat in 1120 bath to
45-30°, add acidified molybdate soln at rate of 75 ml
/10 mg P303 present, and let mixt, remain in bath

30 min, stirring occasionally. Decant al once thru
filter, wash, and titr. as in 2.031(a).
(C) ¿Vol applicable to superphosphates and other
fert;:izers containing sulfate or to sofas prqui with aid

of sulfuric acid.Prep. sample soln as in 2.030(a).
Proceed as in 2.031(b).

Reagents

2.037

Ammonium citrate soln (12).Should have sp

gr of 1.09 at 20° and pH of 7.0 as detd electromet rically.

Dissolve 370 g cryst. citric acid in 1.5 L H20 and
nearly neutze by adding 345 ml N1140H (28-29%
NH3). If concn of N112 is <28%, add correspondingly larger vol. and dissolve citric acid in correspondingly smaller vol. 1120. Cool, and check pH.
Adjust with N1140H (I 7) or citric acid soln to
pH 7. Dil. soln, if necessary, to sp gr of 1.09 at 20°.

(Vol. will be ca 2 L.) Keep in tightly stoppered
bottles and check pll from time to time. If pif has
changed from 7.0, readjust.

Water-Soluble Phosphorus
2.032

Preparation of Solution,

Official Final Action
Pace 1 g sample on 9 cm filter and wash with
sew,:i portions 1120 until filtrate measures ca 2.50 ml.

Let each portion pass thru filter before adding more
and use suction if washing would not otherwise be
complete within 1 hr. If filtrate is turbid, add 1-2 ml
HNO2, dil. to 250 ml, and mix.
2.033

Grarimetric Quinoliniurn
Molybdophosphate Method-

Official Final .1ction
Pipet aliquot contg <23 mg P205 into 300 ml
erler.meyer. Di!., if necessary, to 50 ml, add 10 ml
HNO3 (1 4- 1), and boil gently 10 min. Cool, di!. to
100 ml, and proceed as in 2.025(b).

Other reagents and solns.See 2.016, 2.019,
2.023, or 2.029.
2.038

Determination

Acidulated samples, mired fertilizers, and materials containing waif r-soluble cornpounds.After re-

moving 1W-so!. P20:., 2.032, transfer filter and
residue, within 1 hr, to 200 or 230 nil flask contg 100
ml NH4 citrate soln previously heated to 63°. Close
flask tightly with smooth rubber stopper, shake vig-

orously until paper is reduced to pulp, and relieve
pressure by removing stopper momentarily. Continuously agitate stoppered fla.sk in constant temp.
app. at exactly 63°. (Action of app. should be such
that dispersion of sample in citrate soln is continually

maintained and entire inner surface of flask and
stopper is continually bathed with soln.)

Exactly 1 hr after adding filter and residue, re-

Alkalimetrie Quinor m
Molybdophosphate AterhodOfficial First .4etion
P;pet aliquot contg <30 mg P803 into .500 ml

move flask from app. and immediately filter by suc-

erlenmeyer. Dil., if necessary, to 30 ml, add 10 ml

draining before adding more 1120. If material is one
that yields cloudy filtrate, wash with 5% .V114NO3

2.034

HNO3 (1 + 1), boil gently 10 mm, cool, and proceed
as in 2.028, beginning 'add 20 ml citric acid soln ..."

Spectrophotometric
Molybdoranadophosphate MethodOfficial First Action
Adjust concn according to 2.021(a) or (b) and

2.035

proceed as in 2.022.
2.036

.1Ikalimetric Ammonium
Molybdophosphate MethodOfficial First Action

Pipet, into beaker or flask, aliquots of soln corresponding to 0.4 g sample for P205 content of sample

<5%, 0.2 g for 3-20%, or 0.1 g for >20%, and dil.
to 50m), if nece>sary. Add 10 ml HNO2 (1 + I) and

tion as rapidly as possible thrn Whatman No. 5
paper or equiv., using buchner or ordinary funnel
v.-ith Pt or other cone. V(..ash with H20 at 65° until

vol. filtrate is ca 330 ml, allowing time for thoro
soln, Det. P205 in citrate-insol. residue by one of
following methods:

(1) Dry paper and contents, transfer to crucible,
ignite until all org. matter is destroyed, and digest
with 10-13 ml !ICI until all phosphate dissolves; or
(2) treat wet filter and contents as in 2.017(a), (c).
(d), or (e). Dil. soln to 230 ml, or other suitable vol..

mix well. filter thru dry paper, and det. P203 as ir
2.022. 2.025, or 2.031.

Nonacidulated samples,Place 1 g sample
(ground to pass No. 40 sieve in case of Ca met apho.phate) on dr,' 9 cm paper. Without previous s.ashing with 1120, proceed RS in (a). If sample contain.
much org. matter (bone, fish, etc.), dissolve residue
insol. in N114 citrate as in 2.017(c), (d), or (e).

PHOAPRORU8

Alkalimetric QUinoliniurn
Molybdophosphate Method (1 I)
Official First Action

1.019

Treat 1 g sample by 2.038(a) or (b). Transfer
aliquot of citrate-insol. P30, contg <5 nil coned
acid to 500 ml erlenmeyer. Add 20 ml 10% citric acid

,.)in and dd. to 100 ml with 1130. Continue as
2.028(a), beginning "Add 60 ml quirtiociac reagent

Treat 1 g sample by appropriate modification of
2.043. Transfer aliquot contg <30 mg 1>303 and <10
ml NF14 citrate soln, 2.037(a), to 500 ml erlenmeyer.
Dil., if necessary, tu SO ml, add 10 ml 11NO3 Il 4- 1),
and boil gently 10 min. Cool, chi, ro 100 ml, and continue as in 2.028(a), beginning "Add 60 ml quirnociac
2.015

Subtract sum of 1120-sol. and citrate-insol. PsOs
from total P203 to obtain citrate-sol. 1'203.

Spectrophotonzetric
!Ifo/ybdoroomlophoaphate Method
(13)--Official Final Action

(Not applicable to materials yielding colored solns
or solns contg iona other than orthophosphate which
forrn colored complexes with molybdovanadate. Not
recommended for basic slag.)

Available Phosphorus

Indirect .Method--Official
Final Action

2.011

Alkalimetrie Oulnolinium
Molybdophosphate Method (14)
Official First .letion

reagent ...''

Citrate-Soluble PhosphorusOfficial Final Action

2.010

2.014

Prep. std curve as in 2.020, using photometer,

Subtract citrate-inaol. P303 from total P303 to
obtain available P203.

2.018.

Pipet, into 100 ml vol. flasks, 5 ml aliquots std

Direct MethodOfficial Final Action
Reagent,

2.012

(Caution: See 46.026, 46.028, 40.030, and
Acids, Chap. 46.)

Sitrie-perchloric acid mixture.Add 300 ml
70% I1C104 to 700 ml HNO3.

Ternary acid mixture.Add 20 ml 113SO4 to
100 ml /1NO3, mix, and add 40 nil 70% 11C104.
Modified molytidocanadate reagent. Prep. as in
2.019(a) except use 250 ml 70% HC104 instead of
450m1.

phosphate solns contg 2 and 3.5 mg 1'303:aliquot,
2.019(b), resp., add '2 ml 70% HCI04, and develop
color as in 2.020. Adjust instrument to zero A for 2
mg std and det. A of 3.5 mg std. (.4 of latter MUM be
practically identical with corresponding value on std
curve.)
Prep. sample as in 2.043.

Samples containing up to 5`-c P303.Pipet 10
ml sample soln into 123 ml erlenmeyer, and treat by

one of following methods (Caution. See 46.019,
46.026, and 46.028):
(/) Add 5 nil 20cwc NaaO3 soln and 10 ml 11NO3-

HC104 mixt., 2.042(a). Boil gently until greenish2.043

Preparation of Solution

(s) Acidulated samples, mixed fertilizers, and »toter:431a
containing water-soluble compounds.(I)
Without filtrat ion of citrate digestate.Place 1 g sample on 9 cm paper and wa_sh by gravity v-ith twelve
10 rn1 portions 1130 into 500 ml vol. flask. Let each
portion pass thru filter before adding more. Let paper
drain thoroly, remove, and rinse funnel with 10 ml
1130. Treat H30-insol. residue with Nii4 citrate soln

R in 2.038(a). Exactly 1 hr after adding filter and
re,idue, remove flaak from app. and transfer contents to Beak contg 1130-sol. fraction. Cool to room

ittnP. immediately, dil. to vol., mix thoroly, and let
Itand at least 2 hr before removing aliquot.
(2) iVith filtration of oilrole digestale.-11 desired,
sra.h by gravity into aoo ml Kohlraitach flask contg

yellow color disappears (ca '20 mini, cool, and add '2
ml 11C1. After vigorous reaction subside., evap. to
fumes of 11C104, and fume '2 min.

(2) Add S ml ternary acid mixt., 2.042(b).
boil gently 13 mm, and digest at 130-200 until clear
white salt or colorless soln remains. Evap. to white
fumes and continue heating 5 min.
Cool, add 15 ml 1130, and boil 3 min. Transfer to
100 ml vol. flaak, dil. to 30 ml, swirl, and cool to room
temp. Add 5 ml std phosphate soln contg 2 mg P203
and 20 ml modified molybdovanadate soln, 2.042(c).
Dil. to 100 ml, and continue as in 2.022(a).
Samples containing more than 3% P,01.Dil.
soln to such vol. that 5-10 ml aliquot contains 2-5
mg P303. Digest as in (a)(1) or (2). Without adding
std phosphate soln, continue as in (a).

HNO3 (1 + 1), catching filtrate from insol.
tr,adue, 2.038(a), in the Kohlrausch flask contg /130Lk fraction, and wroth residue until vol. soln in flask
ca 500 ml. Cool, dil. to 500 ml, and mix.

()) Nonacidulated samples.Place

1

g sample

'round to pass No. 40 sieve in case of Ca met aphoaPhate) on dry 9 cm paper. Without previous wa-shing
ith 1130, proceed as in (a)(/) or (2). If (2) is used,
*Lsh residue until vol. soln is ca 350 ml. Cool, dil. to
:'00 nal, and mik.

2.046

Grarirnetric Quinoliniurn
31olybdophosphate Method (16)
Official Final Action

(a) Solna containing no organic phosphorus.
Prep. sample as in 2.043. Pipet, into .300 nil erlen-

meyer, aliquot contg <25 mg P303 and <10 rnl
original N114 citrate. Dii., if nemaary, to ca .30 ml,
add 10 nil 11NO3 (1 + 1), and boil gently 10 min.
C,00l, dd. to 130 ml, and proceed as in 2.025(a) or (b).

2. FTRTILIZERS

Zinc granults.Reagent grade.
Zinc (lust Impalpable powder.
Methyl red indicator.Dissolve I g Me red in

(b) Solna containing organic phosphoru.s.(Cau(ton: See 46.019, 46.026, and 46.028.) Select aliquot
as in (a). Add 10 ml 207c NaClOs and 10 ml FINO11C104 mixt.. 2.042(a). Boil vigorously until
greenish-yellow color disappears (usually ca 30 mm),

200 ml alcohol.
H ydrochloric or sulfuric acid fad soln. 0.5N, or

cool, and add 2 ml !ICI. Alter vigorous reaction

0.1.V when amt of N is small. Prep. as in 45.012 or

subsidea, evap. to white fumes, and continue heating
5 min. Cool, and proceed as in 2.025(s) or (b).

45.040.

Sodium hydroxide sed soln. 0.1N (or other
specified concn). Prep. as in 45.033-45.035.

Alkalimetric Ammonium
Molvbdophosphate Method (17)
Official First Action
(a) Solna containing no organic plumphorus.
Pipet, into soitable vessel, aliquot contg <25 mg
PsOs and <10 ml original Nli, citrate. Add 10 ml

2.047

UNO, (I -1- 1) and boil gently 15 min. Cool, add 15

Stdze each std soln with primary std, Chap. 45,
and check one against the other. Test reagents before

use by blank detn with 2 g sugar, which insure'
partial reduction of any nitrates present.

('aution: Use freshly opened lisSO, or add dry
PsOs to avoid hvdrolysis of nitriles and cyanates.
Ratio of salt to acid twt :vol.) should be ca 1:1 at

ml solo contg 10 g N11,NO3, add N114011 until ppt
that forma di&solves only slowly on vigorous stirring, arid dil. to 73-100 ml. Slowly add 45 ml acidified

etirl of digestion for proper temp. control. Digestion
may be incomplete at lower ratio; N may be lost at
higher ratio. Each g fat consumes 10 inl, and each g
carbohydrate 4 ml, lisSO4 during digestion.

molybdate soln, 2.029(b), place in 30' bath, and

2.050

agitate continuously 45 min. Continue as in 2.031(a),

beginning, "decant ca once..."
(b). Solna containing organic phosphorus.Proceed as in 2.046(b) thru fuming 5 min. C,00l, add 15

mi soln contg 10 g NII4NO3, and continue as in
2.031(1), beginning, "then add N1140H until ppt

that forms..."
NITROGEN

2.3 * Detection of Nitrater *
Official Final Action
Mix 5g sample with 25 ml hot 1120, and filter. To
1 vol. of this solii add 2 vols 115504, free from IINOs
and oxides of N, and let cool. Add few drops coned
FeSO, soin in such mariner that fluids do not mix. If

nitrates are present, junction at first shows purple,

afterwards brown, or if only minute quantity is
present, reddish color. To another portion of soln add

1 ml 1% Na.V03 soln And test as before to det.
whether enough lisSO, was added in first test.

Total Nitrogen

ApparatusOfficial Final .4ction

For digestion.Use Kjeldahl flasks of hard,
moderately thick, well-annealed gla.ss with total
capacity ca 500-SC0 nil. Conduct digestion over
heating device adjusted to bring 250 ml HO at 25'
to rolling boil in ca 5 min or other time as specified in
method. To test heaters, preheat 10 min if gas or 30

min if elec. Add 3-4 boiling chips to prevent superheating.

For distillation.Use 500-S00 Kjeldahl or

other suitable flask, fitted with rubber atopper thru
which passes lower end of efficient scrubber bulb or
trap to prevent mech. carryover of Na014 during
distn. Connect upper end of bulb tube to condenser
tube by. rubber tubing. Trap outlet of condenser in
such way as to ensure complete absorption of NI!,
distd over into acid in receiver.
2.051

Improved Kje Ida h ;Method for

Nitrate-Free Samples (10
Official Final Action

(Caution: See 46.030 and 46.065.)

Place weighed aarnple (0.7-2.2 g) in digestion

com. K2S in I L 11,0. (Soh' of 40 g NasS or 80 g
NarS303.51120 in I L may be toted.)

fla.sk. Add 0.7 g 11140 or 0.63 g metallic 11g, 15 g
txmd Ksti0, or anhyd. Nas504, and 25 ml 112504.
If sample >2.2 g is used, increase lisSO4 by 10 ml
for each g sample. Place flask in inclined position and
heat gently until frothing ccases (if necessary, add
small arm of paraffin to reduce frothing); boil briskly
until soln clears and then >30 min longer (2 hr for
samples contg org. material).
Cool, add ca 200 nil 1120, cool below 25, add 25
ml of the sulfide or thiosulfate win, and mix to ppt
11g. Add few Zn granules to prevent bumping, tilt
flask, sud add layer oí Na011 (usually 23 g solid reagent or enough soln to make contents strongly alk.)

(I) Sodiuni hydroxide.Pellets or soln, nitrate-

without agitation. (Thioaulf ate or sulfide soba may be

free. For soln, dissolve ca 430 g solid Na011 in 110,
cool, and dil. to 1 L. (Sp gr of soln abould be 1.36 or

mixed with the Na011 soln before addn to flask.)
Immediately connect fla.sk to distg bulb on condenser, and, with tip of conden_ser immersed in sul

(Provide adequate ventilation in laboratory and
do not permit accumulation of exposed fig.)

ReagentsOfficial Final Action

2.049

Sulfuric acid.-93-98% 112SO4, N-free.
Mercuric oxide or metallic mercury.--lig0 or
lig, reagent grade, N-free.
(t) Potassium sulfate (or anhydrous sodium sul-

fait).-1(eagent grade, N-free.
Salicylic aced.Iteagent grade, N-free.

Sulfide or thiosulfale 'min.Dissolve 40 g

higher.)

N ITROCEN

acid and 3-7 drops indicator in receiver, rotate flask
to mix contents thoroly; then heat until all N113 has
distd (at least 130 ml distillate). Remove receiver,

ash tip of condenser, and titr. excess std acid in
distillate with std NaOH soln. Correct for blank detn
on reagents..

2.032

Improved tijcMalt' Method for
Nitrate-Containing SamplesOfficial Final Action

(Not applicable to Iiits or tu material PI ith
high Cl: NO3 ratio:('aution: See 46.030 and 46.065.)
Place weighed sample (0.7-2.2 g) in digestion flask.
Add 40 ml II2SO4 coritg 2g salicylic acid. Shake until
thoroly mixed and let stand, with ocea.sional shaking,
30 min or more; then add (I) 5g Nu2S202.51120 or

(2) 2 g Zn dust (as impalpable powder, not granulated Zn or filings). Shake and let stand .5 ruin; then
heat over low flame until frothing cea-ses. Turn off
heat, add 0.7 g 11g0 (or 0.65 g metallic Hg) and 15 g

powd K2804 (or anhyd. Na2804), and boil briskly

until soln clears, then >30 min longer 12 hr for
samples contg org. material).
Proceed as in second par. of 2.051.

Comprehensive Nitrogen Method (19)
Official First Action
(Applicable to all fertilizer samples;
Caution: See 46.030 and 46.079.)
2.053

Reagents
Chromiunt mdal.-100 mesh, low N (Fisher

Scientific Co. No. C-318 or Sargent-Welch Scientific
Co. No. SC11432 are satiy.factory).

Alundum.Norton 14X (Arthur H. Thoma.s

Place flask on burners set at .5 min boil test. (Preheated burners reduce foaming with most samples.

Cut back heat input if foam fills >?¡ of bulb of
flask. Use variable heat input until this phase is
past.) Ileat at 5 mm n boil test until dense white fumes
of H2SO4 clear bulb of flask. Digestion is now com-

plete for samples contg ammoniacal, nitrate. and
urea N. For other samples, swirl flask gently and
continue digestion 60 min more.

Proceed as in 2.051, second par., substituting
2.053(d) for 2.049(e).

Raney. Powder Method (19)
Official First Action
(Applicable to all fertilizer samples;
Caution: See 46.030 and 46.079.)
2.055

Reagents
Raney catalyst powder No. 2813.-30(7c Ni,

50% Al (W. R. Grace and Co., Raney Catalyst Division, 819 Hamilton National Bank Building,
Chattanooga, TN 37402). Caution: Raney catalyst
powders react slowly in water or moist air to form
alumina; avoid prolonged contact with air or moisture during storage or use.

Sulfuric acid-potassium sulfate solo.Slowly
add 200 ml 112504 to 625 ml of H20 and mix. Without cooling, add 106.7 g K2SO4 and continue stirring
until all salt dissolves. Dil. to ca 1 L and mix. Cool,
dil. to 1 L with 1120, and mix. Avoid absorption of
NH3 from air during prepn particularly if stream of
air is used for mixing.
For other reagents, see 2.049.

Determination

Co.).

2.056

(t) Dilute sulfuric actd.--Slowly add 625 ml
112504 to 300 ml 1120. Dil. to ca 1 L and mix. After
cooling, dil. to 1 L with H20 and mix. Avoid absorp-

Place 0.2-2.0 g sample contg <42 mg nitrate N in
500-800 nil Kjeldahl flask (800 ml fla.sk is preferred
with samples which foam considerably, especially

tion of NH3 from air during prepn, particularly if

orgs). Add 1.7 g Raney catalyst powder, 3 drops

stream of air is used for mixing.
(d) Sodium thiosulfate or potassium sulfide soln.
160 g Na28203.5H20/L or 80 g KiS/L.
For other reagents, se': 2.049.

tributyl citrate, and 150 ml 112SO4-K2SO4soln. If org.
matter exceeds 0.6 g, add addtil 2..3 ml of this .soln for

2.031

Deterntination

Place 0.2-2.0 g sample contg <60 mg nitrate N in
500-S00 ml Kjeldahl flask and add 1.2 g Cr powder.
Add 33 rill 160 or, with liqs, leer amt to rnake total
vol. uf liq. 35 nil. Let stand 10 min with occasional
gentle swirling to dissolve all nitrate salts. Add 7 ml
NCI and let stand >30 aec but <10 min.

Place flask on preheated burner with heat input
.et at 7.0-7.5 min boil test, 2.050(a). .After heating
3 5 fun, rernove from heat and let cool.
Add 22 g K2SO4, 1.0 g Hat), and few granules
Ahlialiim. Add 40 ml dil. 112SO4, (c). (If adequate
lit ilation Ls available, 23 ml 112801 may be added
11.-lead of dil. 112504. If org matter which consumes
large anit of acid exceeds 1.0 g, add addid 1.0 ml
11,0'04 for each 0.1 g org. matter in excess of 1.0 g.)

each 0.1 g of org. matter in excess of 0.6 g.
Swirl to mix sample with acid and place flask on
cold burner. If burner has been in use, turn off completely at least 10 min before placing flask on burner.
After flask is on burner, set heat input to .5 min boil
test. When sample starts boiling, reduce heat to pass
10 min boil test. After 10 mm, raise flask to vertical
position and add 0.7 g /1g0 and 15 g K2804. (Contents of Kel-Pak No. 5 (Matheson Scientific, 1850
Greenleaf Ave, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007) without plastic container may be used.) Iteplace flask in
inclined position and increase heat to 4-5 min boil
test. (Cut back heat input if foam fills > ?j of bulb of

flask. Use variable heat input until thia phase is
past.) Heat at 4-5 min boil test until dense white
fumes of H2804 clear bulb of flask. Digestion is now

complete for samples eontg only ammoniacal, nitrate, and urea N. For other samples, swirl Bask
gently and continue digestion another 30 min.

2. FLRTI LIZEPOI

Proceed as in 2.051, second par. If 800 ml Kjeldahl
fla.sks have been wed, add 300 instead of 200 ml H20.

Ammoniacal Nitrogen
Magnesium Oxide MethodOfficial Final Action

2.057

Not applicable in presence of urea)
Place 0.7-3.5 g. according to NIl1 content of sample, in ciistn flask with ca 200 ml 1120 and 2 g or more
carbonate-free MgO. Connect flask to condenser by

Kjeldahl connecting bulb, distill 100 ml liq. into
measured quantity of std acid, 2.040(j), and titr.
with std NaOH soln, 2.049(k), using Me red.

distg flask by rotating. Heat slowly at finst and then
at rate to yield 250 ml distillate in 1 hr. Collect distillate in measured quantity of std acid. 2.049(j), and
titr. with std Na011 soln, 2.049(k), using Me red,
2.049(1).

Nitrate Nitrogen

Robertson Method (21)
Official Final Action

2.061

(Applicable in presence of Ca cyanamide
and urea: ('araron: See 46.030 and 46.065.)

2.049(i).

Dei. total N as in 2.052.
Det. H20-insol. N as in 2.064, but use 2.5 g
sample. Di!. filtrate to 250 ml.

2.058 * Forntaldehyde Titration *

2.057.

Det. ammoniacal N in 50 ml filtrate as in

MethodOfficial Final Action
Applicable to NII4NO2 and (N114)2SO4/
Weigh 7.003 or 14.007 g sample and dil. to 250 or
500 ml. Pipet 25 or 50 ml into 300-500 ml erlen rneyer

(ca 1.3 g may be rapidly a eighed and washed directly into flask). Add ea 1 ml 37S1 MHO soln for
each 0.1 g sample in aliquot. Dil. to 150-200 ml and

let stand 5 min. Titr. with 0.25-0.50.V Na011,
2.049(k), using 5 drops phthln, until there is no per-

ceptible color change at point of contact, or until
proper shade of pink persists. (If elect rometric titrn
is preferred, titr. to ca 01 8.6.) Det. blank on HC110
soln.

c7c arnmoniacal N
X 1.4007/wt sample.

net ml Na011 X normality

Nitrate and Amnionifical Nitrogen

2.059 * Ferrous Sulfate-Zinc-Soda *
MethodOfficial Final .Iction
(Not applicable in presence of org. matter,
Crt cyanamide, and urea)

Place 0.35, 0.5, or 0.7 g sample in 600-700 ml
flask and add 200 ml 1120, 3 g powd. Zn, 1-2 g
FeS01.7/120, and 50 ml NaOH soln (sp gr 1.33).
Connect flask with distg app., distill, collect distillate in usual way in std acid, 2.049(j), and titr. with
std NaOH soln, 2.049(k), wing Me red, 2.049(1). In
analysis of nitrate salts cliksolve 3.5 or 5.0 g in 1120,
dil. to 250 ml, and use 25 ml aliquot.
2.060

Derarda Method (20)
Official Final Action

(Not applicable in presence of oig. matter,
Ca cyanamide, and urea)
Place 0.35 or 0.5 g sample in 600-700 ml flask and
add 300 ml 1120, 3 g Drcarda alloy (Cu 50, Al 45, Zn
5), and 5 ml Na011 'loin (42% by wt), pouring latter
down side of flask so that it does not mix at once with
contents. By means of Davisson (J. Ind. Eng. Chem.
11, 463(1919)) or other suitable scrubbing bulb that
will prevent paNsing over of any spray, connect with
oondens.er, tip of which always extends beneath surface of std acid in receiving flask. Mix contents of

(di Place another 50 ml portion filtrate in 500 ml
Kjeldahl flask and add 2g Fe:404.71120 and 20 ml
H2SO4. tlf total N is >5(70 use 5 g FeSO4.71120.)
Digest over hot flame until all 1120 is evapd and
svhite fume., appear. and continue digemion at least
10 niin to drive off nitrate N. If severe bumping occurs, add 10-15 glass beads. Add 0.65 g Hg, or 0.7 g

ilgO, and digest until all org. niatter is oxidized.
Cool. dil.. add the K2S soin, and complete detn as in
2.051. Before &An add pinch of mixt. of Zn dust and

granular "20-mesh" Zn to each flask to prevent
bumping.
Total N (a) - 1120-in_sol. N (b)

1120-ol. N.
1120-aol. N - N obtained in (d) . nitrate N.

2.062

Jones Modification of Robertson

Method (21)Official Final .letion
(Applicable when 1120-sol. N need not be detd;
Cau(ion: See 46.030 and 46.065.)
Weigh 0.5 g sansple into Kjeldahl flask, add 50 ml
1120, and rotate gently. Add '2 g FeSO4.71120 and

rotate. Add 20 ml H2SO4. Digest over hot flame.
When 11,0 evaps and white fumes appear, add 0.65 g

Ilg and proceed as in 2.051. Cool, chi., and distill u
nitrate N.

usual. Total N - N thus found

2.063 * Water-Insoluble Nitrogen in
C.nti

le (22)

*

Ofliciril Final Action
Weigh 2 g finely ground sample and place in
mortar. Gradually add ea 70 ml 1120 while stirring

with pestle, and grind thoroly. Transfer mixt. to
beaker, wa.shing out mortar with 1120. Filter on 11
cm paper When all cyansunide has been transferred
to paper, wash with rtddill 250 ml H20, draining each
portion before adding more 1120. Transfer paper and

residue to digestion flask. Det. N in residue as in
2.051.

2.064

Water-Insoluble t rogenOfTleial Final Action

(Stt 2.060(a) and (b) for urea-formaldehyde or
mixta contg such compd4-)

Nrraoor.st

Place 1 or 1.4 g sample in 50 ml beaker, wet with
alcohol, add 20 ml 1120, and let stand 15 ruin, stirring

occasionally. Transfer supernatant to 11 cm Whatman No. 2 paper in 60° long-stem funnel 2.5" diam.,
and wash residue 4 or 5 times by decanting with
1120 at room temp. (20-25°). Finally transfer all
residue to filter and complete washing until filtrate
measures 250 ml. Del. N in res.idue sis in 2.051.

Wash insol. residue completely onto paper with
boiling )12() and continue wa.shing until total vol.
used is 100 ml. Complete washing before filtrate become; cloudy or its temp. drops to <60°. 1)et. total
N (HIV 1 .V) in wet paper and residue as in 2.051,
using 35 ml 113504 when CaCOs has been added.
Adivity index (Al) = (701V IN - %RSV IN)
X 100/ %/V I N

* Nitrogen Activity *

Urea (25)Official Final Action

Removal of Water-Soluble Nitrogen-

2.065

Official Final Action
3fszed ferlilizers.See 2.058, 10th ed.
Row materials.See 2.058, 10th ed.

Water-Insoluble Organic Nitrogen
Soluble in Neutral Permanganate--

2.066

Official Final Action
See 2.059, 10th ed.

Water-Insoluble Organic Nitrogen
Distilled from Alkaline Perntanganate
(23)Official Final Action

2.067

Reagent

2.070

Neutral orease soln.Use fresh com.

soln, or dissolve 1 g urease powder in 100 ml 1120, or

shake 1 g jack bean meal with 100 ml 1120 5 min.
Transfer 10 ml soln to 230m! erlenmeyer, dil. with 50
ml 1130, and add 4 drops Me purple (available from
Fisher Seiciitific Co.). Titr. with 0.1N 11C1 to

reddish-purple; then back-titr. to green with 0.1N
NaOH. From difTerence in ml, cale. amt 0.1.V IICI
required to neutze remainder of soln (usually ca 2.3
m1/100 ml), add this amount of acid, and shake well.
Verify enzyme activity of orease source periodically. Discard any source which does not produce
soln capable of hydrolyzing 0.1 g urea/20 ml soln.

See 2.060-2.061, 10th ed.

Deterrnination

2.071

Nitrogen Activity Index (Al) of Urea-

Formaldehyde Compounds (24)
Official Final Action
(Applicable to urea-formaldehyde compds
and mixta contg such compds)

Reagent

2.068

Phosphate buffer soln.Dissolve 14.3 g KH2PO4
and 91.0 g K2F1PO4 in H20 and dil. to l L. Dil. 100
ml of this soln to 1 L (pH 7.5).

1 c,"c urease

Weigh 10±0.01 g sample and transfer to 15 cm
Whatman No. 12 fluted filter paper. Leach with ca
300 ml 1120 into 500 ml vol. flask. Add 75-100 ml
satd Ba(OH)2 soln to ppt phosphates. Let settle and
test for complete pptn with few drops satd Ba(OH)2
soln. Add 20 ml 10% Na2CO3 soln to ppt excess Ba

and any sol. Ca salts. Let settle and test for complete pptn. Dil. to vol., mix, and filter thru 13 cm

Whatman No. 12 fluted paper. Transfer 50 ml
aliquot (equiv. to g sample) to 200 or 230 ml
1

Crush sample (do not grind) to pass No. 20

erlenmeyer and add 1-2 drops of Me purple. Acidify
soln with 2.V MI and add 2-3 drops excess. Neutze
soln with 0.1.V NaOH to first change in color of indicator. Add 20 ml neutral urea.se soln, close flask with

Det. cold 1-120-insol. N (117N) a.s in 2.064,

rubber stopper, and let stand 1 hr at 20-25°. Cool
fla.sk in ice-1120 slurry and titr. at once with 0.1N

Determination

2.069
sieve,

keeping temp. at 23±2°. Stir at 5 min intervals,
d.ising 15 min standing.

Det. hot II20-insol. N (If WIN) in phosphate
teiffer soln as follows: Place accurately weighed sample contg 0.1200 g W/N in 200 ml tall form beaker.
Add ca 0.5 g CaCOs to mixed fertilizers contg urea-

(11,0 compds. From supply of boiling buffer soln.
uld 100 ml from graduate to sample, stir, cover, and
es.merse promptly in boiling H20 bath so that liq. in
L'Psker is below 1120 level in bath. Maintain bath at
`s-100*, checked with thermometer, and stir at 10
trIn intervals. After exactly 30 mm, remove beaker
in bath and filter promptly thru 15 cm Whitman
N', 12 fluted paper. If filtration takes >4 min, ais,ard detn. Repeat detn, adding, with stirring, 1 g
t'bte filter-aid just before removing beaker from
and filter.

HC1 to full purple; then add ca 3 tril excess. Record

total vol. added. Back-titr. excess IICI with 0.1N
NaOH to neut. end point.
% Urea - (ml 0.1.V IIC1 - ml 0.1N NaOH) X
0.3003/wt sample.
2.072

Slow-Release Nitrogen (26)
Official Final Action

Weigh 20g unground sample into 600 ml Berzelius
tall-form, lipleas beaker. Add 150 ml 1120 at boiling
temp., after bubbling ceases. Without further heating, place on magnetic stirrer with 5. X Ih" Tefloncovered stirring bar, cover, and stir exactly 30 min at
speed to produce good agitation without bouncing of
bar. Immediately decant supernatant thru Whatman

No. 4 paper into 200 ml vol. flask. (For fertilizers

2. FERTILIZERS

dneult to filter, transfer contents of beaker to 150
nil centrf. tubes immediately after 30 min stirring,
centrf., and decant supernatant into 200 ml vol.

POTA SS1UM

* Linda-Cladding Method (28) *
Official Final Action

fla.4k.) Rinse beaker and residue with 1120, swirl, and

decant supernatant thru paper into vol. flask. Cool
to room temp. and dil. to vol. with H20.
Der. N in 10 ml aliquot by 2.051 for nitrate-free
and 2.052 fur org. and nitrate-contg fertilizers, and
cale.
N in filtrate. Det. total % N in sep. portion
ground sample by 2.051 or 2.052, rftp.
Slow-release N
c."0 total N - (70N in filtrate.

2.076

Reagent..

Ammonium chloride soln.Dissolve 100 g
NII4C1 in 500 ml 1120, add 5-10 g pulverized
K2PtCle, and shake at intervals 6-8 hr. Let mixt.
settle overnight and filter. (Residue may be used to
prep. fresh supply.)

Platinum soln.Use Pt soln contg equiv. of
0.05 g Pt (0.105 g H2PtCle)/ml. 1 ml

Rinref (27)--Official First Action
Reagent,
tal Alkaline tartrate soln.Dissolve 40g Na0I1 in

2.073

0.024 g K20.

Diglycol stcarate soln.Dissolve 20 g diglycol
stearate, tech., in 1 L benzene-alcohol (1 + 1).
Actd-alcohol.Mix 200 ml alcohol with 20
11C1 and cool to room temp.

50,0 ml 1120, cool, add 50g NaKC411406.41-120, and

dil. to 1 L. Let stand 1 day before use.

Copper sulfate soln.Dissolve 15 g CuSO.
.5/120 in CO2-free 1120 and dil. to I L.

(el //turd aid soln.-1 ing/ml. Dissolve 100 mg
reagent grade biuret in CO2-free 1120 and dil. to 100
ml.

(d) Ion exchange resin.Fill 50 ml buret with 30
ern CO1(111111 of Amberlite IR120(H) resin on

o'.1 plug. Regenerate column after each use by
pa.--ing 100 ml 112S0, i + 9) or 11C1 (1 + 4) thru
column at ca .5 ml/min and then washing with 1120

until pll of effluent is >6.
2.074

Preparation of Standard Curre

Preparation of Solution

2.077

Mixed .fertilizers.Place 2.3 g sample, or factor wt 2.430 g, in 250 ml vol. flask, and add 123 ml
1120 and 50 ml satd (N1102C204 soln; add I ml diglycol stearate soln if needed to prevent foaming.
Boil 30 mm, add slight exce(R.4 of NI1,011, and after

cooling. dil. to 250 ml. Mix, and pass thru dry filter.
Potassium salts (potassiu M chloride and sulfate,

potassium-magnesium sulfate, and kain it). Dissolve
2.5 g, or factor wt 2.430 g, and dil. to 250 ml without
adding NI14011 and (N114)2C20,. When interfering
substances such as NH*, Ca, Al, etc., are pre-sent,
proceed as in (a).
Organic materials

(cottonseed

meal,

tobacco

Transfer series of aliquots, 2-50 ml, of std biuret
soln to 100 ml vol. flasks. Adjust vol. to ca 50 ml
with CO2-free 1120, add 1 drop Me red, and neutze
with 0.1N 112SO4 to pink color. Add with swirling 20
ml alk. tartrate soln and then 20 ml CuSO4 soln. Dil.

stems, etc.).For total K, sat. 10 g sample with

to vol.. shake 10 sec, and place in 1120 bath 13 min at

cool, dil. to 500 ml, mix, pass thru dry filter, and

30±5°. Also prep. reagent blank. Set A of each Aoill
against blank at 555 nni (instrument with 50)3-570
nm filter is also aatisfactory) with 2-4 cm cell. Plot
std curve.

proceed as in 2.078(a).

2.075

Determination
In urea.Continuously stir 2-3 g sample in

100 ml ca 50° 1120 30 min. Filter and wash into 250
ml vol. flask, and dil. to vol. Transfer 25 ml aliquot
to 100 ml vol. flask and proceed as in 2.074.
In mixed fertilirers.Continuowsly stir 10-20
g sample in 130 ml ca 30° 1120 30 min. Filter and
wash into 230 ml vol. flask, and dii to vol. Transfer
23 ml aliquot ro column, (d), and adjust flow to 4-5
ml, Min. Receive eltiate in 100 ml beaker. When liq.
level falls to top of resin bed, wash with two 23 ml
portions 1120. To eluate and washings add 2 drops

Me red and then IN Na011 to yellow color. Add
0.1N 112SO4 until soln just turns pink, transfer to
100 ml vol. flask, and dil. to vol. with CO2-free 1120.
Transfer 50 ml aliquot to 100 ml vol. flask and proceed as in 2.074.

112504 and ignite in muffle at low red heat (625-650)

to destroy org. matter. Add little IICI, warm
slightly to losen ma.ss from dish, transfer to 500 ml
vol. flask, add N11,011 and satd (N/(4)2C204 soln,
Ashes .from wood, cotton hulls, etc.Boil 10 g
sample with 300 ml 1120 30 mm, and while hot add
slight excess of N114011 and then enough satd
(N1-14)2C204 soln to ppt all Ca present. Cool, dil. to
500 ml, mix, pass thru dry filter, and proceed as in
2.078(a).

(a) Potassium nitrate or potassium and sodium ni-

frafe.If impure, procetsd as in (a); if pure enough,
proceed as for K salts, (b), except evap. aliquot to
dryness in porcelain dish with 2 ml !ICI (if Pt dish is
used, add 112S0, instead) and take up with 1120 and
few drops HCI, before adding Pt soln.
2.079

Determination

(a) Mixed .fertilizers.In ea 100 ml quartz, SiO2,
or Pt di-h, evap. nearly to dryness 25 or 50 ml aliquot
of soln, 2.077(a), (e), or (d), to which is added enough

K-free IV NaOH (1-2 ml) to prevent formation of
free 1121)0, during ignition; add 1 ml 11,80, (1 + I)
and 6-8 granules of granulated sugar, evap. to dry-

ness, and ignite to white ah at low tenap. (The

Porassittu
112804 may be added after evapn to dryness and ue-

fore ignition.) Maintain dull red heat (600-650')

remove Mg and Na salts from ppt. Wa.sh again
thoroly with alcohol and dry ppt 30 min at 100.

until residue is perfectly white. Dissolve residue in
hot 1120, using at least 20 nil/100 mg K20 present,
and add few drops !ICI asid then excess Pt soln.

Weigh and subtract wt crucible plus silica granule.
K2PtCle X 0.1938
K20.

Evap. on 1120 bath tu thick paste, avoiding exposure
to N113. Treat residue with ca 6 ml acid-alcohol solii.
(Temp. of wash solns should be <30e.) After 15 min
filter on gooch or on medium fritted crucible (Pyrex
M porosity), and wash ppt t horoly with alcohol, both
Eiy decantiug and on filter, continuing washing after
filtrate is colorless (75 ml is usually enough). Va.sh 5
or 6 times with 10 ml portions N H4Clsoln to remove
impurities from ppt. Wa_sli again thoroly with alcohol
and dry ppt 30 min at 100'. Cool and weigh. Wash

K:PtCle thru crucible with hot 1120; then wash all
11:0 from crucible with alcohol, and dry crucible and
residue 30 min at 100°. Cool, reweigh, asid cale. wt

difference to K20. If factor wt asid 50 ml aliquot
(contg 0.486 g sample) are used, multiply wt by 40 to

obtain % K20.
Potassium chloride.Aeidif y 30 rol soln prepd
as in 2.077(b) with few drops !ICI, add excess Pt
soln, and evap. to thick paste. Treat residue as in
(a). If NH4011 and (NI1412C204 are used in prepg
solo, ignite and complete detn a.s in (a).
Potassium sulfate, potassium-magnesium sul-

fah., and katnit. -.Acidify 50 ml soln prepd as in
2.077(b) with few drops 11C1 and add excess Pt soln.
F:vap. mixt, and proceed as in (a), but use 25 ml portions NH4C1 soln. If NI14011 and íN1-14)2C204 are
used in prepg soln, ignite and complete dent as in (a),

hut use 25 ml portions N1140 solit.
To convert K2PtCle to KC1 use factor 0.3068; to
K2SO4, 0.3386; to K20, 0.1938.

*

tT'et-Digestion Method (29) *
Official Final Action

2.079

Preparation of Solution

Proceed as in 2.077(a).
2.080

Deterntination

Place 50 ml aliquot soln (or 25 nil aliquot and 25
nil 1(20, if sample contains >20% K20) in 500 ml
Kieldahl flask. Add 10 nil 11NO3 and suite granule
ca I cm long, previously weighed along with prepd
rxich or medium porosity fritted Pyrex crocible).
Boil 2 min and add 10 ml !ICI. Boil down to ca 25 ml,
and add .5 nil !ICI and excess Pt soln. Boil down to
10-15 ml, rotating fla.sk occasionally, and then add 5
ml IICI. Reduce heat and boil down to 3-5 ml (depending on anit of ppt), rotating flask freqiiently
near end of evapn. Remove flask from heat and swirl
to dissolve any Biol, residue on watts. Cool, and imnusbately add 23 ml alcohol to wash down neck uf
Ma-k. Chill under tap, swirl, and let stand at least 5
n,M. Decant into weighed crucible and transfer ppt
and granule with aid of stream of alcohol. Wash 5-6
brims with 10 ml portions NI-14a soln, 2.076(a), to

* Recorery of Platinum (30)Procedure *
Recorery from .4lcohol washings

2.081

Let N114C1 washings run into fla.sk contg alcohol washings. Let (N114)2PtC1,2 settle, decant
supernatant, and save residue. Reduce as in 2.082(a)

or (b).
Evap. alcohol vvaste in porcelain dish on steam

bath or elec. hot plate. (Piece of filter paper in dish
prevents most of Pt from sticking to dish.) Filter on
buchner and wash reduced Pt. Transfer to porcelain
dish and ignite at ca 700° in muffle ca 20 min. Digest

reduced Pt in porcelain dish on steam bath with
several portions HCI (1 + 3). Repeat until soln is
colorless. Wash well with 1120 until test with AgNO3
shows no Cl. Digest with few portions HNO3 (I + 4),
wash, dry, and weigh.

Acidify alcohol waste with HCI. Add either
'20-mesh" Ztl, or Al in stick or sheet form k for 75130 ml acid use 10-20 g metal), and let stand until
all Pt is reduced. Filter, ignite at 70(Y, asid proceed
as in (b).
2.082

Recorery from K2PtCl6 Salt
Dissolve K2PtC12 in 20 parts or more hot

1120, acidify with 11C1, and reduce with either "20mesh" Zn or Al in sheet or stick form. Filter and ignite as in 2.081(b).
Dissolve K2PtCl5 in H20 and ppt as

(N114)2PtC12 with NH4C1. Let stand several br,
filter on buchner with suction, and wa_sh with alcohol. Transfer to porcelain dish arid ignite in muffle,
first ca 20 ruin at ca 200° and finally 30 min at ca
700°.

(t) Dissolve K2PtC12 in 20 parts or more boiling
1120. Add Na formate slowly (pinch at time), stirring
well at each addit. t Use great care to control excessive foaming with resultant loss of Pt.) Reduction is
complete when soln becomes colorless. If supernatant
does not become colorltss, test for complete reduction as follows:
Pipet 23 ml into 250 ml beaker, and add few drops

HC1 and small atnt KI soln. Red color indicatez
pre:settee uf unreduced Pt (or other oxidant such as
11NO3).

Filter reduced Pt and ignite as in 2.081(b).
2.08.3

Preparation of Platinunt Solution

Dissolve Pt from 2.081 or 2.082 in porcelain dish
on steam bath with 3 parts 11Cl and i part 11NO2
Evap. with addns of 11C1 3 times to remove excvs
HNO3, arid then with H20 3 times to remove excess
11C1, but do not evap. below t original vol. Filter,
and dil. to calcd vol. Evap. and test 10 ml portion, or
portion equiv. to 1 g Pt, for material in.sol. in 80%

2. FERTIUZERS

alcohol. If impurities are evident, reduce soln again,
purify Pt. and redissolve. To det concn of soln, evap.
2 ml ir I-Norcelain di-h with ea 0.5 g excess of K3504.

Add alcohol and wash K1PtCls as in 2.078. !Soln
may be prepd so that 1 ml 1% K30 in 1 g
sample.)

fate.Weigh 1.5058 g sample into 250 ml vol. flask
(500 ml flask if sample contains >30% K30). add
125 nil 1110 and 50 ml I N114)2C304 soln, and boil 30

*

Official Final Action
(Caution: See 46.007.)

2.087

Reagents and Apparatus

(a) Ammonium azafate soln.Dissolve 40
(NIL' :C304 in 1 L 1130.

Preparation of Soli, lion
Mire( I It Haire rs and potassium-magnesium sul-

min. Cool, dil. to vol., mix, and pass thru dry filter.
Potassium chloride and sulfatc.Dissolve
1.5058 g in 1110 and dil. to 500 ml.

llame Photometric Method (31)--

2.084

2.086

g

(b Methyl red indicator.Dissolve 0.2 g Me red

in 100 ml alcohol.

(c) Dilute nitric acid.Reagent grade (1 + 101.
(d Anion exchange resin.Amberlite IR-4B
(Fisher Scientific Co.); Duolite A-7 or Duolite A-41

Preparation of Standard Curve

Dissolve 1.2931 g KNO3 (or 0.9535 g KCI) in 1120

and dil. to 500 ml (1000 ppm K). Prep. std solns by
diln covering range 0-S0 ppm K at intervals not >10
ppm, adding appropriate amt LiNO, if internal std
instrument ir to be used. Prep. std curve of emission
against conen, adjusting instrument so that 50 pprn
K gives reading near mid-scale. Atomize portions of
std solns until readings for series are reproducible.

Determination

(Diamond Shamrock Chemical Co., PO Box 829,
Redwood City, CA 94064); Permutit-S (Permutit
Co., E49 Midland Ave, Paramus, NJ 07652); or

2.088

equis'.

sample soln to 250 ntl beaker. Add 1 drop Me red and
neutze with 11NO3 (1 + 10). Adjust 1130 level in col-

(e, Potassium nitrate or potassium c)iloride.Reerystaliize reagent grade salt twice from 1130 and
dry 5 hr at 105°.
(I; Ion exchange column.Nlade from 12" length
of std wall glass tubing. 2.5 cm od, one end closed by
1-holo No. 4 rubber stopper thrii which is inserted 2-

way s.topeock Of glass tubing connected to rubber
tubirc and compressor clamp. Do not let stopcock
tubinc protrude above stopper. Chcxxse stopper large

enough so that there is no space between stopper
vertex and column wall. .Alternatively use glass
chromatgc tube 12" X 19 mm id with stoptvck or
valve at bottom to control flow rate (such as Scientific Glass Apparatus Co. No, C-4225).
Place glass wool plug in bottom of column, close

valve, and add 1130 to ht of 4'. Transfer portion
of resin to 200 ml beaker and suspend in 1120. Transfer slurry to column and adjust ht uf packed resin to

8', draining excess 1130 until I" head remains. Regenerate resin after 10 sliccessive aliquots have
passed thru, except Amberlite 1R-4B which can be

used for 20 aliquots. For Na, regenerate after 5
aliquots have pa-ssed.thru.
2.085

Mixed fertilizers, potassium sulfate, and potas-

siunt-magnisium sulfatc.Tran4er 10 nil aliquot of

umn to top of resin and quant. transfer aliquot to
column. ()pen stopcock to give flow rate of 2 drops/
sec, collecting effluent in 250 ml vol. flask. Wa.sh
aliquot into resin with 2-3 small portions 1130. Collect 50-75 ml effluent : then open stopcock and collect
addid 100 ml by pouring 1130 into column, making

certain that 1130 level does not fall below top of
resin bed. Dil. to vol. and mix (if internal std instrument is used, add required anit LiNO3 before dilg to
vol.). Atomize portions of sample several times to
obtain reliable AV. reading for each soln. Det. ppm
K from std curve. (Temp. of std and sample solns
must not differ by >2°.) Calc. % KI0 as 1011OWS:
ppm K/2 %Ks()
0-30%:
% K30
ppm K/1
>30%:

Potassium chloride.Proceed as in (a) but
omit neutzn and resin treatment.
2.089

Instrument and Procedure
Performance Test

1Veigh 1.5058 g K acid phthalate (primary std)

Preparation of Resin

Place ca 450 g resin in 4 L beaker and add 2 L
Na011. Stir 30 min with elec. stirrer. Let resin !settle,

and decant Na011 soln. ltepeat treatment with 5%
Na0/1 twice, decanting Na011 soln after final treatment. Add 2 L 1130 to resin, stir few mm, let resin
settle, and decant sva.sh 1130. ltepeat 3-4 times.
Resin is now in free base form. Regenerate to NO3
form by treating 3 times with 5% 11NO3, in same
manner as with Na011 soln. Wash resin with 1130
until (washings reach pH 2 or above by backwashing

in column or by stirring and decanting in large
beaker. Store rwin under 1130 in stoppered bottle.

and transfer to 250 ml vol. flask. Add ca 0.5 g
(N114)211P0, and proceed as in 2.0136(a), beginning
K30 23.0.
"add 125 ml 1130 ..." Calcd

ST.tTE
MIA.

Contai»s important quantities of no more than one of
the primary plant nutrients (nitrogen, phosphoric
acid and potash), or
ilas approximately 857 of its plant nutrient
content present in the form of a single chemical compound, or
is derived from a plant or animal residtie or byproduct or a natural material deposit which has been
processed in such a way that its content of primary
plant nutrients has not been materially changed
except by purification and concentration.
A
(2)
"mixed fertilizer" is a commercial fertilizer containing any combination of mixture of fertilizer materials.
(3) A "specialty fertilizer" is a commercial fertilizer distributed primarily for nonfarm use, such as home gardens, lawns, shrubbery, flowers, golf courses, municipal
parks, cemeteries, grc.enhouses and nurseries.
(4) A "bulk fertilizer" i3 a commercial fertilizer distributed
in a non-packaged form.
(b) The term "brand" means a term, design, or trade mark used
in connection with one or several grades of commercial fertilizer.

either:

Section I. Title.
This Att
iinovol as the "
Fertilizer
Law of 19
Section 2. Enforcing Official.
This Act shall be administered by the
of the
State of
, hereinafter referred to as the
Section 3. Definitions of Words asid Terms.
W)
used in this Act:
(a) The term "commercial fertilizer" means any substance containing one or more recognized plant nutrient(s) which is
used for its plant nutrient content and which is designed for
use or claimed to have value in promoting plant growth,
except unmanipulated animal and vegetable manures, marl,
lime, limestone, wood ashes and gypsum, and other products
exempted by regulation of the
(1) A "fertilizer material" is a commercial fertilizer which

I

NO'rE---Allholn:11 this Dill and Ma:Illations have not been
passcd into law in all statc-:, the sabject matter covered herein
does reprc,ent thy official policy of this Association.
AN .1(1' to reetflate 1111 sale and distribution a commervial
fertili/ers in the State of
DE IT ENACTED
111' the
egislature of the State of

UN11.1)11t31

A

ualysis:

It.

(1<:0)
rg-r cent
Por unacidulaled mineral phosphatic materiali and
basic slag, hone, birdcage and other organic pho-phate
materials, the total pho:;phoric arid and.'or dcgtte of
fineness may also be guaranteed.
Guarantees for plant nutrients other than nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium may be permitt, /I or required by regulation of the
. The guarantees
for such other nutrients shall be expre.zsed in the
form of the element. The sources of such other nutrients (oxides, salt, ehel:ttes, etc.) may be required to
be stated on the application for registration and may
be included as a parenthetical statement on the label.
Other beneficial substances or compounds, determinable by laboratory methods, also may be guaranteed
by permission of the
and with the advice of
the Director of the Agricultural Exper.dnent Station.
When any plant nutrients or other substances or
compounds are guaranteed, they shall be subject to
inspection and analysis in accord with the methods
and regulations prescribed by
Potential basicity or acidity expressed in terms of
calcium carbonate equivalent in multiples of one
hundred pounds per ton, when required by regulation.
(2) When the
finds, after public hearing
following due notice, that the requirement for expressing
the guaranteed analysis of phosphorus and potassium in
elemental form would not impose an economic hardship on distributors and users of fertilizer by reason of
conflicting labeling requirements among the states, he
may require by regulation thereafter that the "guaranteed analysis" shall be in the following form:
Total Nitrogen (N)
per CC!) t
Available Phosphorus (P)
per cent
Soluble Potassium (K)
per cent
Provided, however, that the effective date of said regulation shall be not less than six months following the
issuance thereof, and provided, further, that for a period
two years following the etTective date of said reculation
theequivalent of phosphorus and potassium may alio be
shown in the form of phosphoric acid asid potash; provided. however, that :tfter the effective date of a regill,a.

i

"v11;0;11114441

pre:.:crilies the altcrnativa forra
analysis" in accordance with th provi-ioni
cif sollp,trajoaph (2) hcrra, the
"g1111.:111114
ana!ysis"
owau I lu minimum 114'11 Ilt:ire of plant 1,.tri/Ads ,l:i tissu iii thc following ordcr and form:
A. Tuial Nit rogcn (N)
e cent
Availably l'ho.tplioric Acid (1'.,0,)
per cent

(I) Until the

(t.) Gliaraideed

The brand and grade

fertilizers.
(m) The term "investigational allowance" means an a/lowance for
variations inherent in the taking, preparation and analysis
of an official sample of commercial fertilizer.
Section 4. Registration (Option A)
(a) Each brand and grade of commercial fertilizer shall be registered lx4ore being distributed in this State. The application
' -tor registration shall be submitted to the
, and shall he
nn a form furnished by the
per brand and grade
accompanied by a fee of S
excet that those fertilizers sold in packages of
10 pounds or less shall be registered at a fee of.
twentyfive dollars each. Upon approval by the....
a copy of the registration shall be furnished
All registrations expire on
o the applicant.
of the following, year.
The application shall include the following information:
The net weight

The term "per cent" or "percentage" means the percentage
by weight.
The term "person" includes individual, partnership, association, firm, and corporation.
'rhe term "distributor" means any person who imports, consigns, manufactures, produces, compomuls, mixes, or blends
commercal fertilizer, or who offers for sale, sells, barters or
otherwise supplies commercial fertilizer in this st.ate.
The term "registrant" means the person who registers commercial fertilizer under the provisions of this Act.
The term "label" means the display of all written, printed or
graphic matter upon the immediate container or statement
accompanying a conmiercial fertilizer.
(I) The term "labeling" means all written, printed or graphic
matter, upon or accompanying any commercial fertilizer, or
advertisements, brochures, posters, television and radio announcements used in .promoting the sale of such commercial

tion issued tinder the pillViSions of thk ..(tion.
that 11110Sphol'ilS aiitl potaSsIl1111 Ite Ali' \11 ill the Clement:it form, t he gita ranked :tlialysis r4.1.
phosphorus, :mil potassiimi shall constitute the grade.
(d) The term "grade" means the percentage of total nitrogen,
potavi.
available phosphorus or phosphoric achl, atol
slum iir soluble potash slated in whole numbers in the same
analysis.
terms, order and 14'1'4v111405 :IS ill tile
Provided however that fertilizer materials, boite meal, manures, and ShIlliar 1%1W materials may be guarantee(L in
fractional units.
The term "official sample" means any sample of commercial
or his agent and designated
fertilizer taken by the
as "official" by the
The term "ton" means :I net weight of two thousand pounds
respect.

litt tiatit.

fertilizer

.

thirti-

(d) No person shall distribute in this state a specialty fertilizer
until it is registered by the manufacturer or distributor with
An application in duplicate, for
the
each brand and product name of each grade of specialty fertilizer shall he made on a forrn furniShed by the
and shall be accompanied with a fee of
for each brand and product name of each
grade. I.abels for each brand and product name of
each Ararle shall accompany the application. Upon
, a
the approval of an application by the
copy of the registration shall be furnished the
applicant. All registrations expire on the
eth day of June of each year.

c)The licensee

shall inform the
in writing of
additional distribution points established during
the period of the license.

The name and address shown on the license shall be shown on
all labels, pertinent invoices, and bulk storage for fertilizers
distributed by the licensee in this state.

distribution.

A ni.,Iriblitor shall liot be required tf, regiNter tach grade of
commercial fertilizer furmillated according to speeifications
which are finalislied by a 11/11:11111Pr prior to mixing, but shall
1).0 te t1iiintI tll register his firm in :4 manner and at a fee as
prescribed in tire regulations by the
and to label
such fertilizer as provided in Section 5 (b).
Licensing (Option 13)
No person shall manufacture or distribute in this state any
type of fertilizer, except specialty fertilizers, until a license
t'o distribute has been obtained bv the .per'son whos.
labeling is applied to such
from the
upon payment of a $
fee.
Al'[ licenses expire on the thirtieth day of June
of each year.
An application for license shall include:
The name and address of licensee;
The name and address of each bulk distribution point in
the state, not licensed for fertilizer manufacture and

(r)

1)

emir:inked analysis
111(1 address uf the registrant
(b) A 41i.,tributor shall riot Ixf required to register any commercial fertilizer which is already registered under thi:4 At by
another person, providing the label does not differ in any
(

(:3) The

State shall:
File with the
on forms furnished by
a
quarterly statement for the periods ending September 30,
December 31, March 31 and June 30, setting forth the number
of net tons of each commercial fertilizer distributed in this
state during such quarter. The report shall be clue on or
before the thirtieth day of the month following the close of
each quarter and upon such statement shall pay the inspec-

(e) An appliation for registration skill include Ilie following:
Name and address of the manufacturer or distributor;
The braud and pro(luct name;
The grade;
( I) The eilarmiteed analysis:
(5) The p:ickage sizes for persons that package fertilizers
only in containers of ten pounds or less.
Sect ion 5. Labels
Any commercial fertilizer distribubsd iii this State in containers shall have placed on or alliX0(1 tO the container a label
setting forth in kli.arly legible and conspicuous form the
information retplired by Section -1 (a) (1), (2), (3) and (1)
of this Act. In case of bulk shipments, this information in
writ ten or printed form shall accompany delivery and be
supplied to the purchaser at time of delivery.
A commercial fertilizer formulated according to specifications which are furnished by a consumer prior to niixing
shall be labeled to show the net weight, guaranteed analysis,
and the name and address of the distributor.
Section 6. Inspection Fees.
There shall be paid to the
for all commercial fertilizers distributed in this State an inspection fee at the rate
of
cents per ton: Provided, that sales to manufacturers or exchanges between them are hereby exempted. Fees
so collected shall be used for the payment of the costs of
inspection, sampling, and analysis, and other expenses necessary for the administration of this Act.
On individual packages of commercial fertilizer containing 10
pounds or less, there shall be paid in lieu of the annual registration fee of
per brand and grade and the
cents per ton inspection fee, an annual registration fee and
inspection fee of twenty-five dollars for each brand and grade
sold or distributed. Where a person sells commercial fertilizer in packages of 10 pounds or less and in packages over 10
pounds, this annual registration and inspection fee of twentyfive dollars shall apply only to that portion sold in packages
of 10 pounds or less, and that portion sold in packages over
10 pounds shall be subject to the same inspection fee of
cents per ton as provided in this Act.
Every person who distributes a commercial fertilizer in this

fet. at 1111.
If l he tonnage

eport

rat staled ill

1):1

ravrapli (a) of this section.

.

(a) The person transacting, distributing or selling commercial
a report
fertilizer tu a nonregistrant shall mail the
showing the county of the consignee, the amounts (tons) of
each grade of commercial fertilizer, and the form in which
the fertilizer was distributed (bags, bulk, liquid, etc.). This
information shall be reported by one of the following methods: (I) submitting a summary report approved by the
day of each month covering
on or before the
shipments made during the preceding month; or (2) submitbusiness days
ting a copy of the invoice within
after shipment. No information furnished the
under this section shall be disclosed in such a way as to
divulge the operation of any person.
Section 8. Inspection, Sampling, Analysis.
, who may act through his
It shall be the duty of the
authorized agent, to sample, inspect, make analyses of, and
test commercial fertilizers distributed within this State at
any time and place and to such an extent he may deem necessary to determine whether such commercial fertilizers are in
compliance with the provisions of this Act. The
individually or through his agent, is authorized to enter upon
any public or private premises or carriers during regular
business hours in order to have access to commercial fertilizers subject to the provisions of this Act and the rules and
regulations pertaining thereto, and to the records relating
to their distribution.
The methods of analysis and sampling shall be those adopted
from sources such as the A.O.A.C. Journal.
by the
, in determining for administrative purposes
The
whether any commercial fertilizer is deficient in plant food,
shall be guided solely by the oflicial sample as defined in
paragraph (e) of Section 3, and obtained and analyzed as
provided for in paragraph (b) of this section.
The results of (Alicia) analysis of commercial fertilizers and

Sect ion 7. Ton nage Reports.

become the basis of a judgment against the registrant.
When more (han one person is involved in the distribution of
a commercial fertilizer. the last person who has the ftrtilizer
registered and who distrjhot,e,4 to a lomregistrant (dealer or
consum(r) is responsible for reporting the tonnage and paying the inspection fee, unless the report and payment is made
by a prior distributor of a fertilizer.

is not tiled and the payment of inspection ee is not made %vain!) ::0 daym aftT the end of the
quarter, a collection Ice attlimaitig tA) 10 pl.celit (minimtlm
againNt the regis*10.0(I) of the amount shall be
trant, and the :imoinit of fees due shall constitute a (If.ht and

Hou

Deficiencies beyond the
Penalty for Other Deficiencies
investigational allowances as established by regulation in any
other constituent (s) covered under Section 3 paragraph (c)
B, C, and D of this Act, which the registrant is required to or
may guarantee, shall be evaluated and penalties prescribed
therefore by the
Nothing co. ntained in this section shall prevent any person
from appealing to a court of competent jurisdiction praying
for judgment as to the justification of such penalties.
(d) All penalties assessed under this section shall be paid to the
consumer of the lot of commercial fertilizer represented by
the sample analyzed within three months after the date of
to the registrant, receipts taken therenotice from the
. If said consumfor and promptly forwarded to the
ers cannot be found, the amount of the penalty shall be paid
who shall deposit the same (or shall pay said
to the
penalty to some local charitable or educational institution.)
Section 10. Commercial Value.
For the purpose of determining the commercial value to be
applied under the provisions of Section 9 the
n and publish annually the values per unit of nitrosh11
determie
gen, available phosphoric acid, and soluble potash in commercial fertilizers in this state. If guarantees are as provided in
Section 3 (c) (2) the value shall be per unit of nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium. The values so determined and
published shall be used in determining and assessing penalties.
Section 11. 'Misbranding.
No person shall distribute misbranded fertilizer. A com'rnercial fertilizer shall be deemed to be misbranded:
(a) If its labeling i:4 false or misleading in any particular.
(b) If it i3 distributed under the name of another fertilizer
.product.
(c) If it is not labeled as required in Section 5 of this act and
in accordance with regulations prescribed under this act.

the commercial value of such deficiency or deficiencies shall be assessed. When a commercial fertilizer is subject to a penalty under both (1) and
(2) the larger penalty shall apply.

portions of official s:imples shall be distributed by the
as provided in the regulations.
Section 9. Plant Food Deficiency.
PenaItY for Nitrogen. Available Phosphoric ¿cid or Phosphorus and rotash or Potassium--If the analysis shall show
that a commercial fertilizer is deficient (I) in one or more of
its guaranteed priniary plant foods ( N I 'K) beyond the
"in% estigational allowances" as established by regulation, or
(2) if the overall index value of the fertilizer is below the
.. times
level eMabhshod by regulations. a penalty of

.

If it purports to be or is represented as a commercial
fcrtilizcr, or im retire:wilted as containing a plant nutrient
or commercial fertilizer unless such plant nutrient or
commercial fertilizer conforms to the definition of identity, if any, prescribed by regulation of the
; in
the adopting of such regulations the
shall give
due regard to commonly accepted definitions and (Alicial
fertilizer tcrms much as those issued by the Association
of American Plant rood Control Officials.
Section 12. Adulteration.
No person shall distribute an adulterated fertilizer product.
A commercial fertilizer shall be deemed to be adulterated:
If it contains any deleterious or harmful ingredient in
sufficient amount to render it injurious to beneficial plant
life when applied in accordance with directions for use
on the label, or if adequate warning statements or directions for use, which may be necessary to protect plant
life are not shown upon the label.
If its composition falls below or differs from that which
it is purported to possess by iLs labeling.
If it contains unwanted crop seed or weed seed.
Section 13. Publications.
shall publish at least annually and in such
The
forms as he may deem proper: (a) Information concerning
the distribution of commercial fertilizers, (b) Results of
analyses based on official samples of commercial fertilizers
distributed within the state as compared with the analyses
guaranteed under Section 4 and Section 5.
Section 14. Rules and Regulations.
is authorized to prescribe and, after a public
The
hearing following due public notice, to enforce such rules and
regulations relating to investigational allowances, definitions,
records, and the distribution of commercial fertilizers as
may be necessary to carry into effect the full intent and
meaning of this Act.
Section 15. Short Weight.
If any commercial fertilizer in the posses.sion of the consumer
is found by the
to be short in weight, the
registrant of said commercial fertilizer shall within thirty
days after official notice from the
pay to the consumer
a penalty equal to four times the value of the actual shortage.
Section 16. Cancellation of Registration:4.
is authorized and empowered to cancel the
The
registration of ati,' brand of commercial fertilizer or to refuse
to register any brand of commercial fertilizer as herein provided, upon satisfactory evidence that the registrant has used
fraudulent or deceptive practices in the evasions or attempted

,tittri

lut

the
IV,

nee Ile

written or printed

(4"

Section 19. Violations.
(a) If it shall appear from the examination of any commercial
fertilizer that any of the provisions of this Act or the rules
and regulations issued thereunder have been viola ted, the
shell cause notice of the violations to be given to the
registrant, distributor, or possessor from whom said sample
was taken; any person :;(1 notified shall be given opportunity
to be heard it
such rules it
regidations as may be pre.
If it aprears after such hearing,
scribed by the
either in the preeenee or absence of the person so notified,
that any of the provisions of this Act or rules and regulations
may
issued thereunder have ¡gen violated, the
certify the facts to the proper proeccuting attorney.

Section 18. Seizure. Condemnation, and Sale.
Any lot of commercial fertilieer not in compliance with the
provisions of this Act shall be subject to seizure on complaint
of the
to a court 4)f competent jurisdiction in the
area in which said commercial fertilizer is located. In the
event the court finds tlie said comtnerciel fertilizer to he in
violation of this Act and orders the condemnation of said
commercial fertilizer it shall be disposed of in any manner
consistent with (he quality of the commercial fertilizer and
the laws of the State: Provided, that in no instance shall
the disposition of said commercial fertilizer he ordered by the
court without first giving the claimant an opportunity to
apply to the court for release of said commercial fertilizer
or for permission to process or relabel said commercial fertilizer to hriner it into compliance with this Act.

of any lot

commercial rcullii.*er 31141 lo hold At de5i1'n3ted
roulillrl'elai fertilizer
pl:tre \Chen tile
being offered or LNpu:,(NI
ill 00111 imi of ;my of the
1)1.4Viloll: or this Art until the law has been complied with
and said commercial reitilizer is released in W riting by the
, or said viohit;mi has been tilliel*WiSe
diSpised of by vritten authority. The
shall release
the commercial fertilizer so withdrawn when the requirements of the provisions of this Act /1;tee been CMIlidied With
and all eeStS and expenses incerried in connection with the
itlitlrawal have been paid.

sAle.

gertlibit 17. -Stop sale" Orders.
may issue and enforce
"rhe

the

11:111

a

eer:111,3Ilk' pr..%eiqiiis of I hi.; \I t 1.I ;My
Pr" lutti, tiiit itt Ireei,11.:11
dialit '.hall have
l.Ve Ilied or refierd until the
giNeii the opportunity Itt appear for a 110;Iiiiir

CV:15¡1111,

RULES AND ItEGUIATIONS
Under the Uniform State Pertilizer Pill by the
of the State of
Ptirsoant ti) dime publication an(1 notice of opportunity for a
has adopted the following
public hearing, the
regulittions.

first day of

Section 22. Repeal.
All laws and parts of laws in conflict with or inconsistent
with (he provisions of this Act are hereby repealed.
Section 23. Effective Date.
'rhis Act shall take effect and be in force from and after the

Section 21, Constitutionality.
If any clause, sentence, paragraph, or part of this Act shall
for any reason be judged invalid by any court of competent
jurisdiction, such judgment shall not affect, impair, or invalidate the remainder thereof but shall be confined in its
operation to the clause, sentence, paragraph, or part thereof
directly involved in the controversy in which such judg-ment
shall have been rendered.

Section 20.

Exchanges between Nlanufacturers.
Nothing in this Act shall be construed to restrict or avoid
sales or exchanges of commercial fertilizers to each other by
importers, manufacturers, or manipulators who mix fertilizer materials for sale or as preventing the free and unrestricted shipments of commercial fertilizer to manufacturers
or manipulator?, who have registered their brands as required
by the provisions of this Act.

t

Any per.:on convicted of ,iolatilig any proviaion of this Act
or the rule,: and regelations is-died thereunder shall be
ihe discretion Of the court.
0-) Nothing in I lei:4 Art Anil, lie unir,lriird ;Is requiring the
or his ''pi teentative tut report for proeecution or for the inIlf seizure proceedings as a re ,olt 'uf minor violations of the Art when ht believes that the piddle inter,- s
be hest
by a siiitable notice of warning in writing.
It shall be the dilly of each
attorney to whom any
violation is reported to cain-c appropriate proceedings to he
instituted and prosecuted in a court of competent jurisdiction
without delay.
is hereby authorized to apply for and the court
The
to grant a temporary or permanent injunction restraining
;thy person from violating or continuing tu violate any of the
provisions of this Act or any rule or regulation promulgated
under the Act notwithstanding the existenee of other remedies at law. Said injunction to be issued without bond.
(11)

Plant Nutrients in addition to Nitrogen, Pho:;phorus

(

Fe)

(C1)

(N1n)
(N1o)

(Co)

(co)

1.00

0.05

010

0.05
0.10
0.05
0.0005

0.04-0D5

0.10

1.00
0.02

0.50

EXAMPLES OF WARNINC OR CAUTION STA'rEMEN'fS:
P.oron:
Directions: Apply this fertilizer at a maximum rate of
350 pounda per aCi'e for Alfalfa or Red Clover seed
production. CAUTION: Do not use 011 other crops. The
boron may cause injury to them.
CAUTION: Apply this fertilizer :tt a maximum rate of

A warning or caution statement is required on the label for
any product which contains 0.03% or more of boron in a water
soluble form. This statement shall carry the word "WARNING"
or "CAUTION" conspicuously displayed, shall state the crop(s)
for which the fertilizer is to be used, and state that the use of the
fertilizer on any other than those recommended may result in
serious injury to the crop (s).
Products containing 0.001 47, or more of molybdenum also
require :t warning statement on the label. This shall include the
word "WARNING" or "CAUTION" and the statement that the
application of fertilizers containing molybdenum m:ty result in
forage crop.; containing levels of molybdenum which are toxic
to ruminant animals.

Guarantees or claims for the above listed plant
will he accepted.
nutrients are the only ones which
Proposed labels and directions for use of the fertilizer shall he furnished with the application for registration upon request. Any of the above listed elements
which are guaranteed shall appear in the order listed
immediately following ?alarantees for the primary nutrients of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium.

so.1;out (Na)
Zinc (Zn)

Iron

CoImit,

lioron (11)

(N1g)

(coo'

Sulfur (S)

Elinent

96

and Potassium
()titer Plant Nutrients, wlicit mentioned in any form or manner shall 11t. rt'gisstt're411 alai shall be guar.toteed. Guarantees shall
be inatie on the elemental bask. Soltrt't.:II 11i1 ciellw1111 gaaraliteed
upon
and proof of availabilitr shall be provided the
request. The minimum percntages which will be accepted for
registration are :Ls ftdlows:

1.

1ri (1111n.

40

:

ill .erioll--;

injury to the

(-Fops.

unikr condition.: other than those recommended

iiilt

'Notes:
*If claimed or the statement "organic' or "slow acting nitrogen"
is used on the label
"If claimed or required
3. Slowly Available Plant Nutrients
No fertilizer label shall hear a statement that connotes or
infers the presence of a slowly available plant nutrient,
unless the nutrient or nutrients are identified.
When a fertilizer label infers or connotes that the nitrogen is slowly available through use of organic, organic
nitrogen, ureaform, long lasting or similar terms, the
guaranteed analysis must indicate the percentage of water
insoluble nitrogen in the material.

.(cls)

%

Ammoniacal Nitrogen
Nitrate Nitrogen**
7t. Water Insoluble Nitrogen
Available Phosphoric Acid (P:0)
Soluble Potash (K70)
Additional Plant Nutrients as prescribed by regulation.
lbs
% or
"Potential Acidity or Basicity
Calcium Carbonate Equivalent per ton.
Name and ¡Address of rep,istrant

Total Nitrogen (N)

Guaranteed Analysis:

Net Weight
Brand and Grade

Molybdenum:
CAUTION Ibis fertilizer is Lo be timed only on soil which
respond.; tu moly1Actilim. Crops high in molybdenum are
toxic to grazing aiiinials (ruminants).
2. Specialty Fertilizer Labels
The following information, if not appearing un the face or
display side in a rcadubie awl conspicuous forrn, shall occupy at
least the upper- iird of a side of the container and
shall be considered the label.:

rilay

croos

WA IN INC.: This fertilizer carries added florax and is
intended liii lee only 4n1 ;t1falfa. Its use on any other

serious injury

700 pounds per acre for Alfalfa or Tted Clover seed production. Do not ire on other crops; the boron May cause

Investigational Allowances
(a) A commercial fertilizer shall be deemed deficient if the
analysis of any nutrient i3 below the guarantee by an
amount exceeding the values in the following schedule, or
if the overall index value of the fertilizer is below 98%.

by weight.

Percentages
The term of "percentage," by symbol or word, when used on a
fertilizer label shall represent only the amount of individual
plant nutrients or other factors in relation to the total product

Control Officials.

Further, the above phrases (e) be allowed for any products that can show a testing program substantiating the
claim. (Testing under guidance of Experiment Station
personnel, or a recognized reputable researcher, etc.)
Water insoluble nitrogen nuist be guaranteed at the 15%
of total nitrogen level as in org,anic materials.
(g)That AOAC method 2.072 he used initlallv to substantiate the fact that "Coated-Slow Release"
materials are present. The determination need
only be modif ied by elimination of sample grindind during preparation. When the AOAC Committee,
working on this problem, comes up with a more
specific method it will, of course, be substituted.
Definitions
designates otherwise in specific cases,
Except as the
the names and definitions for commercial fertilizers shall be
those adopted by the Association of American Plant Food

products.

_

Example:

10-6-1, Rose Food
257 of Nitrogen is Organic
10(Total N Guaranteed) x .25(7. N Claimed as
1.57. WIN
(Organic) x .60
1Vhen the water insoluble nitrogen is less than 15% ot the
total nitrogen, the label shall bear no references to any
designati4)ns, such as stated in (b).
The term "Coated-Slow Release Fertilizer," or "CoatedSlow Release" may be accepted as descriptive of

To supplement (b), it should be established that if a label
states the amount uf organic nitrogen present in a phrase,
such as "25;; uf llw nitrogen from iireaforinalllehyde
(ureaform)," then the water insoluble nitrogen guarantee
:40 designated.
must be MA ICSS that' 60' Of Ike

0.74
0.76
0.76

0.73
0.73

0.71
0.72
0.72

0.68
0.68
0.68
0.69
0.69
0.70
0.70

acid percent
0.67
0.67
0.67

At nibble Pho.phoric

1.39
1.44

1.21
1.27
1.33

1.16

Los

1.01

percent
0.41
0.43
0.47
0.53
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.79
0.87
0.94

PotaNh

IC20.

Averaging at least two values must be adhered to. If more
than two values are obtained, all significant values must
be averaged. Values carried to two decimals are needed
in applying averages to this table. Values may be
"rounded" to one place where preferred in reporting.
The overall index value is calculated by comparing the
commercial value guaranteed with the commercial value
found. Unit values of the nutrients used shall be those
referred to in Section 10.
Overall index value-example of calculation fo? a 10-1010 grade found to contain 10.1% Total Nitrogen (N),
10.2% Available Phosphoric Acid (P202), and 10.1%
Soluble Potash (1(20). Nutrient unit values are assumed
to be $3 per unit N, $2 per unit P203, and $1 per unit

49, No. 5, October, 1966 should be followed.

Journal of the Association of Official Analytical Chemists.'
In evaluating replicate data, table 19, page 935, Journal
of the Association of Official Analytical Chemists, volume

tion of OffiCial Analytical Chemists, Ilth edition, 1970, and in succeeding issues of the *

For guarantees not listed, calculate the appropriate value
by interpolation.
For these investigational allowances to be applicable, the
recommended AOAC procedures for obtaining samples,
sample preparation and analysis must be used. These are
described in 01110a1 Methods of Analysis of the Associa-

Nit rogen

percent
I or lens
0.49
0,61
0.52
6
0.54
0.56
8
9
0.57
0.68
10
12
0.61
14
0.63
16
0.67
18
0.70
0.73
20
22
0.76
24
0.78
26
0.81
0.83
28
30
0.86
32 or more
0.88

percent

10.0 units N
x3
x2
10.0 units l',O.
10.0 units 1<,0
x 1 =
Commercial Value Guarantee
10.1 units N
x3=

10.2 units PO

x 2 -zn

10.1 units 1(20
x1
Commercial Value Found

Overall index value

60.8
60.0

30.0
20.0
10.0
30.3
20.4
10.1

x 100 = 101.3%

(b) Secondary and minor elements shall be deemed deficient

if any element is below the guarantee by an amount
excee(ling the values in (he following schedule:
Element
Calcium
Magnesium

Allowable Deficiency
)

0.2 unit + 5% of guarantee

)

Sulfur

)

Boron

)

0.003 unit + 15% of guarantee

Cobalt
Molybdenum

)
)

0.0001 unit -4 30% of guarantee

Chlorine
Copper
Iron
Manganese
Sodium

0.005 unit + 10% of guarantee

Zinc

The maximum allowance when calculated in accordance to

the above shall be I unit (1%).
7.

Sampling
Sampling equipment and procedures shall be those adopted by

The Association of Official Analytical Chemists
wherever applicable.

